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Introduction 
The building block for many invariants of plane curve singularities like the 
monodromy, the intersection form, the Seifert form, Coxeter-Dynkin diagrams, 
the mixed Hodge structure on the vanishing cohomology and the spectral pairs 
is the first integral homology group of the Milnor fiber or - which is the same -
the abelianized fundamental group of the Milnor fiber. 
The restriction to the abelianized version of this fundamental group causes 
some serious limitations. E. g. Le Düng Tráng [Lê72] proved that for irreducible 
plane curve singularities the monodromy (on homology) has finite order. How-
ever A'Campo [A'C73] was the first to discover that the monodromy on the 
fundamental group of the Milnor fiber (where the one boundary component is 
collapsed to one point, the basepoint) has infinite order, whenever the singu-
larity has at least two Puiseux pairs. This shows that the monodromy on the 
fundamental group is richer than on homology. 
For the study of analytical invariants of branches of plane curve singularities, 
the first (co)homology group is of particular interest because of Hodge theory. 
Deligne [Del71] introduced in 1970/71 the notion of mixed Hodge structure 
(MHS) and showed that the cohomology of any complex algebraic variety carries 
such a MHS in a natural way. Schmid [Sch73] and Steenbrink [Ste76] determined 
a limit-MHS of a variation of Hodge structures coming from families of compact 
algebraic manifolds. This provided the background for the definition of the MHS 
on the vanishing cohomology of hypersurface singularities by Steenbrink [Ste77]. 
In the case of plane curve singularities this is a MHS on the first cohomology 
group of the Milnor fiber. 
However, due to the fact that for irreducible plane curve singularities the 
monodromy on homology is finite, families of mutually right-left - but not nec-
essarily right-equivalent plane curve singularities all have isomorphic MHSs on 
the vanishing cohomology. This holds, for example, for the family 
h(x,y) = (y2-x3)2-(4\x5y + \2x7), \¿0, (0.1) 
which is the singularity with Puiseux expansion 
y = χ* + VAI«. 
In 1987 Hain [Hai87a], [Наі87с] used Chen's iterated integrals to generalize 
Deligne's construction of a MHS on cohomology to a construction of a MHS on 
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the homotopy Lie algebra for any complex algebraic variety with base point. 
In particular, this object contains a MHS which is called the MHS on the fun­
damental group. Already before, in 1978, Morgan [Mor78] had used Sullivan's 
minimal models to put a MHS on the homotopy Lie algebra of smooth complex 
algebraic varieties. 
Hain also showed, in [Hai87b], that the local system of homotopy groups as­
sociated with a topologically trivial family of smooth pointed varieties underlies 
a good variation of Q-MHSs, which implies by the earlier work of Steenbrink 
and Zucker [SZ85] that there is a limit Q-MHS. 
This provides the background of the problem that Steenbrink proposed to us: 
Is there a generalization of the MHS on the vanishing (co)homology to something 
like 'a MHS on the fundamental group of the general Milnor fiber' in the case of 
(irreducible) plane curve singularities? 
In this thesis we show that the construction of such a generalization is pos­
sible and we will call it the mixed Hodge structure on the nearby fundamental 
group of an irreducible plane curve singularity. We develop a theory that allows 
us to take iterated integrals along certain paths in the central fiber. These paths 
mimic paths in the regular fiber. The given approach seems to be even new for 
the integration of elements in the vanishing cohomology. Due to this integration 
theory, the constructed MHS is defined over the integers. For instance in the 
family f\ defined on page 7 this Z-MHS detects the modulus. 
The above formulated problem is the guideline throughout this whole the­
sis. However, the construction of the mixed Hodge structure on the nearby 
fundamental group is subject to Part II. 
Part I arose from a consideration in the preparation for this construction. 
Since the Milnor fiber is a non compact Riemann surface, it was our first goal 
to understand Hain's MHS on the fundamental group in a very simple case of 
a non-compact Riemann surface: the complement of one point in a compact 
Riemann surface, which we refer to as α punctured compact Riemann surface. 
In the case of compact Riemann surfaces Hain and Pulte ([Hai87c], [Pul88]) 
proved that the extension of MHSs, which is given by the weights 1 and 2 of 
the MHS on the fundamental group, determines the base point (see Theorem 
4.1 on page 57). From this result and from the classical Torelli theorem they 
derived о pointed Torelli theorem as a corollary (see 4.3 on page 58). 
For a punctured Riemann surface (X \ {q},p), the extension that is given 
by the weights 1 and 2, is one dimension bigger than in the compact case. 
Call this extension mpq. It determines in a natural way on the one hand the 
corresponding extension of (X,p) and on the other hand an element in the 
Picard group Pic0 X. We prove that this element in Pic0 X is given by 
(2gq-2p-K), 
where К is the canonical divisor and g the genus of X (see Theorem 3.4 on 
page 42). Furthermore, we show that this extension mpq determines both, the 
base point ρ and the 'removed point' q. This, together with the pointed Torelli 
theorem of Hain and Pulte, yields a two-pointed Torelli theorem as a corollary 
(see 4.8 on page 59). 
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In Part II we consider first the situation of a degenerating family h : 
(Z,D+) —ν (Δ,Ο) of compact Riemann surfaces with one boundary component 
over the disk Δ С С, where the singular fiber, the fiber over 0, is a divisor with 
normal crossings D = D+ U Do- Its components are compact closed Riemann 
surfaces, except for the one component Do, which is a disk. Such a degenerat­
ing family can be constructed from an irreducible plane curve singularity by a 
process that is called 'semistable reduction' (see 8.1). 
In this situation, we want to mimic a path in a regular fiber by a path in 
the central fiber. Let us give a finite version of the ideas that we develop in 
an infinitesimal way in Chapter 5. Intuitively it is clear that the difficulties for 
this mimicry arise at the double points of the divisor with normal crossings D, 
which are all given locally by an equation: x-y = t. If t φ 0, this equation gives 
(locally) a 1-1 relation between points off the double point in one component 
and points off the double point in the other component. This is obviously not 
true for t = 0. For t φ 0, we consider then paths 7 that approach the double 
point in one component and leave it in the other component in such a way that 
locally for all ε > 0 holds: 
ι о 7(т0 - ε) · у o J(TO + ε) = t, 
where 7(70) is the double point. By the identification that is sketched in Figure 
0.1, these paths can be thought of as being in the fiber over t. 
In this picture one can also observe that if |£| is big, the path in the central 
fiber has to make a big detour compared to the corresponding path in the 
regular fiber. Therefore, the speed with which the path in the central fiber 
approaches and leaves the double point is a measure for the distance between 
the central fiber and the regular fiber in which the 'regular path' lives. We give 
an infinitesimal version of this idea in 5.3. Given a non zero tangent vector ν in 
the tangent plane To Δ of the base space Δ and a non zero tangent vector w in 
the tangent plane T^Do at the disk Do, we introduce the notion of a path over 
ν based at w. Moreover, we define a homotopy over ν based at w or shorter, 
a nearby homotopy, in such a way that the set of all nearby homotopy classes 
becomes a group that we denote by 
ni(Z
s
,w). 
The {πι(Ζ
ΰ
,ύ)}
ΰ
€
(
ΤοΑ).ίύ!ζ{Τροΐ)ο). form a local system on (Γ 0Δ)* χ (TPoD0)*, 
which is isomorphic to a corresponding local system that comes from the fun­
damental groups on the regular fibers (see 5.8 on page 85). 
Denote by J = JJ;,W the augmentation ideal of the group ring Zni(Zs,w). 
In the Chapters 6 and 7, we will define for all s > 0 a Z-MHS on 
ZmiZvM/J*1. (0.2) 
This will be done by putting a ZrMHS on ( J / J s + 1 ) * , the dual of J/fs+1 С 
Zn^Z^w)/^. 
INTRODUCTION 
Figure 0.1: Identification of a path in the regular fiber of the map (x,y) ·-> 
x • y = t with a path in the singular fiber. 
The main ingredient for the definition of these Z-MHSs is a differential 
graded algebra (dga) A', which is made up from differential forms on the cen­
tral fiber but whose cohomology is isomorphic to the cohomology of a regular 
fiber. It was suggested to us by Hain2 to use a dga like A' and he proposed 
the problem of finding a way to integrate elements of this dga along some kind 
of paths in the central fiber. We discovered that the right notion of path for 
this purpose turned out to be the notion of a path over ν (based at ііТ). We 
will show that closed elements in A1 can be integrated along paths in ZQ over 
υ in a natural way. This yields an integral structure on І/ 1 (Л # ), which is by 
this integration dual to J/J2. On A' we have filtrations W, and F' such that 
the induced filtrations together with the integral structure define a Z-MHS on 
Η
λ{Α') (see Theorem 6.11 on page 101). 
Since A* has an algebra structure, we can also define iterated line integrals 
along paths over v. We shall do this in Chapter 7. This will give a way to 
2The dga A* is in principle a modified version of the complex Ρ£(Χ*)[Θ) of [Hai87b] for 
this special situation with non compact fibers. 
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describe Homz(J/J B + 1 ,C) in terms of the dga A', similar to Chen's classical 
πι-De-Rham theorem (see Theorem 1.15 on page 23 in Chapter 1 and Theorem 
7.17 on page 136 in Chapter 7). 
These iterated integrals will lead to the definition of a Z-MHS on ( J f Je+1)*, 
and hence to a Z-MHS on (0.2) (see Theorem 7.20 on page 139). And further­
more, we will see that the variation of Z-MHS for all a > 1 
is a nilpotent orbit of MHS (see 6.4 and 7.5). 
Let πι(Ζ 0 ) ρο) be the fundamental group of the central fiber and let 
Ζπι(Ζο,ρο) be its group ring with augmentation ideal Jo· We define a MHS 
on the fundamental group of the central fiber. This MHS is more or less a 
special case of the general construction of a MHS on the fundamental group of 
a complex algebraic varietiy as introduced by Hain [Hai87a]. We show that the 
obvious group homomorphism 
ο:πι(Ζ
ΰ
,ιυ) -> πι(Ζ0,Ρο) 
induces an inclusion of MHSs: 
c* : (Jo/Jê+1Y -> (J/J°+1Y-
In Chapter 8 we show how all these considerations can be applied to study 
irreducible plane curve singularities 
/ : ( C 2 , 0 ) - > ( C , 0 ) . 
The tangent vector ^ in To С yields a finite number of tangent vectors in the base 
space of the 'semistable reduction'. We show that it also defines a finite number 
of tangent vectors in T P o D 0 in a natural way, which we call the monstrance of ƒ. 
Finally we consider the MHS on the nearby fundamental group of the example 
(0.1) on page 7 and show that the extension of Hi by the part of weight —3 of 
J/J4 detects the modulus that is hidden for the vanishing cohomology. Here 
we focus on the effects due to the infinite order of the monodromy. 
In general we expect also interesting information from other parts of this 
MHS on the nearby fundamental group. Even the extension of H\ by Ηχ ® Hi 
given by JJ J 3 might contain interesting information. Also the decomposition 
of the monodromy into a unipotent and a semisimple part has still to be studied. 
We think that the ideas described here for irreducible plane curve singularities 
will have a generalization for reducible plane curve singularities. We know 
that they will have a counterpart for degenerating families of compact Riemann 
surfaces with a section (representing the basepoint in each fiber). 
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Part I 
Mixed Hodge Structure on 
the Fundamental Group of 
a Punctured Riemann 
Surface 

Chapter 1 
Iterated Integrals and 
Chen's De Rham theorem 
In this section we introduce iterated line integrals on smooth real or complex 
manifolds and show how they are related with the fundamental group. We 
choose an approach different from [Che77b] and [Hai87c], which does not need 
iterated integrals over forms of degree higher than 1. The main idea of our 
approach is to express iterated line integrals on a manifold as ordinary line 
integrals on the universal covering space of this manifold. 
We introduce Chen's differential and find that the algebraic way to say that 
an iterated integral is a homotopy functional is to say that Chen's differential 
vanishes on this iterated integral. 
Consider the augmentation ideal of the group ring of the fundamental group 
truncated by one of its powers. We will discuss Chen's πι-De-Rham theorem, 
which establishes an isomorphism between the dual of this object and a cer­
tain vector space of functions on the fundamental group coming from iterated 
integrals. 
1.1 Definition and Elementary Properties 
Let M be a smooth connected manifold over K, where К is either R or C. 
Denote by Ρ M the set of piecewise smooth paths 7 : [0; 1] —> M. 
Definition 1.1 An iterated line integral of length < s with values in К is by 
definition a linear combination of functions from PM to K, which are either 
constant or of the following type: 
Let ψι,...φ
Γ
 with 0 < г < s be smooth K-valued 1-forms on M. We denote 
by ƒ Vi " " ' Ψτ the function, which maps 7 € Ρ M to the complex number, 
ίψι··φ
Γ
~[ [ · • ¡^ h{ti)---fr{tr)dtl---dtr , J-i Ja Jo Jo 
where fj(t)dt is defined to be 7V¿, J = 1> · • • 1 Γ · 
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If ƒ : M —> N is a smooth map and JI an iterated integral on N, then 
ƒ f*I is defined in the obvious way by pulling back the <pj's by ƒ. One finds 
immediately that for any 7 G PM holds: 
J f Of J'y 
R e m a r k 1.2 Since we only work with iterated line integrals in this thesis we 
will call them simply iterated integrals. 
There are several very useful and easy to verify properties of iterated integrals 
such as the following. 
Proposition 1.3 Let 7, α and β be be paths in Ρ M and and let ψι,... ,φ
τ
 be 
smooth 1-forms on M. Moreover, let h be a smooth function on M. Then the 
following equalities hold: 
• ƒ άΚφ2 •••ψτ = ¡(άφ2)φ3 •••Ψτ- Мт_(0)) ƒ Ψι • • ·Ψτ! 
1 1 1 
• ƒ Ψι • · · <Pi-idh<pl+i • • • φτ 
2 
= ƒ Vi · · · <Pi-l(h<Pi+l)<Pi+2 •••ψτ- ƒ Vi · · · Vi-2(Vt- l)V«+l · · · Ψτ! 
1 1 
• J Ψι · · · ψτ-idh = h(j{l)) J φ1 • • • φΓ-ι - J ψι •••y>r_2(/iVr-i) 
1 1 1 
and also 
• ¡Ψ\···ψτ = ( - l ) r ƒ Ψτ···ψ\ 
2 2 " 1 
as well as 
• J Ψΐ···ψτ= Σ fVl---VmfVm+l---Vr- Π 
a*0 0<m<r α β 
Let ρ and q be two points of M. As a consequence of 1.3 we see that if 
one of the ψ„ is exact, then there is an iterated integral of lower length, which 
yields the same function as the original iterated integral, when restricted to 
P(M;p,q), the set of all paths in PM starting in ρ and ending in q. 
Denote for a point ρ € M by P(M,p) the set of all paths in PM with 
basepoint ρ (that is P(M,p) := P(M;p,p)). Observe that the restriction of 
iterated integrals ƒ I : PM —У К to functions ƒ I : P(M,p) — г К is in general 
not injective. E. g. ƒ dz : P(C, 0) -> С is the zero function. We can consider an 
iterated integral, restricted to P(M,p), also as a function on KP(M,p), the free 
abelian group generated by the elements of P(M,p), by extending it linearly. 
Proposition 1.3 allows us to consider an iterated integral of closed forms of 
length г as an iterated integral on the universal covering space of length г — 1. 
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For example consider 7 6 P M and two closed 1-forms φ, ψ on M with their 
liftings ψ, ф on the universal covering space π : M —• M. Let 7 € P M be a 
lifting of 7. Since on M every closed form is exact, there is a function Λ on M 
with /1(7(0)) = 0 such that ψ = dh. Then 
/ φφ = Ι φφ = Ι Ηψ 
Jy Jy Jy 
and hip does not need to be closed (hr¡> closed <* φ Αφ = 0) in general, although 
ψ and φ are closed. As a consequence, an iterated integral does not take the 
same value on homotopic paths in general. 
Definition 1.4 We say that an iterated integral is a homotopy functional, if it 
only depends on the homotopy class of a path relative to its endpoints. After 
restriction to P(M,p), such an iterated integral can not only be considered as 
function on KP(M,p) but also on the group ring Κπι(Μ,ρ). 
If we consider closed 1-forms ψ„ ф
г
 and a 1-form μ then 
Σ<ΡιΑ + μ (1.1) / : 
is a homotopy functional if and only 'ή 'Σ,φ, А ф
г
 + άμ = 0, as one can see by 
using the preceding to write it as an ordinary integral of a closed (!) 1-form on 
M. In this way we find the properties άφ
ι
 = 0, άφ
ι
 = 0 and ^
ι
φ,Αφ
ι
 + άμ = 0 
to be a criterion to ensure that the iterated integral (1.1) of length < 2 is a 
homotopy functional. This observation will be generalized in Theorem 1.13. 
Also the next proposition is important for understanding iterated integrals 
as functionals on paths. 
Proposition 1.5 Let O j , . . . , а^ e P(M, ρ) and ψ\,... , ψ
Γ
 be smooth K-valued 
1-forms on M, then for s >r: 
f f J>i·· 
J <ρι···φ
τ
 = < &i 
( a i - i ) - ( a . - i ) 
ƒ Vi · ' · ƒ Vs , if r = s 
, if τ < s. 
Proof: Define Δ(/*) := {(*i,... Λ ) € Ir\0 < h < • • · < U < 1} and ƒ, := 
[ ^ i ; ] · For closed paths, based at ρ, a, : I, -» M, i = 1,... ,s and 
7 : = Ç*i * ' ' - * Sí and functions / ι , . . . ,f
r
 with f2 (t)dt = η*ψ2, j = 1,... , r it 
is very easy to prove the following formula by induction on k: 
j
 Ψ λ
· · ·
Ψ τ
= 5 3 ƒ Λ ( * Ι ) · " / Γ ( * Γ ) Λ Ι · · - Λ Γ . 
(a,-i) (s*-i)íu+i··^ Ι'^^^Μι.,χ.-.χΐ^ηΑνη 
For к > r the sum is zero and for к = s = r there is only one summand. The 
proof is completed by applying Fubini. • 
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1.2 Review on Differential Graded Algebras 
In this subsection we want to describe some properties of differential graded 
algebras (dga's). Let A* be a connected dga over К with augmentation map 
e : A' —• К and let TZ(A',e) be the sub-vector space of 
00> 
generated by elements Ri(u,f), i = 1,... ,r, which are defined for ƒ € A0 and 
и = φι ® · · · (gì φ
Γ
 Έ ffîA1 by: 
Ri (и, f) :=df ® ψ2 ® · · · ® ψ
τ
 - (ƒ - e(/))^2 ® Ψ3 ® • • • ® ¥V, (1.2) 
Ä,(u, ƒ) :=<i£»i ® • 
+y?i ® ' 
-φι ® • 
Rr(u,f) :=¥Ч®· 
We define two maps1 
® ψι-i ® d/ ® y>,+i ® · · · ® p
r 
® /φί-ι ® νΊ+ι ® · · • ® Vr 
® φ
ι
-ι ® /Vi+i ® " " " ® Vr for 1 < г < г, (1.3) 
® φ
Γ
-ι ® df + <¿>i ® · · · ® (ƒ - e(/))i¿v_i. (1.4) 
the tníerrm/ and the combinatorial differential, 
d/,dc:0(8)V^0(g)> 
r = 0 r=0 
by giving their values on elements of the form φι ® · · · ® φ, and extending 
K-linearly: 
άι(φι ® · · · ® φ
Β
) := }^ι®···® y ,_i ® dy>¿ ® ψί+\ ® · · • ® φ3, 
ι=1 
í - l 
dc(</>i ® · · · ® Vs) : = 5 3 Vi ® · · · ® Vt-1 ® ψι Λ V?i+i ® i/5i+2 ® · • • ® φΒ-
t = l 
Here the maps d¡ and dc shift the degrees in the following way: 
di : (gM1 - • (0 [Α1 Φ Д2])Г+1, de : (g)V -• ((g)" 1 [Α1 θ Д2] V . 
Definition 1.6 The sum (d/ + de) induces a map 
¿Chen : 0 ( g ) V - • f 0 0 > ] / W , e ) , 
r = 0 \,r=0 
which we call Chen differential and its kernel consists of what we call Chen-
closed elements. 
1
 Define <g>° Л' to be К and dc • A1 -* К to be the zero map. 
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For each s the kernel of dchen gets a name 
K'(A\t) := ker jdchen : 0 ( g ) V -»· ( ф ® ^ ' ) /щЛ\е) 
and К.'{A*,e) := IC(A*,e) П ф ^
= 1 ®
r / , i. е. ІС'(А',е) are the elements of 
¡Ca(A',e) with zero constant term. Define moreover 
Щ(Л\е) := ( Ф ;
= О
0 Г А1) ПЩА\е) 
and 
Щ(А',е) := ( 0 '
= i <gf A
1) ПЩА',е) 
and notice that Щ(А*,е) С AC'(Л',с) and Щ(А',е) С £Я(-4 )· 
Definition 1.7 
Н°В
в
(А',е) :=Ka{A\t)/Tl{{A',e) and Я°В.(Л ) := K.\A',t)/ñ\(A',e). 
An element of H°Ba(A',e) respectively H°Ba(A',e) that is represented by 
Σ j °J VJI ® " " - ® ¥>> »s classically notated by £ . / o,j (φ
η
 \ • • • \tpJr). 
Observe that we have for all s > 1 inclusions 
Н°В.{Аш,е) С H°B3+1{A',e) and H°Bs(A\e) С H°BS+1{A'^)-
Remark 1.8 A more general version of this construction of the Chen differen­
tial dchen and of the vectorspaces H°BB(A*,e) and H°Bs(A',e) is the reduced 
bar construction, which is described in ample generality in [Che76] or [Hai87a]. 
Let A' be a connected sub-dga of A" such that Ap = Av for ρ > 1 and 
A1=dA°®A1. (1.5) 
The proof of the following two lemmas is similar to the proof of the Theorem 
on p.23 in [Che76]. 
Lemma 1.9 Suppose I € φ *
= 0 βΓ-^
1
. Then there is an Я € Щ{А',е) and 
anì G ф *
= 0 (&Ά1 such that I = Ï + R and 
dchenl = 0 4* {di + dc ) (/) = 0. 
Proof: By finite induction on s we prove that for every s between s and 0 there 
is an ƒ*" € φ * _ 0 &Αλ and an R, e Щ{А",e) as well as an ïs e ф * = 0 ф ' Л 1 
such that I = I¡ + I' + R¡. 
First, for s = s let I' = I and I¡ = R¡ = 0. 
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s < s: Assume now that there is an Is+1 e φ*=ο ffiA1 and an Rs+i € 
"R.\(A',e) as well as an /¿+1 € φ *
= 0 fflÂ1 such that 
I = !¡+1 + ii+l + Äj+L 
Write P+1 = J2\j\<i+i aJ Ψ]\ ® "- " ® Vjr and let ¥>j„ = <£;„ + d / j* be the 
decomposition according to (1.5). Then observe that 
I* •= Σ aJ {άί]ι®φη®···®Ψ1τ - Rifan ® • • • ® <P3r'> fji) 
\J\<s+l 
+ ψ
η
 ® dfj2 ® · · · ® Vjr - Rifan ® v J 3 ® · · · ® Vj,; /ja) 
+ <£,, ® • · · ® Ф]
г
-
Х
$1г - Rrfan ® 
and /г := Σ o j ?л ® · • • ® <£,
r
 as well as 
|J |<»+1 
Rs~ Σ *J { Л І ( Й ® - - - ® І , ; / Л ) 
| J |<J+1 
+ Яг(£л ® Vj
s
 ® • · · ® <P]r ; ín) 
+ Rrfan®···®!?^-,^)} 
satisfy the induction hypothesis for s. This completes the induction. Finally let 
ƒ := / 0 and note that dchen-f = 0 ·Φ» (d/ + d c ) / = 0 . • 
The following observation is a very useful lemma. 
Lemma 1.10 Suppose I 6 ®г=о®Г ^ l ** Chen-closed. Then we can write 
where for any J with \J\ = s and aj Φ 0 either all φ3ι,-. • ,ψ3, are closed or at 
least one of them is exact. 
Proof: Let I e ф*=о ® Г -41 be Chen-closed. By Lemma 1.9 we may assume 
without loss of generality that I € ф*=о *8>Г "^1 а п < ^ № + de)I = 0· Write 
ƒ = Σ j a j vi, ® ' ' - ® ψ'),, and consider the part of ƒ, which is contained in 
the s-th tensor power of Л 1 , say Τ* := Σμι=« a'j ψ'η ® ' - ' ® ψ\
τ
ι
 Ά&
 element of 
[<8>".4*]s. The condition (dc + d / ) K j ° j <P'n ®' ' "®VjJ = ° implies that Γ" is 
a cocycle with respect to the differential of ((&SA', d). The Künneth formula 
([Spa66], p. 228 and p. 247, Theorem 11) yields the short exact sequence (i. e. the 
isomorphism) 
0 —• [ ( g ) V i y T ) ] ' —• H* ( ( g f . 4 · ) —> 0. 
This is the reason why we can write T* as Σμι=« aJ Ψη ® • · • ® ψ3ι., where for 
each J with \J\ = s either all forms φ
η
,... ,ψ]Β are closed or at least one of 
them is exact. D 
®<PJ,-I;/J,)} 
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Suppose that H2(A') = 0. Given closed elements φι,... ,φ3 € A1, the next 
proposition shows us, how we can find a Chen-closed element in ®^!L0®rAl, 
whose part in ® s A 1 is φι ® · · · ® φ3. 
Proposition 1.11 Suppose H2(A') = 0 and assume φι,... ,φ3 are closed ele­
ments m A1. Then there exist elements φ,
ι tJ € A
1
 (with 1 < i < j < s) such 
that, putting φ%ι tJ —φχ tfi = J, for all 1 < ι < j < s: 
j - i 
dV»,«+i, ,j + Σ W .* Λ V f c + 1 . J = °-
jfe=t 
The following element in φ * = ι ffîA1 is Chen-closed: 
s 
Σ Σ ^
1
· . a i ® V « i + l, ,£»2 ® · - · ® W - i + 1 , ,β· 
v = l 0 < Q i < < a „ _ i < s 
The proof of the existence of <£Ί,»+ι, ,j £ «41 goes by induction on j — ι. The 
computations are just juggling with indices • 
1.3 Homotopy Functionals 
Denote by E(M) or Ец(М) the differential graded algebra (dga) of K-valued 
C°° differential forms on M. Note that any element I = Y^jO,j φ
η
 <S> · · • <8> 
Ψ]ν e ©г=о® Г -^ ' 1 ( ·^) defines an iterated integral J2jaJ Ι Ψοι " ' V j , ! which 
we denote by ƒ I. 
Lemma 1.12 Let Τ = T,\j\=
a
aJ foil ® "• ® [<Pj.] £ (&'E1{M)/dE0(M) be 
such that holds: 
Σ
 aj
 / f η / Φι. = ° 
|J |=» • / Q I ^ 0 · 
/or any s-tuple of closed paths αχ,... , α , m Ρ(Μ,ρ). Then- Τ = 0. 
Proof: Induction on s. In the case s = 1 the function ƒ (a;) := Σ\ j , _
s
 aj ƒ <£>
η 
is well defined and df = 53ij|=» a J л · 
Now let s > 1: Choose a basis [ωι],... , [ω/ν] for the finite dimensional 
subspace of E1 (M)/dE°(M), which is spanned by all elements [φ}„] that appear 
in the expression for T. Write 
TV 
Τ = 53 Aj [ω
η
] ® · · • ® [ω,.] = Ды„] ® 
| J |=e *=1 
/ 
|J|=» 
4 ^ 1 = " 
\ 
•®K1 
J 
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For any (s — l)-tuple a<i,... ,a
s
 of closed paths in P(M, p) we have 
TV / 
= Ew 
i / = l ;i_„
 J
a2 Ja, \J\=, 
\}1= 
\ 
I 
= 0eEl(M)/dE°(M), 
since integration of this element in E1(M)/dE°(M) over a closed path always 
yields zero. The {[ω„]}„ form a basis and therefore we see that for any v, the 
term 
/ 
T„ = 
\ 
Σ ^Kle-ekl 
. ,j\=» 
/ 
satisfies the assumptions of the induction hypothesis and is hence equal to 0. 
That proves Τ = 0. D 
The following theorem is due to Κ. T. Chen [Che77b]. We give a proof by 
using the universal covering space of M without using higher iterated integrals 
(i. e. with forms of degree higher than 1). 
Theorem 1.13 (K. T. Chen) Leti be an element of φ *
= 0 (g)r E1 (M). 
If I is Chen-closed then f I is a homotopy functional. 
Proof: Let Ë*(M) be a sub-dga of E'{M) like the dga Л' С A* in (1.5) on 
page 19. 
The proof goes by induction on s. For s = 1 the assertion simply means 
that integration over a 1-form is a homotopy functional if this form is closed. 
s > 1 : Let J be an element of φ '
= 0 ® ' ' ί '
1 ( ^ ) and ƒ ƒ the corresponding 
iterated integral of length < s. Then let / = I + R be a decomposition of I 
according to Lemma 1.9. Because of dchenl — 0 ·» (dj + dc)(ï) = 0 on the 
one hand and ƒ ƒ = / / o n the other hand, we may assume without loss of 
generality: I = Ï and \d¡ + dc){I) = 0. 
Now denote by π : M -> M the universal covering and let (plu be the 
liftings τ*φ1ν as well as I = J2u\=r<s
aJ Ψΐ\ ® ' ' ' ® Ψ]* t n e lifting of I in 
The iterated integral ƒ J is a homotopy functional if and only if ƒ ƒ is one. 
And {d
c
 + dj){I) = 0 if and only if (d
c
 + d¡)(Í) = 0. So, (dc + dr)(ï) = 0 
implies by Lemma 1.10 that we may assume without loss of generality that for 
any J with | J\ = s one of the forms (pJit is closed. Since on M all closed forms 
are exact, we know that for any such J at least one ψ]λ is exact. By Proposition 
1.3 for any pair of points p, q 6 M there is an element Ipq e ® * = 0 ®
Γ
 Ε
1
 {M) 
such that the restrictions of ƒ I
vq and JI to P(M;p,q) are equal. Using the 
relations (1.2), (1.3) and (1.4) one easily computes 
dcben{I) = dchen{Lpq) 
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By induction hypothesis we conclude that ƒ ƒ is a homotopy functional. This 
completes the proof of the theorem. D 
Also the following observation will turn out to be very useful later, especially 
likewise for M = U, an open simply connected neighbourhood of a point or for 
M = M, the universal covering. 
Proposition 1.14 Let M be a manifold with HX{M) = 0. Let I be a Chen-
closed element of ®°T=i ®rE1(M). 
Then for any pair of points p, q G M there is a function fpq € E°(M) such that 
for all smooth paths 7 : [0; 1] -¥ M with 7(0) = ρ and 7(1) = q holds: 
[l= f 4f„ = f„(q) - f„(p). 
Proof: By induction on s. s = 1: trivial. 
s > 1 : By Lemma 1.10 and Proposition 1.3 we know that we may express ƒ I 
as an iterated integral of length s - 1. The definition of all the forms in this 
shorter iterated integral just depends on the points ρ and q. Then apply the 
induction hypothesis. G 
We will finish this section by describing the basic relation between iterated 
integrals and the fundamental group: Chen's theorem. 
Let Ζπι(Μ,ρ) be the group ring of πι(Μ,ρ) with augmentation ideal JP{M) 
(if the context is clear we will only write Jp). Note that Jp is generated by 
elements of the form (a — 1), where a € πι(Μ,ρ). Notice moreover that we 
have the isomorphism 
Ηι(Μ,Ζ) = —¥ Jp Jp, 
[7Гі(М,р);7Гі(М,р)] Vl " 
which sends [a] to (a - 1). 
Let С?к be a sub-dga of Ек(М). The choice of a base point ρ £ M defines 
an augmentation map that we also denote by p: 
p : G K -+ К 
ƒ и- f(p). 
By Proposition 1.3 and by Proposition 1.5 we have for all s well-defined inte­
gration maps: 
H°B
a
(GK,p) —* Homz {Jp/j;+1;K). (1.6) 
The following theorem is also due to Chen [Che77b] and is referred to as 
Chen's πι -De-Rham theorem or Chen's theorem in the literature. It describes 
how iterated integrals reflect the structure of the fundamental group. 
Theorem 1.15 (K. T. Chen) Suppose that GK is a sub-dga of Εκ(Μ) such 
that the inclusion is a quasi-isomorphism. Then the integration map 
H°B,(GK,P) —• Homz {Jp/rp+1;K) 
is an isomorphism. 
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Remark 1.16 Observe that the augmentation map ε : Ζπι(Μ,ρ) —y Ζ has a 
natural section σ : η ι—• η · 1, which makes the short exact sequence 
•o —> JP/J;
+1
 —> Z ^ ( M , P ) / J P S + 1 -s* ζ — • о. 
split. This splitting gives 
Hom
z
 (Ζπι ( M , p ) / j ; + 1 ; К) S Hom
z
 ( J p / J p s + 1 ; Κ) Θ К 
and this decomposition corresponds via the integration map with 
H°B,(GK,p) 3 H°BS(GK>P) θ К, (1.7) 
where К stands for the iterated integrals of length 0, i. e. the constants. 
Therefore Chen's theorem can also be stated as: The integration map induces 
an isomorphism 
H°B
s
(GK,p) S Hom z ( Z ^ ( M , p ) / j ; + 1 ; K ) 
Remark 1.17 Taking Chen's Theorem 1.15 for granted one can prove in par­
ticular the converse of Theorem 1.13: if ƒ ƒ is a homotopy functional then I is 
Chen-closed. 
About the proof of 1.15: It is a consequence of Lemma 1.12 and Proposition 
1.5 that if for an element I € H°BS(GK,P) the integral ƒ I : J* -у К is the 
zero map then I e H°B
a
-i{Gyi,p). Conversely, if ƒ € H°BS-I[GK,P) then 
ƒ I : Jp —» К is the zero map. This shows that there is an injective map 
H°B
s
(GK,p) ,j,fjs+iy n Rv 
3
-H"B^(GK,p)^[J>lJ* > • ( L 8 ) 
Consider for all s the short exact sequence 
о — • J;/J;+1 — • JP/J;
+1
 — • jp/j; — • o. 
Dualizing with Homz( · ; K) yields the lower sequence of the following commu­
tative diagram with exact rows. 
0 • M . - Í Í G K . P ) • Я°В
а
(С
к
,р) • нЬвВЛ5А • ° 
1 1 1' " 
о y ( j p / J Í ) ; > ( J p / ^ + 1 ) ; • (JÍ/j;+% • о. 
By induction on s using the 5-lemma we obtain another equivalent formula­
tion of Chen's theorem: For all s, the integration map induces an isomorphism: 
H°BS{GÍÍ,P) / „ / 7 S + i 4 * 
J
-H°Bs_1(GK,p)-*[J>/J» ' • 
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The multiplication of the group ring induces a surjective map: 
&JP/J¡ - • J;/J;+\ 
By dualizing this map we find an embedding 
t : (j;/j;+% = Homz(j;/Jpe+1;K) -> Homz {(Jp/J^a;K) = Ηι{Χ,Κ)°'. 
We do not prove the surjectivity of 3 in general. But, for example, if Я 2 (M) = 0, 
then we know by Proposition 1.11 that even ι о 3 is surjective and so is 3. 
In particular, this proves Chen's theorem for a punctured Riemann surface, 
i. e. the complement of one point in a compact Riemann surface. For compact 
Riemann surfaces, we will prove the surjectivity of 3 explicitly in Proposition 
2.2 and Proposition 2.8 (cf. Remark 2.9). G 
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Chapter 2 
De R h a m Homotopy 
Theory for Riemann 
Surfaces 
In this chapter we recapitulate the De Rham Homotopy theory in the sense of 
Hain for the case of a compact Riemann surface and the case of the complement 
of a point within a compact Riemann surface. We construct the MHS on the 
fundamental group in these cases. This is all classical. As reference may serve: 
[Hai87c]. 
2.1 T h e Topology 
In the sequel we let X be a compact Riemann surface of genus g. We fix ρ £ X 
as basepoint for the fundamental group and q € X as the point, which will 
possibly be removed. Since several statements are analogous for X and X \ {q} 
we write S for an element of the set {X, X \ {q}}. 
The goal of this section is to understand Chen's theorem better in the two 
cases (S,p) = (X,p) and (S,p) = (X \ {q},p)- In particular, we want to get a 
description of JP(S) / JP{S)S+1. 
Since Jp(S) is the augmentation ideal in Ζπι(S,ρ), the multiplication in 
Zn\(S,p) defines a surjective map 
(%)SJP(S)/JP(S)2 -» jp(sy/jp(sy+\ 
whose dual gives us a natural inclusion ("(·)* = Homz(-,Z)") 
(Jp(sy/jp(sy+iy -> 0V(5,Z). 
Hence, the exact sequence 
о -> J;/J;+1 - • JP/J;
+1
 -> JP/J°P - • о 
27 
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induces the exact sequence 
о -> {JP/J;Y -> (JP/J;+1Y Α <g)V(s,z). (2.i) 
2.1.1 The P u n c t u r e d Riemann Surface 
When S = X\ {q}, let Jpq := JP(X \ {q}). Here we have H2{X \ {q}) = 0 and 
Proposition 1.11 tells us that we can find for any Τ = £Λ j , _ t a3 [у л]®· • -®[y is] £ 
®aHl(X\{q},I¡) a Chen-closed element I e ® " = 1 ®TEx{X\{q}), whose part 
in 0 S £? 1 (X \ {g}) is 52ш=« OjVji ® " " ® Ψj,- When we use Chen's theorem to 
identify H°B{E'(X \ {q}),p) with (Jpq/J°+1)*, then we find that Ρ maps I to 
T. This shows that Ρ is surjective in this case. We proved: 
Proposition 2.1 There is a natural exact sequence 
о -• (W-^Г -> ( W W -^ ф гд \ {g},z) -> o. 
2.1.2 The Compact Riemann Surface 
Now consider S = X and let Jp := JP(X)· The wedge product on £k(-?0 
induces the cup product 
U : H1(X,Z)^)H1(X,Z) —• H2(X,Z). 
Denote its kernel by K(X, Z) and define the following submodule of 
&Hl(X,Z) (abbreviate Η^Χ,Ζ) = H^X)): 
s-2 
K*(X,Z) := П Я 1 ^ ) ® · · · ® Hl{X) ®K(X,Z) ® Hl(X) ® • · · ® Я 1 ^ ) . 
'=° ' ' ' Г ^ ' 
« ( s - 2 ) - t 
Or alternatively, for s > 2 the cup-product induces maps 
Ut : H\X)®S -»• Я 1 ^ ) ® 1 ® Я2(ЛГ) ® Я 1 ^ ) ® ^ - 2 - · ) 
for i = 1,... ,s - 2. Then K S (X,Z) := fif=o k e r U « a n d K2(X,Z) = K{X,Z). 
In this subsection, we want to prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.2 There is α natural exact sequence 
о -• (./„ЯТ -+ {JPlrp+lY Α *:s(Jt,z) -• о. 
Let us introduce some notation, which we will also use later on. Denote by 
7 , . . . 7 a system of closed piecewise smooth paths in X \ {q} with basepoint 
p, disjoint in X \ {p, q], which has the following properties: 
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• Let π : X —y X denote the universal covering space of X. Then a lifting 
of the path 
Ύ *V ^ _ *V^ · « · Ύ Ύ Ύ - *V— 
-í.l-Ls+1-Ц J . j+1 ±g±2g±g ±2g 
to X parametrizes the boundary of a disk in X. 
• Denote by 7, the homotopy classes of the paths 7 , i = 1,... , 2g. The fun­
damental group щ(Х,р) is the quotient of the free group F ( 7 ! , . . . ,72g), 
which is generated by the 7,, and the only relation (let [·, ·] denote the 
commutator) 
[ΤΙ, 7β+ι]···[7». 72,] = 1- (2.2) 
By c, := (jt — 1) we denote the element in Jp, which corresponds to 7, € 
πι(Χ,ρ). We make the convention that we write greek letters for elements in 
πι(Χ,ρ) and latin letters for the corresponding element in Jp, e. g. a € π\(Χ,ρ) 
and о = (a — 1) £ Jp. 
With a = (a — 1), b = (β — 1), с = (7 - 1) and d = (δ — 1) we find in general 
(a/?7 - 1) = (a + 1)(6 + l)(c + 1) - 1 resp. 
(a/?7 - 1) = 06 + ac + be + a + ö + с mod J% 
{βαη -l) = ba + ac + bc + a + b + c mod J% 
from which we obtain 
(aßj - 1) - (βα-γ - 1) = ab - ba mod j£. 
Hence for 7 = α~1β~1δ we find: 
(a / îa-V - 1 «* - 1) - (J - 1) = ab - ba mod J%. 
Applying this rule to the relation (2.2) yields: 
9 
Σ (c»c9+, - c s + ,c t ) = 0 mod Jp. (2.3) 
« = 1 
Deduce from (aß - 1) = ab + a + b and in particular (7, - 1)(7,_1 - 1) + 
(7, - 1) + (7, -1 - 1) = 0 that Jp/Jp+1 is generated as Z-module by all s-fold 
products of c i , . . . ,C2g. Relation (2.3) says that there is a formal power series 
P(xu... ,x2g) = T,\j\>3aJ xnú-'xir € Z[[xi, . . . ,x2g]] in such away that 
я 
[Ъ. 73+ι] • · · [7я. Ъд] - 1 = Σ (c'c<7+« - ca+.c») + -P(ci,••• ,c2g)=0. 
1=1 
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There axe relations between these s-fold products of c3 's: the relations coming 
from (2.2): 
ν ( 5 3 (ciCs+t - cs+tC.) 1 w = 0 mod J* TS+l 
'v 
4 = 1 
where υ, w are products of the Cj's with t i e J ' and w Ç. J* 2 *, к = 0,. . . , s — 2 
and J " := Ζ 1. These are the only relations as one can derive from 
ζ *
 {x,P) * Щъуъ.) {2Л) 
( m . 7β+ι]·"[7β, 72«]-1) 
where the denominator is the ideal generated by [71, 7 3+i] · · · [~yg, 7га] —1- (This 
isomorphism exists since the object on the right in (2.4) satisfies the universal 
property of the group ring (cf. [Lan93]Ch. V, §1, p. 176).) 
The observations above can be summarized in the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3 The kernel of the multiplication map 
(g)Vp/jp2 -> J;/J?\ 
is generated by elemenL· of the form: ι ® Σ?=ι (c* ® cg+t — cg+l ® ct) ®y, where 
χ is m (Jp/J¡)®k and y m (Jp/J¡)^s-^~k for к = 0,. . . ,s - 2. 
Let [3E] € Η2 (Χ, Ζ) be a generator such that f
x
 X = 1. Then the first reci­
procity law for Riemann surfaces ([GH78], p. 230) yields the following equation 
for two elements [φ], [ψ] € Я 1 (Χ): 
M U [</>] = ( ƒ ψΛφ)[Χ] 
Jx 
Ικ=1 \Jc·' Jce+·' JCg+v Jc» ) ) 
In other words, the map ρ : H2(X) -» Ηι(Χ) ® H\(X), which maps [X] to 
YX
=
i(c
v
 <3> cg+v — cg+l/ CS> c„), is the dual to the cup-product U : H1(X,Ζ) ® 
H1(X,Z)^H2{X,Z). 
Proof of Proposition 2.2: In Lemma 2.3 we saw that the sequence over Z, 
s-2 
0 -• 0 Я і Г Д ) ® ··· ® H2(X) ® ...HdX) -> ( g f # i № "• ( ^ / ^ 1 ) "> 0, 
t = l 
where the first map is induced by p, is exact. Its dual is the short exact sequence 
s-2 
0 -• (j;/j;+iy -> (gf tfx(x) Д 0 я Ч х ) ® •••® я2(х) ® •••ячх) -»• о, с. 
ι = 1 
where the last map С is induced by the cup-product. 
Hence we have: ( J * / J * + 1 ) * = kerC = KS(X,Z). D 
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2.2 The Mixed Hodge Structure on the Funda­
mental Group 
In this section we describe the construction of the "mixed Hodge structure 
(MHS) on the fundamental group" in the two cases we are interested in: the 
case of a compact Riemann surface and the case of a Riemann surface, which 
is the complement of one point in a compact Riemann surface. This time, we 
start with the compact case. 
2.2.1 Compact Riemann Surface 
By К we denote the real numbers E or the complex numbers C. Let E^(X) or E£ 
be the algebra of K-valued C°° forms on X. The weight filtration W, on E£(X) 
is defined to be the increasing filtration for which holds: Gr^E^X) = E^(X). 
Moreover, there is a decreasing filtration F* on E^(X) = E^(X) ®R C, the 
Hodge filtration: on Е£(Х), the subspace FPE(X) contains by definition all 
forms, with at least ρ dz's, when the forms are represented by local coordinates 
(U,z). The only non trivial part of this filtration is hence F1E1(X). The 
filtration F* has the following well-known properties. 
ET(X):=((Ei,W),(Eè,W,F)) 
is an R-Hodge complex1 of weight 0. This implies in particular that 
{(Hn{X,R),W,), (Hn(X,C),W„F')) is a Hodge structure (HS) of weight n. 
The wedge product on E*(X) induces a morphism of Hodge complexes: 
Λ : E'(X) ® E'(X) —+ E'(X). 
Therefore, the cup product U : H1 (X) ® H1 (X) —> H2(X) defines a morphism 
of Hodge structures. Thus, its kernel 
K{X) ~ (K{X,Z), (K(X,R),W), (K(X,C),W,F)) 
is a Z-Hodge structure of weight 2. More generally, 
K°(X) := (K'(X,Z), (K*(X,R),W), {K'(X,C),W,F)) 
is a Z-Hodge structure of weight s. 
Our goal now is to define for all s > 1 a mixed Hodge structure (MHS) on 
(Jp/Jp+1)* in such a way that the exact sequences 
о -• (JP/J;Y -> (jP/j;+ïr -»· κ·(χ) -* о 
become exact sequences of mixed Hodge structures. The way to do this, is to 
define a MHS on H0B„(E*(X),p) and to use Chen's 7Ti-De-Rham theorem to 
define a MHS on (JP / J¿+ 1 )* · 
1FOT the notion of a Hodge complex (HC) and a mixed Hodge complex (MHC) we refer to 
[Del71] or [EZ91]. 
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The filtrations W, and F' on E'{X) induce nitrations W, and F' on 
г=і <2)rE'(X) and also on Ka(E'{X),p) (see Definition 1.7 on page 19) in a 
natural way by 
Wi ( 0 &E¿(X) ) = 0 £ WhEÍ(X) ® • • · ® W/r££(X) 
\ r = l / r=l ί ι+· ·+/
Ρ
+Γ<ί 
and 
^
P
 ( 0 &E&X) ) = 0 Σ ^ З с W ® · · • ® Fp'E'
c
(X). 
\ r = l / r = l piH hpr>p 
Then define 
W, {H°Ba(E¿(X),p)) := im{W,«'(£5(X),p) -* tf°Ss(££(X),p)} 
and 
F " (Я°В
а
(Я£(Х),р)) := i m { F " ^ ( E S ( X ) , p ) -> # 0 5 $ ( £ £ ( Χ ) , ρ ) } 
Note that for s > I we have Wt (H°Bs(E£(X),p)) = H°Bi(E¿(X),p), i. e. the 
weight filtration is just the filtration by the length of the iterated integrals. 
We want to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4 For all s > 1, the collection of data 
H°Bs(X,p) := ( {H°B3(Ei(X),p), W.), {H°B3(E¿(X),p), W„ F') ) 
is an R-mixed Hodge structure. 
To this end, the following lemma turns out to be very useful (cf. [Pul88], 
section 3 and [PY96], section 2, Lemma 2.4). Define for Ω = £ t ψχ ® грг e 
_E¿(X) ® E^(X) the notation: ΛΩ := £ , ψ% Λ ^,. 
Lemma 2.5 TTtere is α unique linear map 
μ : {Ω e £¿(X) ® £ ¿ W | Λ Ω i« exocí } —> F1E¡:(X) 
such that for all φ ® ψ with ψ Λ ψ exact holds: 
φ Λ ψ + ¿μ(<£ ®ΐ/ι) = 0 and μ(<£> ® ψ) — μ(φ ® τ/>) is exact. 
Remark 2.6 If one uses in the case S = X \ {q} the C°°-logarithmic Dolbeault 
complex of differential forms, which was introduced and studied by Burgos 
[Bur94], then one can also prove a comparable lemma for the case 5 = X \ {q}. 
However, in 2.2.2 we will - like it is done in [Hai87c] - use E'(Xlogq), 
the complex of C°°-forms on X with logarithmic singularities at q in order to 
construct a MHS On (Jpq/Jpg1)"· 
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Proof: The following assertion provides the proof: 
Assertion: For each Ω = Σ,Ψι®Ψ* £ Ε}.(Χ)® E¡.{X) such that ΛΩ = £ , ψ
ί
Λ 
ψ* is exact, there exists a unique pair μ(Ω) and μ(Ω) in F1EQ(X) with the 
properties: 
Λ Ω + άμ(Π) = 0 Λ Ω + <ίμ(Ω) = 0 
and μ(Ω) — μ(Ω) ¿5 exact. 
Proof of the assertion: Since the differential of E^{X) is strict (cf. [GH78]) 
with respect to the Hodge filtration F', there exist forms υ, ν ξ. FXE^{X) such 
that ΛΩ + dv_= 0 and ΛΩ + dv = 0. 
Now ν — ν is a closed form, i. e. it represents an element in Hl(E£). Recall 
that the Hodge filtration F on E£ induces a pure Hodge structure of weight 1 
on Hl{E£). Therefore there are closed w, w G Ex¿° = F^^X) П F°E¡.{X) 
and ƒ G EQ with: ν — ϋ = w — w + df. Define μ(Ω) := ν — w and μ(Ω) := ν — w. 
Then μ(Ω) - μ(Ω) = (ν — υ) — (w — w) is exact. 
Uniqueness: Suppose there are μ'(Ω) and μ'(Ω) with the same properties. On 
cohomology we have Р ^ Я 1 ^ ) = Hl{El). Then μ(Ω)-μ'(Ω) and μ(Ω)-μ'(Ω) 
are closed and represent elements in F1H1(E^.) = F1 H1 (££) П F°Я1 (££) = 
Hlfi{E£) and (μ(Ω) - μ'(Ω)) - (μ(Ω) - μ'(Ω)) is exact. Therefore we obtain 
the decomposition 
0 = [μ(Ω) - μ'(Ω)] + ЩЩ - Д(П)] G Я 1 · 0 ^ ) θ Я 0 · 1 ^ ) . 
Hence there exist ƒ and ƒ G EQ with the property: μ(Ω) — μ'(Ω) = df 
resp. μ(Ω) - μ'(Ω) = df. Since d is strictly compatible with the Hodge fil­
tration we observe df, df e f ^ f l dE^ = dFlE$. = 0. This accomplishes the 
proof of the assertion. 
The assertion implies μ(Ω) = μ(Ω), because (μ(Ω),μ(Ω)) and (μ(Ω),μ(Ω)) 
both satisfy the conditions in the assertion. So, we constructed one map: 
μ : {Ω G £¿(X) ® E^(X)\ Λ Ω exact } —• FVE¡.(X). 
From the uniqueness of the assertion we also deduce that μ is linear, for with 
(μ(Ωι+Ω 2),μ(Ωι + Ω2)) also (μ(Ωι) + μ(Ω2),μ(Ω1) + μ(Ω2)) is a solution of the 
problem formulated in the assertion. This completes the proof of the lemma. Π 
Corollary 2.7 For any form ω G Eç(X) with δω = 8ω = 0 and any Ω G 
É^{X) ® E^(X) such that ΛΩ is exact, 
ω Λ μ(Ω) is exact. 
Proof: Decompose ω G Ελ
ζ
{Χ) = F1 £¿(X) θ F1 E¿(X) in ω = α ; 1 ' ° + ω 0 · 1 . 
From the lemma we know that there is an ƒ G E^ such that μ(Ω) — μ(Ω) = df. 
Since μ(Ω) and μ(Ω) are in F1EQ(X), we obtain: 
ω Λ μ(Ω) = ω0·1 Λ μ(Ω) 
= ^
Γ
Λ μ ( Ω ) - ^ Γ Λ ( ί / 
= 0 + ά(/ω°Λ)θ 
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Consider the map R : H°B
s
(E'(X),p) -4 KS(X), which is induced by the 
projection ф
г = 1 (QrEl(X) -t ®"E1(X). It is easy to see that the integration 
map makes the diagram 
H°B
a
{E'(X),p) —5-»· K°(X) 
i II 
commutative. 
Proposition 2.8 The map 
R : (H°B
a
(E'(X),p), W„ F') -> (K>(X), W„ F') 
is surjective and strict with respect to the filtrations W, and F'. 
Proof: Define 
Kr •= | Σ aj Ъі ® · • · ® Ъ* e &Ес(Х) VJ : ipjfc Л <pJk+1 i
s
 exact and 
(v*. € im μ or д<р,„ = Βψ3„ = 0) 
and define moreover μ : ф
г > 2 K
r
 —• Φ
Γ
> ι ^ r by fixing the values on elements 
of the form ψ
η
 ® · · · ® ψ]τ and extending~linearly: 
r - l 
μ{φ
η
 ® • • · ® v?Jp) := ^ ^ ® • · · ® ψ3„_λ ® μ(ν?^ ® <^fc+1) ® v?JJb+2 ® • · · ® ψ]τ. 
k=l 
Corollary 2.7 assures that this expression is an element of Kr~1 (notice that 
FlEl{X) A FXE}.(X) = 0). 
We claim that for harmonic forms ω\,... ,ω3 € EQ(X), that is δων = δων = 
0, the expression 
I := α»ι ® · · · ® aij + μ(μ>ι ® • · · ®ω3) + μ2(ωι ® · • • ® о/л) + • •· + μ 5 _ 1 ( ω ι ® · • • ® ша) 
is Chen-closed and hence by Theorem 1.13, ƒ ƒ is a homotopy functional. 
Observe that always holds: 
dc (φ
η
 ® · · · ® v>) + dj {μ{ψ
η
 ® · • · ® (pjj) = 0. 
Therefore we find 
(di + d
c
) {ωι ® · · · ® ω„ + μ(ωι ® • · · ® ω,) + • · · + μ 5 _ 1 ( ω ι ® · · · ® ω,)) 
= d/ (ω! ® · · · ® ùjs) + dc (μ* - 1 (ωχ ® · · · ® ω3)) = 0. 
This shows that R is surjective. Since μ respects the Hodge - and the weight 
filtration, the map R is strict with respect to W, and F'. • 
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Remark 2.9 In particular, this proposition provides a proof of Chen's πι-De-
Rham theorem for compact Riemann surfaces, like mentioned before on p.25. 
It is not difficult anymore to do all the remaining verifications in the proof 
of the following proposition by using Proposition 1.3. 
Proposition 2.10 For all s the sequence 
0 -> Η°Ε..
ι
(ΕΛ{Χ),ρ) -»• Η°Β,(Ε·(Χ),ρ) Α К'(Χ) -* 0 
is exact and strict with respect to W, and F'. О 
Now finally, we can prove Theorem 2.4. 
Proof of 2.4: We prove the theorem by induction on s. 
s = 1: Here we know: Η°Β
λ
{Ε'{Χ),ρ) = Hl(X). 
s > 1: Consider the exact sequence 
0 -> H°B,-1{Em(X),p) -> H0B„(E'(X),p) A K'(X) -> 0. 
By induction hypothesis, we have MHSs on the left and on the right hand side 
of this sequence. The maps are defined over Ζ and strict with respect to W» 
and F9. It is follows (cf. [GS75], (1.16)) that H°B3{E*(X),p) is a real MHS. 
D 
Remark 2.11 Together with Proposition 2.10 this theorem implies that the 
short exact sequence of 2.10 is an element of 
ExtM H S (K°(X), H°Ba^(E-(X),p)). 
In particular for the case s = 2 we find an element in: ExtMHs (^Ч-^)» H1(X)). 
For A = Z, Q, E, С let 
{Jp/jfX ••= Hom
z
 (JP/J;+1, A). 
By Chen's theorem, the nitrations W. and F* on H°B
s
(E'(X),p) induce fil­
iat ions W. and F* on {Jp/Jp+1)*
x
 for A = E, С respectively. 
Therefore, we can summarize the results of this subsection into the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.12 The collection of data 
(jP/j;+1Y ••= ((4>Я*+1)2; (( Г%. w-); ((Jp/J?%, w.t n) 
is a Z-mixed Hodge structure and 
о -• [j„/j;y -» (Jp/j;+1)' -> κ'(χ) -> о 
is an exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures. 
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2.2.2 Punctured Riemann Surface 
Now let us consider the case of a punctured Riemann surface: (S,p) = (X \ 
{q},p) Notice that the first (co)homology group of X\{q} is isomorphic with the 
first (co)homology group of X. Remember that we denoted the augmentation 
ideal in the group ring Ζπχ(Χ \ {q},p) by Jpq. Our goal in this subsection is to 
construct a MHS on 
(Jpq/Jpq ) 
such that the sequence 
о -> (J„/JbY -> (-W-CT -* &НЧХ) -> о 
becomes a short exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures. We proceed similarly 
as in Section 2.2.1. 
As far as the complex of differential forms is concerned, things are more 
complicated as the following remark shows. 
Remark 2.13 Removing one point from a compact Riemann surface does not 
change its singular cohomology. But nevertheless 
{ER(X\{q}), (Ec(X\{q}),F)) 
is not an Ε-Hodge complex. The filtration F does not even induce a Hodge 
structure on i71(£?c(-^\{ç})) if the genus of X is positive, because the following 
is true:2 
F'H^EciX \ {,})) = H\EC{X \ {q})). 
Instead of the complex E(X \ {q}) we will use the complex of C^-forms on 
X \ {q} with logarithmic singularities at q, 
E'(Xlogq) •= Γ {n'(Xìogq) ®
Ω
ο ( χ ) £°>'(X)), 
2
 A proof of this well-known identity can be given as follows (I learned this proof from 
Steenbnnk) Denote by Sl'(*q) the sheaf of holomorphic differential forms on X \ {q), which 
are meromorphic on X Let O
x
(*q) = Ω°(*?) Then (Ω*(*ς),σ>) •-> (EC(X \ (q)),F) in­
duces a filtered morphism (Η(Ω*(*9)),σ>) À (H{EC{X \ {q)),F) The map Н(П*(*с)) -• 
H(Ec(X \ {q}) is well-known to be an isomorphism (cf [GH78], ρ 453 (Grothendieck's al­
gebraic de Rham Theorem)) Consider the short exact sequence of complexes of sheaves 
0 -» σ>ιΩ*(*ς) —• Q'(*q) -* [Ox(*q) -f 0] —> 0 and the corresponding long exact sequence 
of hypercohomology. 
• - i H ' ^ . n - f . ç D - t H H i i ' M l - t f f ' ^ O x M ) - » · 
Denote for any ι by 0(iq) the subsheaf of 0(*q) of meromorphic functions with a pole of order 
at most ι in q Since 0(*q)/0(iq) is concentrated in q, H1 (X \ {q},0(*q)/0(iq)) — 0 and 
Я
1
 (X \ {q}, 0(iq)) -> Я 1 (X \ {q}, 0(*q)) is surjective For г > 2д - 2 we find by Riemann-
Roch and Serre duality Я 1 (X \ {q},0(iq)) = 0 This shows σ ^ Η 1 (Ω*(*g)) = H^ÍTÍ.*«)). 
from which we conclude Fl(Hl(Ec(X \ {<?}))) 2 λ (σ^ιΗ^Ω'ί*?))) = λ (Η 1 (Ω*(*ς))) = 
НЦЕ
С
(Х\Ш 
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in order to define a Hodge structure on Hl(X \ {q}) and (JPq / J^1)* • Note 
that £ ° ( X l o g 9 ) = £ ° p 0 . 
The weight filtration W, on E'(Xlogq) is multiplicative, i. e. W
m
 Λ W
n
 = 
W
m+n, and hence determined by W-iE'(Xlogq) = 0 and W0E'(X log q) = 
E'(X) as well as WiE^Xlogq) = E^Xlogq). 
On E' (X log q) we have the Hodge filtration, which is defined by: 
F'E'{X\ogq) := 0 Г (fi*(Xlog g) ® Ω ο ( χ ) ε°·-"(Χ)). 
k>p 
It is well-known that the differential d is strict with respect to F' as E*(X log q) 
is part of a mixed Hodge complex. On the cohomology of this complex, the 
weight filtration is given by: 
W,+mH
m(E'(Xlogq)) := im {Hm(W,E'(X log q)) -> Нт(Е'(Х log q))} . 
Chen's theorem is valid for E'(Xlogq), since E*{Xlogq) *-» Е£{Х \ {q}) 
is a quasi-isomorphism. That means, we know that the integration map defines 
an isomorphism 
H°B,(E-(Xlogq),p) - ^ {Jn/Jiï1)*· 
In particular, this isomorphism gives us an embedding of the lattice 
РЯ/4ЯУ = Hl(X,Z) ^ HHE'(Xlogq)). 
The inclusion E'(X) •-> E'(Xlogq) induces an isomorphism HX(X) Ξ 
Я
1
 (X \ q) in cohomology, which maps Я 1 (X, Z) to H1 (X \ {q}, Z) and respects 
the filtrations W, and F*. Therefore, 
H\X \ {q}) = {H\X \ {q), Z), (H\X \ {q}, R), W.), (Н\Х \ {q}, C), W., F ')) 
is apure Hodge structure of weight 1, isomorphic with Я 1 ( Х ) . We will identify 
Η
Χ(Χ) with Ηλ{Χ \ {q}) in this way. 
Again similar to 2.2.1, the filtrations W, and F' on E'(Xlogq) induce 
filtrations W, and F' on φ *
= 1 ®
rE*(Xlogq) in a natural way by 
W, ( 0 ( g ) V ( X l o g ( 7 ) ] = 0 Σ WhE,(Xlogq)»-®W,rE\Xlogq) 
\r=l / r=l | 1 + . . . + | r + r < | 
and 
^ ( 0 ® Γ £ · ( * 1 ° ε ? ) ) = 0 Σ F*lE'(Xlogq)®- •®F'*E'(Xìogq). 
\ г = 1 / r = l P1+ -+Pr>P 
Then define 
W, {H°B
a
(E*(Xlogq),p)) := im {WtIC\E'(X log q),p) -• H°B,(E'(X log q),p)} 
and 
F" (H°B3(E'(Xlogq),p)) :=іт{Е'ІСа(Е\ХІоёЯ),р) -> H° В,(E\X log q),p)} . 
We want to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.14 For all s > 1, the collection of data Н°В
а
(Х \ {q},p) := 
( {H°B
a
(El(Xlogq),p), W.), (Я0В,(E'(Xlogq),p), W„ F') ) 
is an R-mixed Hodge structure. 
The proof of Theorem 2.14 is very similar to the proof of 2.4, once we have 
the following two propositions at our disposal. Therefore, we leave the proof 
itself to the reader. 
The projection 0 *
= 1 ^
rE1(Xlogq) -> Q"E1(Xlogq) induces the map R 
in the following commutative diagram. 
H°B,(E-(Xlogq),p) — ^ - + фН^Х) 
1 II 
(•WW —P-^ ®H4x) 
Proposition 2.15 The map 
R : {H°B
s
(E'(Xlogq),p), W„ F') ->• ( ® V ( * ) , W„ F') 
is surjective and strict with respect to the filtrations W, and F'. 
Proof: It is a consequence of Proposition 1.11 that R is surjective. Since the 
differential of E'(Xlogq) is strict with respect to the Hodge filtration, one can 
easily see from the same Proposition 1.11 that R is strict with respect to F* 
and W.. D 
Similar to Proposition 2.10 one can find a proof of the following proposition 
by applying Proposition 1.3. 
Proposition 2.16 For all s the sequence 
0 -• ^B^iE'iXlogq),?) -+ H°B
a
(E'(Xlogq),p) A 0 V ( X ) -> 0 
is exact and strict with respect to W, and F*. Ü 
Remark 2.17 Together with Proposition 2.16 this theorem implies that the 
short exact sequence of 2.16 is an element of 
ExtMHS (<g)V(X); tf°B._i(£rpriogg),p)) . 
In particular for the case s = 2 we get an element in: 
E x W ^ p O ® 2 ^ * ) ) . 
For A = Z, Q, E or С define 
( W ^ + 1 ) l : = Homz (Jpq/J£\ A). 
By Chen's theorem, the nitrations 1У, and F' on H°ВS(E'(Xlogq),p) induce 
nitrations W. and F* on (Jpq/Jp^1)*^ for A = К, С respectively. 
Therefore, we can also summarize the results of this subsection by saying. 
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Theorem 2.18 The collection of data 
(Jpq/Jpq ) '·= yyJpq/Jpq )z'i\\Jpql Jpq ) Q > **·)! {(Jpq/Jpq ) C > 
is a Z-mixed Hodge structure and 
о -+ (jp,/j;4y -+ ΜΗ1)* -> ® V p o -* о 
is an exact sequence of mixed Hodge structures. 
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Chapter 3 
Extensions and the T h e t a 
Divisor 
In this and in the following chapter we want to study the sequence of mixed 
Hodge structures of Theorem 2.18 for the case s = 2. That means, we want to 
look at the element mpq of ExtM H S (Я Х (Х) ® Я 1 ( Х ) , Hl(X)), which is repre­
sented by the sequence 
mpq : 0 -* H
l(X) -> (Jpg/Jp3,)* А НЧХ^НЦХ) -> 0. 
The leading question in these two chapters is the question about the relation 
between the extension mpq and the sequence of mixed Hodge structures of The­
orem 2.12 for the case s = 2, i. e. the element mp of ExtM H S (K(X), Я 1 (А')), 
which is represented by 
mp: O^H^X)-* {Jp/JlY ->K(X)^0. 
The problem: In this chapter we consider the following problem in particular. 
Identify H2(X, Z) with Z. Then there is a bilinear form 
B: (Hi{X)iS)Hl(X)) χ (Hl(X)xH1(X)) —• Z, 
given by Β ((χι ® x 2 ) , (¡/i ® î/2)) := (xi U У2) · (3/1 U 12)· Я is non degenerate 
(B has mixed signature). Consider the subspace of Hl(X) ® Нг(Х), which 
is orthogonal to the kernel of the cup-product K{X) С Hl(X) ® Hl(X) with 
respect to B. We will see that this subspace carries an induced Z-MHS, isomor­
phic with Z ( - l ) . We denote this MHS by Q(X) С Hl{X) ® Hl{X). Since В 
is non degenerate we find over Q: 
Щ ) д Ф д ( Х ) д = Я 1 ( Х )
С
® Я 1 ( % (3.1) 
Definition 3.1 Define kpq € ExtMHS {Q[X);H1{X)) to be the restriction of 
mpq to an extension of Q{X) by H1(X): 
kpq : 0 -4 Я 1 (X) -> Ρ " 1 (Q(X)) A Q(X) -> 0. 
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Let us state two propositions, which we will prove later in Section 3.1. 
Proposition 3.2 The inclusion K(X) Θ Q{X) <-• Hl{X) ® Нг(Х) induces a 
natural exact sequence (write H1 = НХ(Х), К = K(X) and Q = Q(X)) 
0 -+ Homz ( ( ¿ ) 2 , . Q / z ) - ^ ExtMH3 ( ( Я 1 ) ® 2 ^ 1 ) 
- ^ ^ > ExtM H S (AT; Я 1 ) θ ExtM H S (Q; Я 1 ) -> 0, 
иЛеге Fi(m P 9 ) = m p and Р 2 (п» и ) = kpq. 
Proposition 3.3 There is a natural isomorphism 
Φ : ExtM H S (Q(X); Я Ч Х ) ) Λ Pic°(X). 
The question, that we want to answer in this chapter is the following. 
What does *(JkPÎ) e Pic°(X) look like? 
The solution of this problem is given by the following theorem. The remaining 
part of this chapter is devoted to its proof. 
Theorem 3.4 
Щк
ря
) = (2дд-2р-К) € Ріс°(Х), 
where К is the canonical divisor in P i c 2 j _ 2 ( X ) . 
3.1 Preliminaries 
Let us first describe Q{X). Using the notation of 2.1 let dxi,... ,dx2g be real 
harmonic C°° 1-forms representing dual cohomology classes of [71],... , [729]. 
i. e. ƒ dij = 6,j. Then Q(X) = Ъ (Ξ), where Ξ is the generator of Q{X)'-
я 
Ξ := Σ ([^Л ® ldx9+v] - \dx9+A ® [dx"]) • 
Consider the following commutative diagram of Z-MHSs having exact rows 
and columns. 
0 0 0 
0 -• K(X) -• K(X)®Q(X) ^>U H2(X) 4- 0 
II 1 1 - 2 9 
0 -»· K(X) -+· H1(X)^H1(X) 4 H2(X) -> 0 (3-2) 
0 И
1(Х)9НЧХ) H>m
 0 
υ
 ^ K{X)®Q(X) ^ 2gHà(X) ^ u 
Ar 4-
о 0 
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This diagram yields: 
H1{X)®H1(X) ^ H2(X) 
K(X)®Q{X) 2дН2(ХУ 
Now we can prove Proposition 3.2. 
Proof of 3.2: The long exact sequence of the functor HomMHs( · ; Я 1 ) applied 
to the vertical exact sequence in the middle of (3.2) yields the exact sequence: 
HomMHS (K ® Q-,Η1) -• ExtMHS U^-нЛ 
-> ExtM H S ( Я 1 ® Я 1 ; Я 1 ) A ExtM H S (Κ © Q; Я 1 ) . 
Since there is no morphism of pure Hodge structures of different weights in 
the category of MHSs, we have: HomM H S (AT θ Q-,Η1) = 0. Observe moreover 
that ExtM H S (H2/2gH2;H1) S {Z/2gZ)2g (cf. [HS71], III.4). 
Now we prove that φ is surjective. Given an extension m 6 
EXÍMHS (Κθ Q-,Η1), say m : 0 —• Я 1 —• E —• Κ φ Q —• 0, we con­
struct an extension of MHSs: m' : 0 —• Я 1 —У E' —У Я 1 ® Я 1 —• 0 such 
that 0(m') = m. 
Let Lz be either Hz ® Я£ or A*z θ Qz> which are both free, then any short 
exact sequence 0 —у Hz —• E¿ —• Lj, —• 0 splits, i. e. Εχ = Я 2 θ Lz· 
Therefore, there is an extension within the congruence class of m, whose lattice 
in the middle-term is Hz φ (Kz Φ Qz)· 
Then define m' by: E'z := Hz φ ( Я 2 ® Я 2 ) , E^ := EQ and £ ¿ := Ec and 
note that it is a preimage of m under φ. This shows that 0 is surjective. • 
Now we want to describe explicitly the identification of 
ExtMHS(Q(X);Hl(X)) S E x W Z Í - l ) ^ 1 ^ ) ) 
with the Jacobian Jac(X) resp. Pic°(JÏ) of X. We introduce some notation on 
our way. 
Let dz1}... ,dzg be a basis of Я°(Х,П 1 ) 3 Я1·0{X) with period matrix: 
Ω = (Ωι,Ω2) = \JujitV)i>v, (ω ί ι ΐ +„)»,„) := ƒ dz¿ 
VJ / - ί· •« 
J = 1.· · .3« 
such that Ωχ = J G Gl(p, С). The classical Riemann period relations say that Ω2 
is symmetric with positive definite imaginary part. We represent the Jacobian 
of X as 
Jac(X) := C9/№23. 
If we express Σ ί = ι ( ^ " ® ¿хд+>' — àxg+v ® dx*) in terms of dzj 's, we find 
(by Riemann's period relations) 
9 9 
У^ (diu ® ώ 9 + „ - d i s + I / ® dxv) = 5 3 (ajkdzj ® dz* + а.,*а£, ® dzk) (3.3) 
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with A = (a}k)]k = (Ω2Ω' — ΩιΩ|) . Observe that holds: A* = -A. 
According to Carlson [Car80] there is an isomorphism 
»«.»(даскячх))- н™<дда*С*»
е F° Hom (QPO; Я 1 (X))
c
 + Hom (Q(X); Я» (X))
z 
that maps an extension 0 -4 Ηλ{Χ) - 4 É - » QPQ -> 0 to [rz o SF], where 
rz' Ez -i H1(X)z is an integral retraction and sF : Q(X)C -»· £c is a Hodge 
filtration preserving section. The proof of the following lemma is straightfor-
ward. 
Lemma 3.5 For y(1) = ( j / b . . . ,y9) and j/2) = (j/ s+i, . . . ,y2g) m С3 holds: 
2g 
^y3[dx3] e Hlfi(X) + Нг(Х)г о Піу(2) - П2у{1) = 0 mod Ш?а D 
Lemma 3.5 ensures that the following morphism is well-defined and that it 
is an isomorphism: 
Ф · Ноп,(0(ЛГ),Я'(Х))
г
 Γ ί / Ω / 2 9 
|[^]withV(H) = E í / . ^ . } ·-» (Ωιΐ/(2) - Ω2ΐ/(1)), 
(3.4) 
where yW : = ( у
ь
. . . ,j/p) and j/2) := (j/9+i,... ,y2g). 
Moreover we have the classical isomorphism, the Abel-Jacobi map: 
u: Pic°(X) —• W/çizig 
Е(Рг-Яг) —• ( Е ? < Ь І , . . . , £ ƒ < * * , } . ( 3 5 ) 
* I.»«/. * ». J 
The composition of these isomorphisms gives an isomorphism 
Φ : ExtMHS (Q&y.&iX)) —• Pic°pO, 
which does not depend on the choice of the basis dzi,... ,dzg. This proves 
Proposition 3.3. 
We can construct a Hodge filtration preserving section 
sF : Q(X) —• H°B2 (E(Xlogq),p) 
in the following way. Define 
1 9 X := — >J (dxi/ Λ dx9+„ — dx9+„ Λ dx„). 
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Since by Riemann's bilinear relations holds X G F1E2(X) and because of the 
fact that (E'(X),d) is strict with respect to the Hodge filtration, there is a 
μ, G F1 E (X log q) such that holds: 
я 
2<7 Χ + άμ4 = Σ (^1" Λ dxg+v - dxg+v Л dxv) + άμς = 0. 
ι/=1 
Therefore 
Γ
 9 
sF (ΑΞ) := λ ƒ 5 3 (<&.<<&5+* - dx<H-„cíx„) + μ, G Я°Я2 (£(Xlogç),p) 
^ ι/=1 
defines a Hodge filtration preserving section from Q(X) to P _ 1 (Q(X)). 
Apart from this Hodge filtration preserving section we have an integral re­
traction: 
r
z
 : H°B2 (E(X log q), p) —> Я 1 (X) 
JI - Œ Ï i U b W f a , ] , 
given by the basis dxi, . . . ,dx2S. Note that this retraction rz depends on the 
choice of the [(ji - 1)] G Jpq/J$q-
Having found sp and rz we are ready to start our computation of the ex-
tension kpq. Actually, we will compute Φ(ΓΖ О sp) G С9¡Ό1?9, the element 
in the Jacobian corresponding to the extension kpq. For iterated integrals 
ƒ h,... ,JI
a
',fJi,··· ,fJß G Bi {E(X log q),p) we define the complex num-
ber: 
Period( ƒ h·- J Ia;j J i - j J0):= 
Τ* Ύ* Tü+i' Тд+ Ty+i/ Т Й + І ' У У 
By the definition of rz and s^ we find: 
29
 ( f g 
r
z
 о sF(E) = Σ / Σ ( d a 
i=l Ц m=l 
ix
m
dx 3 + m - dx s + m dx m ) + μ, ] [dx¿]. 
Applying Φ to rz o sp then yields: 
Ф(г2 О SF) = I Period( / <*ζ4; / Σ (dxm<&9+m - dxg+mdxm) + μ,) J 
V J J
 m = 1 /<=i,...,9 
And by using formula (3.3) this becomes: 
= ( Σ I aJ* P e r i o d ( / dzi> / dzjdzk) + äjk Period( / dzi\ / dzjdzk) \ 
+ Period(/dz i ; / μ , ) ) 
·/ •/ / i = l , . . . , 9 
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We will compute this expression in several steps. 
3.2 Higher Reciprocity Law 
Recall that we defined 
X := — Σ (dxv л teg*» ~ dxg+v Л dxv) e F1E2(X) 
and that we chose a μ, € F ' £ (Xlogq) such that 
2g X + dßq = 0. 
In this section, we are going to prove the following higher reciprocity law. 
Theorem 3.6 For any holomorphic 1-form ω on X holds: 
Σ,4 ω **β — ƒ ω / M 
= 2g ω + ¿2 %ajk \ Period( / ω; / dzkdz3) — Period( / ωάζ3; I dzk) 
+ Period( / u)dzk', I dz}) > . 
The proof of this theorem will keep us occupied during the rest of this section 
and is a consequence of all lemmas, proved in this section. Since the formula 
is linear in ω, we may assume without loss of generality that ω = dzt for some 
ie{l,...,g]. 
First, we study the form μ4 and compute its residue in q. We need the 
following well-known lemma. 
Lemma 3.7 Any η € E1(Xlogq), such that άη € E2(X), can locally on a 
coordinate (U, z) on X around the point q be written as 
dz 
η = Res, η + φ, 
where φ is a smooth 1-form in E1 (U). 
Proof: The Poincaré-Lemma tells us that there is a χ € Ех{и) such that 
άχ = άη. Hence, it suffices to prove Lemma 3.7 for a closed form η. 
Write locally η = / і ( г ) т + g{z)dz. Let ρ := h(0). Then by the ö-Poincaré 
Lemma in One Variable ([GH78], p. 5) there is a smooth function A : U - • С 
such that f f = §f. Write η = p ^ + (*(*)-*№ _ Л (ζ)) dz + A{z)dz + g{z)dz. 
The function ζ •->· (М»)-Ц°) _ A(Z)\ is continuous in 0 with value §£(0) - A{0) 
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and holomorphic (since д closed) everywhere else. By Riemann's extension 
theorem it is holomorphic on all of U. ü 
Concerning our form μ4, we claim that there is a coordinate (17, z) on X 
around q such that 
2p dz (3.6) 
where φ is a smooth 1-form in El(U), i. e. we claim: Res, μ, = ^ . This can 
be seen as follows. Let Δ
Ε
 С U be the disk of radius ε around q in U. Then 
compute: 
1 = / X = lim ƒ - — t/μ, = lim / — μ, = ——Res,μ,. 
Now we compute the expression Period(/ dzt; ƒ μ ?) in two steps, the first 
of which is a computation on the universal covering space. 
Let π : X —> X be the universal covering space of X. Fix a point po 6 
π
_ 1 ( ρ ) С X and let z\,... ,zg be functions on X with d z, = 7r*dz, and z,(po) = 
О, г = 1,... ,g (It will be clear from the context, whether d Z{ denotes dz¡ or 
7T*dz,). Let ¿ i , . . . ,¿29;<5í,··· ,¿2p D e a system of paths in X with ποδ
χ
 = 7,, 
π о ¿J = 7 t - 1 , i = 1 , . . . , 2g, such that each of these paths starts at that point in 
X, where the path left to it in the sequence 
διδ9+ιδ[δ'9+1 • • • SgS2g6'gS'2g (3.7) 
ends. Let the first path δι start in po. Observe that because of the relation (2.2) 
in Section 2.1 the path defined by (3.7) is closed in X and is a Jordan curve. 
Therefore it parametrizes the boundary dD of a closed subset D с X, which is 
homeomorphic to a closed disk in K2. 
Lemma 3.8 
Я g 
Period( I dzt\ μ4) = 2g I dz{ + ^ J 2α,* / ZiZ^dzj 
ρ J . f c = 1 dD 
Proof: Comparing the values of z, on δ'„ with its values on δ
ν
 we observe for 
i = 1,... ,g: 
ζ, ο δ'
ν
 — Zi о ¿„ = ƒ π*άζί = I dzi = u;¿ iS+1/ 
4»+» 7»+χ 
Zi ο δ'3+ν - Zi ο δ9+ν = Ι ir'dzt = - / dzi = -ω%>ν 
as one can see by considering the picture: 
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D 
- S . A _ Î ± J : . A H *i±j;.. 
Let ßq be the lifting π*μ4 of μ, onto X. 
я 
•A? / ζ·£? = Σ / Ζι^ι + / z»^« + / z^i + / ^ 
BD " = 1 ί „ 
9 
=
 Σ / dZt / «^ ~ / dZi / μ « = P e r i o d ( / аг«; / / )^· 
Ύι> 1 f f l+*' 'Tfír+<' 
Let go be the unique point in D with n(q0) = q and let (Í/, г) be a coordinate 
around q such that μ4 = ^~ + φ with a smooth 1-form φ £ F
1E1(U). 
Moreover let 5 be a closed disk in U with q0 € S \ dS. Furthermore define the 
(l,0)-form 
ф := ] P 2ajkzkdZj 
3,k=l 
on X and observe άφ = dßq = dßq. Hence we can compute: 
Period( ƒ dzx\ J μ4) = ƒ ztßq = zt (ßq -φ)+ ζχφ 
ÖD 6D 
= j Ζ
ι
(β„-φ)+ Ζ, {ßq - Φ\ + / Ζ
χ
φ 
9SD\SÏ , 9S meromorphic dD 
=0 (Stokes) 
= 27гг Resgo [zx (ßq - φ)} + / ζχφ 
dD 
= 2niResqo[zx(^-.-^- + ψ-φ^ )]+ίζχφ 
holomorphic θ£> 
я 
= 2д ƒ dzt + Σ 2ajk I ztzkdzj 
ρ J ' f c = 1 ÖD 
This is the proof of the Lemma. Π 
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L e m m a 3.9 For any i, j , к € { 1 , . . . ,g} holds: 
ƒ z,zkdzj 
dD 
= Period( / dzt; / dzkdz}) - Period( ƒ dztdz}; / dzk) + Period( / dzxdzk\ \ dz3). 
Proof: 
/ ztzkdzj = Σ z^dz, + / zxzkdzj + / zxzkdz3 + / zxzkdz2 
= Σ) / z,zkdzj - ƒ (ζ, + u>,tg+v)(zk + Qktg+,,)dz} 
+ / ZyZkdz,- I (Zx - U\,„)(zfc - L)k<l/)dZj 
= X) — U\,g+v / Zkdz} - £>fciff+„ ƒ 2,dZj — U>t<g+i.Ûk,g+vU}jtV 
= Σ
 _
ω , , 9 + ν / ZkdZj - й>к,д+ I ZxdZj — Ш1<д+ Шк,д+і,Ш], 
Ou О« 
+ wt)„ / (zjfe - ûik^dzj + £>*,„ ƒ (z, - uliU)dz} + ^„¿^„и^р-ц, 
= Period( / dzt; I dzkdz}) - Period( / dztdz3\ dzk) + Period( / dzxdzk; dz}) 
Π 
Lemma 3.8 and Lemma 3.9 accomplish the proof of Theorem 3.6. 
Concerning our computation of the extension kpq we summarize: if we take 
into account that for any path 7, based at p, and any j , fc 6 {1,.. . , g} holds 
/ dzjdzk + j dzkdz} = / dz3 / dzk, 
J'y J'y Jy J'y 
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then we get the following expression for Φ(ΓΖ O sp) € Cff/nZ2ff: 
$(rzosF) = I ¿ ajfc{ Period( / dz¿; / сЦ- / dzk) 
+2 Period( / dzj / dzk\ I dzj) 
—2 Period( I dzidzy,dzk) > 
я \ 
+2 f f / d z ¿ ) (3.8) 
Ρ / i=i я 
R e m a r k 3.10 In general, the following formula holds on a manifold. If ψ, φ 
are two 1-forms, β is a path based at a point ρ and и is another path from a 
point p1 to p, then: 
/ ΨΦ - J ΨΦ = Ι Ψ Φ - Ψ Ι Ψ-
ußu-1 Ρ и β β и 
This formula allows to study the dependence of Φ(ΓΖ О s ρ) upon p. The 
dependence upon q is clear. Doing so, one obtains the following result. 
Let epq := Ψ
- 1
 ((p — </)) be the extension corresponding to (p—q) £ Pic°(X). 
Then the result is: 
kpq + 2<7 epq does not depend on q, 
kpg + 2 epq does not depend on p. 
Hence we may define 
Kqq : = lim Kpq. 
p-yq 
This limit exists for the trivial reason: 
lim крд = lim{(kpq + 2 epq) - 2 epq} = kplq + 2g ep>q Vp' 6 X. 
р->я ρ-··? 
We find moreover 
Kpp — Kqq ^ \¿g — ¿)&pq 
This formula suggests the identity, which we will prove in the sequel, 
*(kpp) = ((2g-2)p-K)) 
and proves it up to a constant. Finally, the expression for Φ ( Γ Ζ Ο $ ^ ) shows that 
we may restrict ourselves to the case ρ = q in order to prove Theorem 3.4. 
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3.3 Higher Period Relation 
In order to explain the way how we will prove higher period relations, we first give 
a short proof of the classical period relation: Riemann's first bilinear relation 
(cf. [Che77b] or [Gun69]). 
Let φ, ψ be two holomorphic 1-forms on X. Because of ψ Λ ψ = 0, we know 
that ƒ φφ is a homotopy functional. In particular it vanishes on the relation 
Σ?=ι (ctCj+t - Cp+iCi) — 0 m ° d Jp (cf. (2.3) on p. 29). Proposition 1.5 then 
gives: 
¿ Í φ f ψ- f ψ Í V = 0. 
ι/=1 ·Ι C
u
 •'c»+i/ Jcg+v ^C„ 
Also for iterated integrals of greater length one can derive comparable rela­
tions as we will show in the following. (Considerations of this type can also be 
found in [PY96]). Here, we want to apply this idea to continue our computation 
of kpq. We will make use of the fact that 
Σ
 aJk I dz3 dzi dzk (3.9) 
3,k=l 
is a homotopy functional, since dzj <g> dzi ® dzy. is Chen-closed (use 1.13). 
Observe that for elements in Jp, say o = (a — 1), b = (/3 — 1), c = (7 — 1) 
and d = (δ — 1), holds: 
(αβ-γδ-l) = (o + l ) ( ò + l ) ( c + l ) ( c i + l ) - l 
(0O7Ä-1) = (6 + l ) ( o + l ) ( c + l ) ( d + l ) - l 
and therefore 
(a^7¿ - 1) - {βα-yò - 1) = (ab - ba) + (abc - bac) + (abd - bad) mod J*. 
Moreover note that for c1 := ( 7 - 1 — 1) holds: abd = —abc mod J* and abfaS — 
1) = abc + abd mod J*. Let e = (ε — 1) be an element in Jp. Applying the rules 
above to the following expression yields: 
(αβα~1β~1ε — 1) = (ab — ba) — (aba — baa) — (abb — bab) + e mod Jp. 
This shows that the relation (2.2) on page 29 yields the relation: 
9 
7 ЛС СЯ+ ~ cg+vcv 
v=l 
— (c
v
Cg+
v
c
v
 — Cg+Vcvc„) — (cvCg+vcg+v — Сд+ с сд+ )} = 0 mod J p . (3.10) 
We obtain a higher period relation now, by applying the homotopy functional 
(3.9) to the equation (3.10). To give this higher period relation a form, which 
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only involves iterated integrals of length 2, we will make use of the rules: 
/ dzjdztdzk = / dzj J dzxdzy¡ + I dz3dzt I dzi¡ 
ab a b a b 
I dztdzj + I dzjdz, = I dz, I dz¡ for all a, b € Jp. 
In order to write this higher period relation down, we introduce some more 
notation. Recall that we have chosen Ω = ( П
ь
 Ω2) = (/, Ζ), where I is the gxg 
identity matrix and Ζ is symmetric with positive imaginary part 3(Z) . Then 
A = (Z - Z)~l = £ 9 ( Z ) - 1 . Define for i = 1,... ,g the g χ p-matrices 
I{ := I / dz,dzj J and I\ ~\ I dzldz] e Mat(g χ g;C). 
^
c
- ' f , j \c«+" /
 v
,j 
Then we define the following two vectors with entries in Mat(g χ g; С) 
"ί\ (V 
h = I ; I, h = e Mat (g x l;Mat(ff χ g)). 
Vf ' 2 y 
For some matrix M, denote by tr M the trace of M and by diag M its diagonal. 
For a vector of matrices let the trace of this vector be the vector of the traces 
of the matrices. 
The following theorem is the announced higher period relation. Its proof 
consists of calculations that follow the above recipe. We leave it to the reader. 
T h e o r e m 3.11 
(2tr(/2j4) -2tr(hAZ)) + (diag(ZAZ) - Zdiag(AZ)) 
+ (diag(ZA) - Zdiag(A)) + (diag(AZ) - Zdiag(ZA)) = 0 mod (I, Ζ)Ί?3. 
D 
R e m a r k 3.12 Note that this expression could be shortened (e. g. diag(Z.A) = 
diag(.AZ)) but we consider this the right way to state the identity. 
With the above notation, we use this higher period relation to continue our 
computation of the extension kpq from section 3.2. Assume p = q. We had the 
following expression for Φ(ΓΖ О sp) € Ca/Sll?9: 
t 9 9 
Φ ( Γ
Ζ
 О SF) = I 5 Z a J * Σ \шіі>и},д+ йк,д+ - шг,д+„и!з й>к 
\ j , f c = l ι/=1 
+2и>
г
 и>
:іі
д+ іІ!к ~ 2Μ
ίί3+νω3„ώΐ(ι3+ν 
' t = l , ,ff 
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= Ωι άίΆζ(ίί\Αΰ2) - Ω 2 d i a g l i Aiîi) + 2Ωι d i a g ^ ^ j ) - 2 Ω 2 d i a g ^ ΑΩ2) 
- 2 ί Γ ( Λ ^ Ω 2 ) + 2 t r ( / 2 A ñ i ) 
= diag(ZAZ) - Zdiag(A) + 2diag(Z^) - 2Zdiag(4Z) - 2 t r ( / i ^Z) + 2tr(J2A) 
We can transform this expression such that it only contains (iterated) inte-
grals over holomorphtc forms. Observe 
diag(ZAZ) = diag(Z(Z - Z)~l{Z - Z)) + diag(Z^Z) = diag(Z) + diag(Z4Z) 
and similarly: 
2Z diag(AZ) = 2Z diag(AZ) mod (I, Z)I?3 
and 
2 t r (A^Z) = 2tr(/!) + 2 t r ( / i ^Z) . 
Using these identities we continue 
Φ ( Γ
Ζ
 O SF) = diag(Z) + diag(ZAZ) - Ζ diag(A) 
+ 2 diag(ZA) - 2Z diag(4Z) 
- 2 ΐ Γ ( / ι ) - 2 ^ ( / ι . 4 Ζ ) + 2ίΓ(/2^) m o d ( 7 , Z ) Z 2 s . 
Notice: diag(ZA) — diag(^Z) = 0. When we apply Theorem 3.11, we finally 
get: Ф(г2 o sF) = diagZ - 2tr(/i) mod (I,Z)Z29. The main result of this 
section hence is: 
Φ ( Γ
Ζ
 O S F ) = 
( 
\ Cv Cff+» 
\ 
m o d ( / , Z ) Z 2 s . 
• ' » = 1 , ,9 
3.4 Riemann's Constant and the Theta Divisor 
The expression 
— 22 I dz
x
dz
v
 + - dzt 
1 = 1 , 
played a role in mathematics already more than hundred and thirty years ago: it 
was used by Bernhard Riemann in 1865 ([Rie92], p. 213). He gave an expression 
of what nowadays is called Riemann's constant in terms of iterated integrals.1 
In this section we just want to briefly recall the context, in which he used it and 
want to finish the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
'By the fact that already Riemann used iterated integrals we see that iterated integráis 
entered algebraic geometry in 1865 or earlier (in contrast to what is stated in [Hai87a], ρ 273) 
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Definition 3.13 The vector of Riemann constants with respect to the basepoint 
ρ is by definition: 
*P = (*P..),
=1)... ,, := - Σ ƒ dz¿z» + \ ƒ dA e CV(J. Ζ№9-
V " = l c " C«+' / , = 1,. ,g 
Let 
θ(ζ):= STe*t<l'zl>e2*t<l-z> 
be the Riemann θ-function of X on C s with divisor Θ С Jac(X). Denote by 
X(di the d-fold symmetric product of X and by Wp s _ i the image of the map 
(cf. (3.5)): 
χ(9-ΐ) __>. Jac(A-) 
Efíí,—•Σ£ί«(?,-Ρ)· 
There is the following, most classical theorem of Riemann. 
Theorem 3.14 (Riemann) 
Θ = Wp,9_i + κρ 
Remark 3.15 Proofs of this theorem can be found in [Rie92] (VI, 22., pp. 132-
136; XI, pp. 213-224) or [Lan02]. There are many proofs in modern language. 
We refer here to [Lew64], [Mum83] (Theorem 3.1, pp. 149-151) or to [GH78]. 
For the theory of ^-functions it is more convenient to define ttp in C
9
 like 
[Rie92], [Lan02], [Lew64], [Fay73] (the vector of Riemann constants is defined 
here as — xp) and [Mum83] do. 
A consequence of this theorem and the theorem of Riemann-Roch is the 
following - also most classical - result. 
Theorem 3.16 К is the divisor of a holomorphic 1-form if and only if 
и (К - (2g - 2)p) = - 2 x p mod ΩΖ 2 9 
Proof:2 Assume К is the divisor of a differential form. By Riemann-Roch, if 
D is any effective divisor of degree g — 1, then so is К - D. It follows that 
W M _ ! =u(K-(2g- 2)p) - W M _ , . 
Conversely, if К satisfies this identity, then it is the divisor of a differential 
form. We are done by observing: θ = — θ , which implies: 
WPt9-i = (\ р,д-і +κρ)-κρ = θ-κρ = -θ-κρ = -2κρ - WPt9-i G 
2This proof is due to [GH78], p. 340. 
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Thus, if we continue our computation of kpq, then in the case ρ = q we end 
up with: 
Φ ( Γ
Ζ
 О Bf) = -и (К- (2д - 2)р) 
<* Щк
рр
) = (2д-2)р-К. 
And finally we derive from formula (3.8) of page 50 that if ρ and q are arbitrarily 
chosen points on X: 
*(kpq) = (2g-q-2p-K) 6 Pic°(X) 
This proves Theorem 3.4. • 
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Chapter 4 
A Two-pointed Torelli 
Theorem 
Also in this chapter we want to study the following extension of mixed Hodge 
structures (cf. Theorem 2.18) in ExtM H S (H^X) ® Hl{X), Hl(X)): 
mpg: 0 -»• Я
1
 {X) -> {J„/J^) * А Я 1 (Х)®Я 1 (X) -> 0 
and compare it with the extension of MHSs (cf. Theorem 2.12), which is repre­
sented in ExtM H S {K(X), Hl(X)) by: 
m p : 0 4 Я
1
 {X) -»• (7P/J p 3)* -> K(X) -• 0. 
4.1 The Results 
The following theorems of Hain and Pulte [Hai87c], [Pul88] show the relevance 
of the extension m p . 
Theorem 4.1 (Hain, Pulte) The map 
Pic°X -• ExtM H S {ΚΙΧΥ,Η^Χ)), 
which maps (p — p') to mp — mv< is well-defined and injective. 
We write (X,p) — (X,p') if there is an automorphism φ : X —> X that maps 
ρ top'. For a point ρ on X we define the set of alternatives for ρ as 
axip) := {p} U {ρ' e Χ\πΐρ, = -m, and (Χ,ρ) ? (Χ,ρ1)} 
The following is a consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.2 αχ(ρ) consists of at most two points. Up to automorphism of 
X, there cannot be more than one pair of points ρ and ρ' on X such that αχ (ρ) = 
{ρ, ρ'} = α
χ
(ρ'). 
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Proof: The first assertion is an obvious consequence of 4.1. To prove the second 
assertion, assume that ρ and p' is another such pair with αχ (β) = {ρ, ρ'} = 
α χ (β). Then by 4.1, the divisors ρ + ρ' = ρ + ρ' are linearly equivalent. It 
follows that either {ρ,ρ1} — {ρ,ρ'} or X is hyperelliptic and the hyperelliptic 
involution maps {ρ,ρ1} to {ρ,ρ'}. • 
Together with the classical Torelli theorem, Hain and Pulte used Theorem 
4.1 to prove the following pointed Torelli theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 (Hain, Pulte) Suppose that (X,p) and (Y,r) are two pointed 
compact Riemann surfaces. If there is a ring homomorphism 
•L^{X,p)/jp{X)3 A Ъ^{ ,г)/JT{Yf 
which induces an isomorphism of MHSs, then there is an isomorphism f : X —> 
Y with f (ρ) £aY(r). 
Remark 4.4 · As far as the author knows, still no example is known of a 
pointed compact Riemann surface (X,p) with |αχ(ρ) | = 2 . 
• M. Pulte [Pul88] has shown that such an (X,p) with \αχ(p)| = 2 must have 
zero harmonic volume. B. Harris [Har83] proved that a generic smooth 
projective complex curve has non zero harmonic volume. Moreover, Pulte 
showed (loc. cit.) that, if there are two points p, p' with αχ(ρ) = {ρ,ρ1} = 
αχ(ρ'), then (g — 1){ρ + ρ') - К = 0 € Pic0 X, where К is the canonical 
divisor. 
• For pointed hyperelliptic curves (X,p) always holds: αχ(ρ) = {ρ}, since 
here rrip = —mp« implies (Χ,ρ) = (X,p') by the hyperelliptic involution. 
Our main result in this chapter is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.5 For all p G X, the map 
Pic°X -> ExtM H S (H1(X)®H1(X);H1(X)), 
which maps (q — q') to mpq — mvq· is well-defined and injective. 
We will find then by combining Theorem 4.5 with the results of Hain and 
Pulte the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.6 The map 
(XxX)\A -+ ExtMHS{Hl(X)^,H1(X);H1(X)) 
(p,q) ^ rnpq, 
is well-defined, extends to the diagonal Δ and is injective. 
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For a punctured Riemann surface X \ {q} with basepoint ρ we define a 
sublattice Ρ of rank 1 in J%q/J%q s (Jpg/Jpq ® JPq/Jpq) as follows. Observe 
that there is a natural isomorphism Jpq/ Jpq — Jp/ Jp and the ring structure on 
Ζπι(ΛΓ,ρ) defines a map {Jp/Jp ® JP/Jp) -* Jp/Jp- Then let: 
Ppq(X) := ker { ß J J l й (jpï/Jp2, ® Jp,/Jp2g) - (jp/Jp2 ® Jp/Jp2) -+ JÎI4} 
In Lemma 2.3 we saw already that holds: 
Ppq{X) = Ъ I ^2(cvCg+u - Cg+VCv) J . 
And, it is clear that Ppq(X) defines the cup-product 
U : Я 1 (X) ® Я 1 (Χ) ->• Я 2 (Χ) 
by the formula (2.1.2): [φ] U [V] = { Σ £ = Ι (ƒ,„ Ψ /
с
,+„ Φ ~ SCg+^L ψ) } Ш 
For points ρ and q on X we define 
^ ( p , ? ) : = { ( P , î ) } U ( P ' î ' l ^ x l 
mpiqi = —mpq and 
(x \{<7} ,p )?É( j t \ {9 ' } ,P ' ) , 
The following is then a consequence of Theorem 4.6. 
Corollary 4.7 Αχ (ρ, q) consists of at most two elements. Ü 
Our results can then be applied to prove the following two-pointed Torelli 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.8 Suppose that (X \ {q},p) and (Y \ {s},r) are two punctured 
compact Riemann surfaces with basepoint. If there is a ring isomorphism 
Ζτη(Χ \ {q},p)/jp(X \ {q})3 A Z i n ( y \ {s},r)/jr(Y \ {s})3, 
which induces an isomorphism of MHSs and that maps Ppq(X) to Pre(Y), then 
there is a bikolomorphism f : X -> К with (f (ρ), f(q)) € Ay(r, s). 
4.2 rripq determines ρ and q 
In this section we want to prove Theorem 4.5, that is, we want to prove that 
for all ρ G X, the map 
P i c 0 * -»• ExtM H S (H1(X)9H1(X)-tHl(X)), 
which maps (q — q') to mpq — mpq> is well-defined and injective. 
This assertion follows from the following lemma. Let Я 1 = HX{X). 
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Lemma 4.9 For any element Σι(<7» — я[) e Pic0 X holds: 
Σ > . - 9Í) = О G Pic0 X О £ ( m p g . - m K ) = 0 G ExtMHS ((Я1)®2; Я 1 ) . 
t t 
Proof: Consider the isomorphism (cf. [Саг80]) 
F° НотСЯ1 ® Я 1 ; Я ! )
с
 + НотСЯ 1 ® Hl;Hl)z ' 
where the image of an extension mpq is [фрч\ for a certain </>p, ε Н о т ( Я х ® 
Я
1 ; Я 1 ) с - On an element [уз] ® [V>] 6 Η1 ® Ηλ, the homomorphism <0PÎ is 
defined as follows. 
If [φ] ® fob] € ΑΓ(Χ), then choose a μ e F1 E1 (X) such that φΛψ + άμ = 0. 
In this case we find 
2 9
 Ζ
-
1 Jy. 3=1 и ъ 
Note that this expression does not depend on q, hence we have for q, q' € X 
that (ф
рд
 - Фр
Ч
')\
к{х) Ξ 0. 
If М ® М 0 К (X) then choose a μ, e F1E1(Xlogq) suchthat φΑφ+άμ4 = 
0. Then 
2я 
ФРЧ (M ® Ш = £ ( ƒ ^ + /*,)[<**,]. 
Therefore, we have for q, q' e X that 
2ff 
(0J>9 - Фрд') {[ΦΙ ® [Ψ]) = Σ ( / ^ ' ~ Mï')[^j]· 
j = l "'T, 
Moreover, since (<¿>PÍ — </>PÍ') is zero on K(X), it is determined by its value on 
one element of ( Я 1 ® Я 1 ) \ Ä"(A"). For instance on [dxi] ® [dx s+i]. 
Given the divisor D = 5Z,(?t — </{), define the homomorphism 
*D := Σ (¿P î . - Ф
РЧ
>) -.H^H1-* Я 1 . 
Now we will derive a series of equivalences. First, we have: 
Σ (тРЯ. - тРя[) = 0 e ExtM H S ( Я 1 ® Я 1 ; Я 1 ) 
О Ф І ) е , Р
0
Н о т ( Я 1 ® Я 1 ; Я 1 )
с
 + Н о т ( Я 1 ® Я 1 ; Я 1 ) 2 . 
Now let w € Я 0 · 1 ® Я 0 · 1 be such that [dxi] ® [dxg+i] - w 6 F 1 ( Я 1 ® Я 1 ) = 
Я
1
 ° ® Я 1 + Я 1 ® Я 1 · 0 . Note that Я 0 · 1 ® Я 0 · 1 с AT(X) and hence Ф
в
(w) = 0. 
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Moreover Я 1 · 0 ® Я 1 · 0 С K{X) and Φ
Ό
 ( Я 1 · 0 ® Я 1 · 0 ) = 0. Therefore, we may 
continue the series of equivalences by: 
О Ф0 ([du] ® [dxg+1] - w) e Я 1 ' 0 + Я^ 
<» Φ
β
 ([dxi] ® [di 9 + i ]) e Я 1 ' 0 + Я\ 
with dxi Adxg+i + άμ4< = 0 for μ4ι G F
1
 E1 (X logç,) and dx\ /\dxg+i + φ , ; = 0 
for μ,; G F1E1(A"logq'J). Note that this implies Res,, μ,, = ^ = Res,; μ,< 
(cf. page 47). And by virtue of Lemma 3.5 we may go on: 
• » (Period ( j dzv; ί (μ4χ - μ,<)) J = 0 mod Ш?9. 
By the reciprocity law for differentials of the third kind (cf. [GH78]), we find as 
(μ,
τ
 — μ,< ) is meromorphic with simple poles: 
·» Ι Σ / dZv 2 π ΐ ^ ^ (PI· ~ μ^0 + Σ / dz"27™Res«; ^«· ~ ^«ІМ Ξ ° 
mod ΩΖ2» 
<* 5>,-gî)=oePic0x. 
That proves the lemma. • 
Our next job now is to prove Theorem 4.6. That is, the map 
(XxX)\A -+ ExtMHS{H1(X)<8>H1(X);H1(X)) 
(P,Q) ·-• ™pq, 
is well-defined, extends to the diagonal Δ and is injective. 
Proof of 4.6: Note that the map of complex tori Е х ^ ^ Я 1 ® H1;!!1) -> 
ExtM H S(if φ Q; Я 1 ) is a covering map, since Н о т ( Я х й Я ^ Я ^ г Ч Hom(K ® 
С;Я 1 )г- Moreover, we have the commutative diagram 
{ΧχΧ)\Δ —?-> Е х ^ Я ^ Я ^ Я 1 ) 
i l covering 4- map 
XxX — * - • ExtMHS(K; Я 1 ) θ Pic0 X 
(p,q) ь-* (m p, ( 2 f f « - 2 p - f f ) ) . 
The map φ is continuous (mp is - in a coordinate system - an expression 
of iterated integrals over paths with basepoint p). As the map (p{p,q) = mpq is 
a lifting of φ, we see that φ is continuous too. The fact that the map m p , н+ 
(mp, ftp,) is a covering map tells us moreover that we may extend ψ to the 
diagonal Δ. Now by 4.1, the result of Hain and Pulte, the extension mpq 
determines p. By Theorem 4.5 it determines also q. • 
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4.3 Proof of the Two-pointed Torelli Theorem 
The last thing to do in this chapter is to prove Theorem 4.8, the two-pointed 
Torelli theorem. The proof goes along the lines of the proof of the pointed 
Torelli theorem in [Pul88]. 
Proof of 4.8: Let Jpq = JP(X \ {q}) and Jrs = Jr(Y \ {s}). We have an 
isomorphism of MHSs, λ : Jpq/Jpq —»• Jrs/JrS
 a n ( l m particular, λ induces an 
isomorphism of Hodge structures 
λ* : H\Y) = W, {Jrs/JlY -> Wr {JPg/J3pqy = H\X\ 
which preserves the polarization. By the classical Torelli theorem (cf. for in­
stance [МагбЗ]) we know that there is a biholomorphism ƒ : X -ìY such that 
ƒ* : HX{Y) -> Hl(X) is ±λ*. Since λ respects the ring structure, the by λ 
induced map 
(J?./J?.)· -> (£/•£)* 
is determined by λ* : Я 1 (Y) -> Я 1 (X) and hence, 
Г : [JÌs/JÌX = H\Y) ® H\Y) -> H\X) <S> H\X) = (J2pq/J3pqY 
is equal to λ* ® λ*. 
Without loss of generality, we may therefore assume that (Υ \ {s},r) = 
(X \ {q'},p') for two points p' and q' in X and that the following diagram 
commutes ( Я 1 = Hl(X)): 
0 • Я 1 у {Jpg/Jpqy • ^ 1 ® ^ 1 > 0 
0 γ Я 1 > {Jp'4'/J?q·)* > H1® H1 • 0. 
It follows that mpq = ±mpiqi. This means that there either is an automorphism 
ф:{Х\ {q},p) -• (X \ {q'},p') or A
x
(p,q) = {(p,q); (p',q')} = A
x
{jt ,tf). In 
both cases, the identity map is the map with the desired properties. • 
Part II 
A Mixed Hodge Structure 
on the Homotopy Data of 
an Irreducible Plane Curve 
Singularity 
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Chapter 5 
The Nearby Fundamental 
Group 
In this second part of the thesis we will give a construction of a MHS on the 
homotopy data of an irreducible plane curve singularity. This will be called the 
MHS on the nearby fundamental group of the irreducible plane curve singularity. 
In this chapter we start out by first reviewing the language of local systems 
as we intend to use it. Then we describe the setting that we consider first 
and which arises, when considering irreducible plane curve singularities. We 
develop the notion of nearby fundamental group and show how these nearby 
fundamental groups form a local system. This local system is isomorphic with 
the corresponding local system of fundamental groups of the fibers of the fibra-
tion. 
5.1 Local Systems 
Here we want to introduce briefly the language of local systems, which we intend 
to use henceforth. We just recall the definitions and some basic facts. In the next 
sections we will define three local systems on different but homotopy equivalent 
spaces. We will conclude that certain homotopy equivalences between these 
spaces induce isomorphisms of the respective local systems just by comparing 
them at base points and considering the respective monodromy actions. The 
language to do that will be explained in this section. As references may serve 
[Spa66] p. 58 and [Mac71]. 
Definition 5.1 A local system on a topological space Y with values in a cat­
egory С is a contravariant1 functor from the fundamental groupoid П(У) of Y 
to the category C. 
1
 Here we multiply paths in their natural order, that is, a * β means 'traverse a, then β'. 
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For any topological space Y and any category С there is a category of local 
systems on Y with values in C. Morphisms of this category are defined to be 
natural transformations between local systems on Y with values in С 
Two local systems on Y with values in С are called isomorphic if they are 
isomorphic in this category, i. e. when there is a natural equivalence between 
them. 
Given a continuous map ƒ : Y —• Y', then ƒ induces a contravariant functor 
ƒ * from the category of local systems on Y' with values in С to the category of 
local systems on Y with values in C. 
If ƒ is a homotopy equivalence, then this functor is an equivalence of 
categories2. For local systems Г' on Y' and Г on У we say: ƒ induces an 
isomorphism between Г' and Г, iff /*Г' is isomorphic with Г. 
On the other hand, if F is a covariant functor from С to some other category 
V, then F induces a covariant functor from the category of local systems on Y 
with values in С to the category of local systems on Y with values in V. 
For an object Л of a category С we denote by Aut(A) the group of automor­
phisms of A in C. Given a group G, then we define α representation of G in С 
to be a homomorphism 
G —> Aut(A) for some object A in С 
An isomorphism φ : A -¥ В in С induces an isomorphism 
c
v
 : Aut(A) —• Aut(B) 
α ι—У φ ο α ο φ
—ί
. 
We call two representations G -> Aut(.A) and G -> Aut(B) of G in С conjugate 
if there is an isomorphism φ : A -> В in С such that the following diagram 
commutes: 
Aut(A) •% Aut(S) 
G 
If Г is a local system on Y and yo € Υ Ά base point, then Γ induces a 
homomorphism, the monodromy representation 
Г
 о
: 7 Г і ( У , у 0 ) — > A u t r ( î t o ) · 
For two local systems Γ and Γ' on Y, an isomorphism Φ G Мог(Г,Γ'), that is a 
natural equivalence from Γ to Γ', defines an isomorphism φ : Г (у о) —• Γ'(ΐ/ο) 
2Assume g : Y' —> Y with ƒ о g ~ idy and g o f ~ idy and 1 й Я : / х У - » У Ь е а 
homotopy between idy and g о ƒ, then the natural equivalence between a local system Г and 
(g о /)*Г is given on ν € У by: Г(Я(-,у)) : T(y) 3· T(gof(y)). 
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such that 
Autr(yo) - ^ Autr'foo) 
\r»o / r ÏO 
7Гі(У,Уо) 
commutes. In this way, isomorphic local systems yield conjugate monodromy 
representations. But also the converse is true (cf. [Spa66], p. 58). 
Proposi t ion 5.2 If Y is path-connected, two local systems Γ and Γ' on Y with 
values in С are equivalent if and only if the representations 
Г
у о
 : щ (Y, j/o) -»· Aut Г(уо) and T'yo : πι (Y, y0) -» Aut Г'(уо) 
are conjugate. G 
Assume now that we are given two different but homotopy equivalent topo­
logical spaces with base points (Y,yo) and (Y',y'0) and a local system Г on У 
as well as a local system Г' on Y' - both with values in C. Let ƒ :Y -¥ Y' with 
f(y0) = y'0 be a homotopy equivalence between these topological spaces. Then 
the proposition allows us to conclude the following. 
ƒ induces an isomorphism between the local system Г' and the local 
system Г if and only if Г and Г' yield conjugate representations of 
^îi^iî/o) resp. K\(Y',y'0) inC, identified by means of f. 
5.2 The Setting 
We first consider tHe following setting: 
Assume we are given a map of space germs 
h : (Ζ, D+) —y (Δ, 0), 
as well as tangent vectors ν 6 TQA and w 6 TpoDo, where 
• Ζ is a complex manifold of dimension 2, 
. д = {*ес|И<1}, 
• Zo := Л - 1 (0) = U i > 0 Di is a connected reduced divisor with normal cross­
ings (DNC) whose components are Di with i > 0. They are such that 
D+ := Ui>o -^ » * s ^ e un*on °f closed compact Riemann surfaces Di inter­
secting each other mutually in either one or no point. DQ Π D+ consists of 
one point po (= poi for some I, which we assume to be 1, so: po = poi) and 
the respective space germs satisfy: (Zr\D0, D+r\D0) = (D0, Po) — (C, 0). 
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• Define Z* := Z\ h~l(Q) <""* Δ* := Δ \ {0} as well as h* := /ι. . Then 
h* : Z* —> Δ* ι« a locally trivial C°° -fibration, where the closure of each 
fiber (in a bigger représentative of (Ζ, D+)) is a compact Riemann surface 
with one boundary component. 
Let us define for i > 0 
Pt:=\jD,nDj. 
Frequently it will be convenient to use the notation " [k < /]" resp. " [0 < к < I]" 
for "all pairs k, I which satisfy A; < I and £>*ПД φ 0" resp. "all pairs к, I which 
satisfy 0 < к < I and Dk Π Di Φ 0". 
We are going to use the notation of this setting throughout the whole second 
part of the thesis. 
In chapter 8 we will extract such a situation like above with an additional 
action of finite cyclic groups on the fibration from the data of an irreducible 
plane curve singularity modulo right-equivalence. 
5.3 Fundamental Group of the Nearby Fiber 
over a Tangent Vector 
Let us explain in this section, what we mean by the fundamental group of the 
nearby fiber over a tangent vector. 
5.3.1 The Hessian at a Double Point 
Consider the Hessian of ft in a double point ры = Dk Π Di. It is a symmetric 
bilinear form: 
Since Dk and D¡ intersect transversally we have TPklZ = TPhlDk®TPklD¡. Note 
that H(h)(TPtiDt χ TPt¡D,) = 0 for {i,j} = {k,l}, that is to say that TPklDk 
and TPklDi are isotropic subspaces of H{h) in TPhlZ. Therefore, the following 
restriction of the Hessian determines it completely: 
nu'.TpuDk x T p „ A — * Γ 0 Δ . 
Putting all such maps for all double points together, we obtain a map: 
<·,•>: ]lTPk,DkxTPklD,—>T0A. 
[k<l] 
When we are given local coordinates ( i , y) around a double point ры in Ζ and 
a coordinate t on Δ such that in these coordinates 
h(x,y) -xy, 
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then we find 
/д_
 ь
д_\
=а
_
ь
д_ 
\ дх' ду/ dt 
5.3.2 P a t h s in ZQ over υ 
Let υ be a tangent vector in Ι^Δ. We define a path in ZQ over ν от a path in 
Za to be a continuous map 
j:[a,b] —>D+ CZ0, 
which, when considered as map to Z, is piecewise smooth and which satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) 7 is right- and left differentiable at all double points pki, [k < I]. 
(ii) For each double point pki with [0 < к < I] there are two possibilities: 
(a) either 7 stays in the same component while passing ры, or 
(b) it changes from one component to another. 
Assume that TQ 6 [a, b] is such that 7(то) = ры- If 7 stays in the same component 
we require (and also for po) 
- 7 - г о Ы = 7 > г о (TO)5¿0 
and if 7 changes from one component to another we impose 
<-7- Т 0 Ы, 7>гоЫ)=#, 
where η-Το : [α;το] -¥ Z0 and 7>To : [r0;b] -> Zo denote the respec­
tive restrictions of 7. К To is о resp. b, then we define 7- a (o) := 7-6(i>) 
resp. 7>б(Ь) := 7>a(a)· 
5.3.3 Closed P a t h s in ZQ over ν based at w 
Let w be a tangent vector in TPoD0. We define a path over ν based at w to be 
a path 7 : [a, b] -* Z0 over ν with 7(a) = 7(6) = po such that holds: 
(w, 7>α(α)> = ν and (-7-b(b), w) = v. 
It follows that: 7>
α
(α) = -7- ò (b) · 
5.3.4 Homotopy of Pa ths in Z0 over ν Relative t o their 
Endpoints 
Let ρ and q be two points in D+ С Zo and let 70 and 71 be two paths over ν 
with the endpoints ρ and q, i. e. 7o(0) = 71 (0) = ρ and 7o(l) = 7i(l) = «?• We 
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say that there is a homotopy over ν relative to their endpoints ρ and q between 
70 and 7i, if there are continuous maps o, b : I -> E with a(s) < b(s) for all 
s £ I and 
H:{(t,s)\sel,te[a(s),b(s)}}->Z0 
such that Я(-,0) = 7o and H(·, 1) = ji as well as that for any s € ƒ the map 
H{-, s) : [a(s),b(s)] —> ZQ is a path over ν with endpoints ρ and ç. If the context 
is clear we will call two paths in ZQ over υ with the same endpoints nearby 
homotopic relative to their endpoints, if there is a homotopy over ΰ relative to 
their endpoints between them. Note that the notion of nearby homotopy relative 
to the endpoints ρ and q as defined above yields an equivalence relation on the 
set of all paths in Z0 over ν with endpoints ρ and q. 
5.3.5 Homotopy of P a t h s in ZQ over ν based at w 
We say that there is a homotopy over ΰ based at w between two paths 70 and 
71 in ZQ over ν based at w, if there are continuous maps a, b : I —> M with 
a(s) < b(s) for all s G ƒ and 
Я : {{t,s)\s E I, te [a(s),b(s)]} —> Z0 
such that Я(-,0) = 7o and H(-, 1) = 71 as well as that for any s e ƒ the map 
H(-,s) : [a(s),b(s)] —• ZQ is a path over ν based at w. If there is no chance of 
confusion, we will call two paths in ZQ over ν based at w nearby homotopic, if 
there is a homotopy over ΰ based at w between them. Note that the notion of 
nearby homotopy as defined above gives an equivalence relation on the set of all 
paths in Zo over ν based at w. 
Moreover, remark that a homotopy over ΰ based at w between two paths 
over ΰ based at w is in particular a homotopy over ν relative to the basepoint 
Po between these paths. 
Proposition 5.3 
(i) Every path 7 : [o, b] —> Zo over ν (based at w) is nearby homotopic relative 
to its endpoints (resp. based at w) to a path 7/ : I —> ZQ over ν (based at 
w). 
(ii) Assume, two paths over ΰ, say 70, 71 : I -> Zo with 70(0) = 71 (0) and 
7o(l) = 71(1) (resp. both based at w), are nearby homotopic relative to 
their endpoints (resp. based at w). Then there is a nearby homotopy 
H:IxI—*Z0 
such that H(-, 0) = 70 and ff (·, 1) = 71 as well as H{-, s) is a path over ν 
with the endpoints 7o(0) = 71 (0) and 7o(l) = 7i(l) (resp. based at w) for 
all s£l. 
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Figure 5.1: An example of a homotopy over ν in the x-coordinate (to the left) 
and the y-coordinate (to the right). 
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Proof: 
ad (i): Let 7 : [a, b] —t ZQ be a path over υ based at w. Define a, b : I —* E 
by a(s) := о · s and b(s) := b • s + (1 - s) and observe that [o(0), b(0)] = I and 
[a(l), &(1)] = [a, b]. Moreover we define а map 
A : {(t,s)\s e I, te [a(s),b(s)}} —• M ] 
<*··> ^(«+.^гау(Ь-а)) 
and consider the composition with 7, which we call Я : 
H : {(t,s)\s €l,te [a(s),b(s)]} —• Я 0 . 
Note that H(-,s) : [a(s),i>(s)] —> ZQ is a path over
 ( ( )Л~°| ^з · tT based at 
Choose a coordinate t on Δ such that ν = g¿ and choose around each double 
point pu local coordinates (x,y) : Wki = t/¿¿ x í/¿j —• C2 such that the function 
h in the coordinates (x, y) and t looks like: ft(x, 3/) = χ · y. For the double point 
Po we may assume that y is the coordinate on Do and that w = -g-. 
Let σ : E-° -¥ [0; 1] be a bump function, which is = 1 near 0 and = 0 on 
E- r° for a sufficiently small ro > 0 and strictly decreasing inbetween. 
Then modify Я to a map Η : {(t, s)\s G I, t G [a(s),b(s)]} -> Z0 by chang­
ing it on the sets H~l(Wk¡) С { (M) | s G I, t G [a(s),ò(s)]} as follows. For 
(t,s) eH^iWki) we set: 
χ о 
and 
H(t,s):=xo H(t, s) (σ (\H(t, e)|) ^ _ ° ( s ) + ( l - σ (\H(t, s ) | ) ) ) 
yoH(t,s) :=yoH(t,s) (σ (\H(t,s)\) Ь ( ^ _ ° ( я ) + ( l - σ ( | t f ( t , e ) l ) ) ) . 
This new map on H~1(Wki) coincides with the map H on 
H-1({(x,y)eWkl\\x\>r0,\y\>r0}). 
Therefore, we defined a continuous map 
H:{(t,s)\sel,te[a(s),b(s)]}-^Z0 
such that Я( · , 1) = 7 and H(-,s) : [a(s),b(s)] —l· ZQ is a path over и based at 
ii?. In particular, we proved that 7 is nearby homotopic to Я(-,0) : ƒ -^ Z0. 
ad (ii): Let 70, 71 : / —* Zo be nearby homotopic. Then there are functions 
a, b : I -4 E with a(s) < 6(s) for all s G / and [α(0),6(0)] = [a(l),ò(l)] = I and 
there exists a nearby homotopy 
Я : {{t,s)\s G I, t G [α(β),6(β)]} —• Z 0 
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such that Я(-,0) = 7o and H(-, 1) = 71 as well as that for any s e l the map 
Я( · , s) : [a(s), b(s)] -> ZQ is a path over ν based at w. 
Consider the map 
A : I x ƒ—* {(t,s)\s e I, te [a(s),b(s)]} 
(τ,β)ι—> (α(β) + τ (6(e) - α(β)), β) 
and the composition with Я , which we call Я : 
¿ : = Я о Л : / х 7 - » 2 0 . 
Note that for s € ƒ the map H(-,s) : I —• Z0 is a path over (b(s) — a(s)) ν 
based at (b(s) — a(s))w and that in particular Я(-,0) = jo and H(-, 1) = 71. 
Similarly as in (i) we can deform Я to a nearby homotopy 
Я : I χ I —> Z 0 
between 70 and 71 by multiplying x- and ^-coordinate of a point H(t, s) near a 
double point ры with 
D 
R e m a r k : Observe that, for example, each 7 for which there is a λ 6 [0, | [ such 
that 
Ί{\-τ)=
Ί
{\+τ) те[0;А] 
is homotopic over υ based at w with the path that does not go all the way to 
7 ( | ) but returns already from η{\ — λ) = 7 ( | + A), that is the path 
7 : [0; 1 - 2λ] —» Zo 
t ,_• f 7(Í) for *<έ-λ · |7(t+2A) for ί>ϊ-λ 
Let a(s) = 0 and b(s) = 1 - 2βλ. Then the homotopy is given by 
H:{(t,s)\sel,te[a(s),b(s)]}—• Z ° 
Í ,__^ Í
 7(i) fort<^-*A |
Ύ
(<+2ίλ) for ί > ί - ί λ 
We denote the set of all 'homotopy over ν based at üT-classes of paths in ZQ 
over υ based at ti; by: 
•KijZa, w) . 
Again, if the context is clear we will refer to elements of this set as to nearby 
homotopy classes. πι(Ζα, iti) itself will be called the nearby fundamental group 
(over ν based at w). The term 'group' is justified by the following proposition. 
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Proposition 5.4 πχ(Ζα, w) with the composition of 'paths in Z0 over ν based 
at w' is a group. 
Proof: Note first that the composition of two paths in ZQ over ν based at w is 
again a path in Z0 over ν based at w. 
Furthermore, the composition of such paths gives a well-defined operation 
on the set of homotopy classes, which is associative. 
All paths 7 : I -> Z0 over ν based at w with 7(5 — τ) = 7(5 + r) for all 
r 6 [0; | ] are mutually nearby homotopic. Call their nearby homotopy class 
e and note that it is the neutral element with respect to the above defined 
operation on homotopy classes. 
Given an element [7] S Ki(Zs, w), the inverse is represented by the path 
t H· 7(1 - t) for t e / . Π 
5.4 The Local System of Nearby Fundamental 
Groups 
The association of πι(Ζ^, w) to apair of non zero tangent vectors ν £ (Τ 0Δ)* := 
Γ
ο
Δ\{0} and іЙ e (TPoD0)* := TPoDo\{0} gives rise to a locai system of groups 
on (ΤοΔ)* χ (Tp0Do)* as we want to point out in the sequel. We call this local 
system the local system of nearby fundamental groups and denote it by: 
{πι(Ζ$, ω ) } ( ? ι 2 , ) 6 ( Τ ο Δ ) . χ ( Τ ΐ ) ο £ ) ο ) . . 
For a homotopy class modulo endpoints represented by a path 
ή=αχ0:Ι^(Τ
ο
Α)*χ(Τ
Ρΰ
ϋ
ο
)*, 
i. e. a morphism of the fundamental groupoid of (ΤοΔ)* χ (TPoDo)*, we define 
ti. • * i (Z
s ( o), Д(0)) —> ^ ( Z a d ) , 0(1)) 
in the following way. Let 7, a path over a(0) based at /3(0), represent an 
element in TTI{ZS(O)Ì ß(0))· Moreover, let Η : I χ I —• ZQ be a homotopy with 
the property that H(-,0) = 7 and H(-,s) is a path over S(s) based at ß(s) for 
all s € I. Note that such a homotopy always exists. Then define: 
*.([7]):=[Я(-,1)]. 
In the following proposition we state that this [H(-, 1)] is well-defined and does 
not depend on the special choice of H. 
Proposition 5.5 Let tii = a¿ χ Д : I -> (Τ0Δ)* χ (TPoD0)* for i = 1,2 be two 
paths which are homotopic modulo endpoints. Let moreover Hi : I χ I -l· ZQ for 
г = 1, 2 be two homotopies such that H¿(-,s) is a path over ¿f¿(s) based at ßi(s) 
for any s £ I. If there is a homotopy over o?i(0) = аг(0) 6ased at /?i(0) = /32(0) 
between Hi(·,0) and Я 2(-,0), then there is a homotopy over ai(l) = a 2 ( l ) based 
at ßi(l) = 02(1) between Ηχ(·,1) and Я2(-,1). 
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Proof: We know that there is a homotopy, say Ή. : I x I -¥ Z0, between 
Hi (·, 1) and Яг(-, 1) by using first Hi as homotopy between Hi (·, 1) and Hi (·, 0), 
then using the homotopy between Яі(-,0) and Я2(-,0) and finally using #2 as 
homotopy between ЯгОі 0) and Hz(·, 1). The question is: Can such a homotopy 
be realized as homotopy over a*i(l) = a 2 ( l ) based at /3i(l) = /Ы1)? Define 
λ := a f 1 *aj(0)*a 2 and μ := ßil*ßi(0)+ß2· Then we can formulate the question 
more precisely: Given closed paths λ : I -+ (Γ0Δ)* and μ : I -> (TPoD0)*, which 
are homotopic modulo endpoints to the respective constant j>aths and given a 
homotopy Η : I χ I —> Z0 such that Щ-,β) is a path over X(s) based at fi{s), 
can we then find a homotopy Ή. : I χ I —t ZQ between Ή(·,0) and 7ί(-, 1) such 
that H(-,s) is a path over λ(0) = λ(1) based at μ(0) = μ(1) for all s G Π 
We give a positive answer to this question by doing the following calculation 
locally around each double point of Z0. 
Let ί be a coordinate on Δ such that J¿ = λ(0) = λ(1). Write λ(τ) = 1(τ) J¿. 
Choose around each double point ры local coordinates (x,y) in Ζ such that the 
function h in the coordinates (x, y) and t looks like: 
h(x,y) =x-y. 
For the double point po we may assume that y is the coordinate on Do and that 
^ = ¿(0) = μ(1). Write μ(τ) = m(r) £. 
Let L : Ixl -> (Γ 0Δ)* resp. M : Ixl -¥ (TPoD0)* be the homotopies modulo 
endpoints between λ resp. μ and the constant path λ(0) = λ(1) resp. Д(0) = 
μ(1). Write L[T,S) = L(r,s) £ and M(r,s) = M(r,s) j | . 
By σ : R-° -> [0; 1] we denote a bump function which is = 1 near 0 and = 0 
on R- r° for a sufficiently small ro and strictly decreasing inbetween. 
For (r, s) 6 I χ I where Ή.{τ, s) lies in an x-coordinate, we describe χ ο Ή by 
polar coordinates: 
i o « ( T , s ) = r ( T , s ) e 2 " v < r · ' ' . 
Then modify the homotopy Ή to a homotopy Ή by setting: 
x о Щт, s) := -rr-r-, гт г х ° Щт
у
 s). 
1(а(г(т, s)) • s) 
Around the point po we define Ή. by: 
„-.. . тп(а(г(т,з)) • s) . , . . 
χ о Щт,s) := . ; / : // / х о Щт, s). 
ί(σ(Γ(τ,β))·β) 
Note that Ή is a homotopy over λ(0) = λ(1) based at μ(0) = μ(1). 
It remains to show that there is a homotopy over λ(0) = λ(1) based at 
μ(0) = μ(1) between ίί(; 1) and Щ-, 1). 
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of a homotopy between a path λ in ΤοΔ and the constant 
path λ(0) = λ(1). 
Figure 5.3: Dlustration of a homotopy Ή (over the path λ) at a double point 
(other than po) in the x-coordinate. 
Figure 5.4: Blustration of the homotopy Ή. at a double point (other than po) ш 
the x-coordinate. 
Figure 5.5: Illustration of the homotopy between Ή(·, 1) and H(-, 1) at a double 
point (other than po) in the x-coordinate. 
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This homotopy is realized by the the following deformation of Ή(-, 1) in the 
neighbourhood of each double point: 
(r, s) Η· χ ο Ή(τ, 1) 
L(ff(r(T,l)),s) 
respectively around PQ: 
L(ff(r(r, l)),s) 
5.5 The Local System of Fundamental Groups 
on the Fibration 
The locally trivial fibration h : Ζ* -¥ A* together with a section σ : A -¥ Ζ 
defines a local system on Δ* by associating 7Γι(Ζ()σ(ί)) to a point t € Δ*. For 
a homotopy class modulo endpoints represented by a path in Δ* one considers 
trivializations of the fibration over this path, which have σ as a constant section. 
Such a homotopy induces a map from the fundamental group over the starting 
point to the fundamental group over the endpoint. 
However, here we would like to consider a local system on Δ* χ DQ. The 
idea is that such a section σ corresponds to a point ρ in ZQ by taking ρ = σ(0). 
We want to consider those sections σ, where σ(0) e DQ. In order to be able to 
define morphisms we perform the following construction. 
Let t resp. ρ be coordinates on Δ resp. Do such that Δ resp. DQ are open 
disks with radius 1 in these coordinates. Consider the map 
Î : A X D ; —>• Δ 
(ί,ρ) ι—• ΙΡΙ -1. 
Observe that all fibers of this map are punctured disks but that π is not a 
locally trivial fibration. But nonetheless, if we define for any δ > 0 the annulus 
DQ := {p e A>||p| > ¿} , then the restriction of ι to Δ χ DQ is a locally trivial 
fibration. 
Let now Ρ : A χ DQ -¥ Ζ be a continuous map such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
Δ χ £>5 -A Ζ 
and such that Pi : DQ -¥ DQ is the identity. 
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T-
fiber 
1 
Figure 5.6: Picture of the map π (restricted to the real coordinates in Δ χ DJ 
and Δ). 
For δ > 0 we define Δ
Α
 := {t G Δ | | ί | < δ} and Α*
δ
 := Δ
Α
 \ {0}. Then we 
have for any ρ € DQ a section of πι
 t 
<7p : Δ
Λ 
Δ χ ^ 
(М-Р) · 
к .,» ч which we denote by σ„ : Composed with Ρ we obtain a section of Λ| 
Δί -¥ Ζ. Note that holds 
<7„(0) = p. 
In the following, we will for any 0 < δ < 1 define a local system of groups 
on Δ J X B Q . This system will be called the local system of fundamental groups 
on the fibration and we denote it by: 
{πι(Ζ4 ) σ ρ ( ί ) ) } ( ί , ρ ) 6 Δ ; χ 0 ί 
To a point (t, p) in Δ J χ DQ we associate the group 
π ι ( Ζ ί , σ
ρ
( ί ) ) . 
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With a homotopy class modulo endpoints represented by a path 
η = αχβ:Ι—» Δ£ χ £>¿ 
we associate a group isomorphism 
η, : πι (Ζ
α ( Ο),σ^ ( 0)(α(0))) —• π χ (Ζα{1),σβ(1)(α(1))). 
in the following way. 
Let 7 : I —• Z
a
(o) represent an element of πι (Ζ
α
(
Ο
),σβ(
Ο
)(α(0))) and let 
Η : I χ / -ί Ζ be a continuous map such that ff(·, 0) = 7 and Я( · , s) is a path 
in ZQ(g) based at o~ß(t) (a(s))· Then define: 
4. (W) := [Я(-,1)] € π ! (Ζ
β ( 1 ) > σβ ( 1 ) (α(1))) . 
We will see that this is well-defined in the following way. Define 
Δ 4 : = {(p ,e 2 l i í ) e 1^° χ Б1\р-е2^ Ε Αδ} . 
о . 
In the next section we are going to define a local system on Δί х£>о s u c n ^а*· 
the local system above is its restriction to A¡ χ DQ by means of the obvious 
embedding 
Δ ; x Di ч-Δί x-D¿. 
5.6 Comparison of the two Local Systems 
In this section we will compare the local system of nearby fundamental groups 
with the local system of fundamental groups on the fibration. The link between 
these two will be provided by a local system, which we call the local system of 
fundamental groups on the real blow-up of the fibration and which we are going 
to construct in the sequel. 
5.6.1 The Real Blow-up of the Fibration 
о 
We want to define an extension of Z* to a topological space Ζ and a map 
0 0 о 
h:Z—»Δ, 
in such a way that the diagram 
Ζ «-^  Z* 
h [ [h* 
Δ «-- Δ* 
о о о 
commutes and that Λ:Ζ->Δ is a locally trivial topological fibration. 
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Choose a coordinate ί on Δ and choose local coordinates (x,y) : Wki = 
Ukl χ U
l
kl -> C
2
 around any double point pk¡ € Ζ for [к < I] such that the 
function h in these coordinates looks like 
h(x, y) = xy for all \x\ < 2, \y\ < 2. 
Consider the map 
χ: (R^xS1) χ ( K ^ x S 1 ) —• ( i ^ x S 1 ) 
((Ді.е2»·*«) , (Л 2 ,е 2 7 Г ·^)) ·—• (Я1Д2,е2'"(<»і+<Ы). 
Then define for any pair fc, I with [A; < Í]: 
Ukl~ {(R,e2n*) Μϊ° χ S 1 Re2™* G x(£/£)} 
and 
#
ы
: = {(η,β 2 π**) K^° x S 1 n e 2 " ' * G y(I/¿,)} • 
о * о ' 
There are the obvious maps Uki~* U£i an<^ C/jtt—>· Ukl. 
о о 
We construct Ζ as follows. Recall that there are natural maps Δ - * Δ and 
Δ* 4 Δ . Define first: 
Ζ : = Ζ χ Δ Δ · 
In Ζ we have the subspaces 
Wki := WklxAA=(U^xUlkl)xAA 
Щі ••= (u*kkl*U*lk[)xA.A*. 
Now we use χ. « о and the identity map to define 
\UhlxUk¡ 
Wki- (ÛHi x Ul^ x A Δ · 
Finally we construct Ζ by replacing Wk¡ in Ζ by Wki, glued along the common 
subspace Wkl. 
The projection to the second factor in the above mentioned fibered products 
yields the well-defined map we are looking after: 
о о о 
ft-.Z—>Δ . 
О * О * . О О 
Note that the maps L/
w
-> £/¿ and f/fcí-> Щі induce a map Z-> Ζ over Δ-> Δ. 
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Remark: There is a coordinate-free way to construct Ζ by using the theory 
of log-structures (cf. e. g. [KN95], [D194], [Kat89], [Ste95]). We decided not to 
о 
introduce the language of log-structures here since we use the space Ζ just as 
a link between the two earlier defined local systems and because we need the 
coordinates anyway. The following theorem is proved in greater generality by 
Usui [Usu96]. 
о о о 
Theorem 5.6 h.Z—>Δ is a locally trivial topological fibration. 
Proof: We are given - as before - local coordinates (i, y) : Wki = Ukl * Ulu -* 
C2 around any double point ры for [k < I] and t on Δ such that h(x, y) = xy. 
We identify Wki and C/jf, χ Ulkl by these coordinates. 
Define the polycylinders 
and for к with 0 < к < | 
Let 
fti : = { ( * , » ) | | * | < 1 , \y\<l}cWkl 
PHI •= {(*,»)|M < «, Ivi < к} С Wkl. 
Ζ := Ζ\ (J Ры and Ζ* ~ Ζ\ (J Ρ£. 
[fc<l] [k<l] 
Then h ι * : Ι Ζ, И дР\і I -У Δ is a trivial fibration by the Ehresmann fibration 
1
 V .[*<Ί / 
theorem. Let Z0 := Λ
_1(0) Π Ζ and observe that дРы Π Zo is homeomorphic 
with 5 1 Ц 5 1 . Then there exists a trivialization 
Sl) χ Δ 
Let Cki •= S1 χ ([0, к] U [1 - к, 1]) be several copies of the cylinder S 1 χ I 
deprived of an annulus in the middle, which are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the double points Pki for [k < I]. 
Assume for the moment that we have for each pair k, I (with [k < I]) a 
trivialization 
{Р
ы
\Р^дР
ы
) Η (Ck,,dCki) x Δ 
which we put together to one trivialization Ψ of U [Ры \ Р^,дРы). 
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Given such a trivialization, we claim that we can extend Φ to a trivialization 
Φ* of ZK such that Φ" and Φ coincide on | J dPg¡. 
This claim boils down to the following well-known assertion: Given an ori-
entation preserving homeomorphism 
a : {1} χ S 1 —• {1} χ S1 
( l .e 2 ™-) 1 —•(l,e a " e < r )) > 
then there is a homeomorphism A : Ι χ S1 -¥ Ι χ S1 such that Αι = a 
and Α,
 Ύ
 = id. This A is given by : A(t,e2niT) = ( ^ 2 « ( ^ + ( 1 - 0 ^ ) ) ) . 
Note that for α : К -)· R holds а(т + ή) = α (τ) + η for η G Ζ and that therefore 
A is well-defined. 
It is clear that all these trivializations over Δ may be pulled back to trivial-
o 
izations over Δ. 
On the other hand define: 
Pki:= {{(Rue2"1*1), (R2,e2"l<*)) € (R^° χ S1) χ (Κ^° χ S1) | g < j } 
and 
Κι~ {((Ді.е 2"* 1) .(Да.е2-1*»)) e (Κ^° χ S1) χ (M °^ χ 51) | * < * } . 
о о 
In Ркі we take as typical fiber of h\ · the fiber over (0, e2**0) = (0,1): 
\Pkl 
^(ο.ι) := {({гие2^),{г2,е2"1^))еРкі\гіт2 = ΰ,ψί+φ2= θ} 
= {((ri.e 2 '** 1), (Ο,β2™"2)) еРы | ν»ι Ξ -γ>2 mod ζ } 
U {((Ο,β2**·"), (ra.e2"·**)) 6Ры jp, = -γ>χ mod ζ } . 
Then consider for θ G К the family of self-homeomorphisms F^y. 
( ( г , , е 2 - , » Л , ( о ,
е
-
2
" * і ) ) ^ ( ( г і ,
е
2
" ^
+
' > і Л , ( о ,
е
-
а
'
, < « + ' і ! > ) ) 
ff» 
For an open set V in Δ of the form V= [0;r0[x {e 2 , r i 9 |ao < θ < ßo} and 
0 < ßo — α 0 < 1 we define the trivialization: 
θο-.h ( У ) П Р ц - + У х % і ) , 
which sends an element ( ( Д і . е 2 " * 1 ) , (ife.e 2 1"* 1)), where (¿ι + tf»2 €]a0; A>[ to 
( (
Д 1 Я 2 , е
2
^ ^ . ) , 5 , 1 + . 2 ( й ^ , ^ ^ - ^ ^ ) , 0 , е - ( * 2 - ^ ^ ) ) ) 
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if J?i > R2 and to 
if R2 >R\- It is a straightforward calculation to check that this map is indeed 
a homeomorphism. Note that ¿i±&. is well-defined since ao < φι + Ф2 < βο 
and 0 < ßo - αο < 1. 
о 
Moreover, observe that on д Ры holds: 
Qo ( ( l . e 2 * * * 1 ) , (R^e2****)) = ( ( Д г . е ^ ^ + ^ ) , ( l , e 2 " * ; 0 , e 3 , r < * a ) ) 
^ ( ( Д 1 ( е 2 , г ^ ) , (l,e2***»)) = ( ( Д ь е 2 1 ' ^ ^ » ) , ( О . е ^ М . е 2 " * » ) ) . 
This indicates that 
V
 U (Ры\Яы)пік (ν) (κι) V / 
can be extended to a global trivialization θ of | J (Ян \ P£¡) over Δ respec-
/4 o * \ О 
tively of (J I Pfc/ \ Pkl 1 over Δ- Hence we may extend the trivialization Φ of 
о 
Ζ to a trivialization Φ* of ZK, which coincides with Θ on \J д Рщ. 
[*<q 
о о 
This shows that we obtain for any open V in Δ like above a trivialization of 
o ~ l 0 0 о 
h (V) over V, which is to say that h is locally trivial. D 
Having this theorem at hand we can define a third local system of groups, 
о 
this time on Δί X-Djj. The purpose of this local system here is that it serves 
as link between the local system of nearby fundamental groups and the local 
system of fundamental groups on the fibration. This third local system will be 
referred to as the local system of fundamental groups on the real blow-up of the 
fibration or briefly the local system of the real blow-up. We denote it by: 
Ь (¿i"·"")· °» (р'еМ))}((,е-),р)
е
д,х 
It is an extension of the local system of fundamental groups on the fibration on 
Δ£ χ Djj t o Δ<* x ^ o a n <^ i ' ' s defined as follows: 
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Observe that for ρ e £>$ the section σ
ρ
 : Ag -¥ Ζ can be pulled back in a 
о о о 
unique way to a section σ
ρ
:Δί—»Z-
To any ((p, e2n,9),p) €Δ* XDQ we associate the group 
π
ι (·Ζ(ρ,β2*·β)> °p ( ρ . ε 2 π , β ) ] 
and to a homotopy class modulo endpoints represented by a path 
η = αχ β: Ι—*Α
δ
 *DS0 
we associate similarly as before a group isomorphism 
V* : τ ι (Zc(o), °ß(o) (a(0))J —• n ( l a ( i ) , σ0(ι) (a(l))J . 
О / О о \ 
Let 7 : I —>Z be an element of πι I Z
a
(o), σβ(ο) ( Q (0))l a n ( i let Я : ƒ χ 
о 
I —>H be a continuous map such that Я(-,0) = j and for any s G J is H(-,s) 
° о 
a path in Z
a
(s) based at <Tß(s) (a(s)). 
Then define: 
4 . (W) := [Я(-, 1)] € π ! (¿„( i , , * « ι ) (α(1))) . 
The following proposition justifies this definition and moreover the definition 
of the local system of fundamental groups of the fibration. 
о 
Proposition 5.7 Letr\
x
 = atxßt : Ι ->ΔΑ X ^ O / o r * = 15 2 6e two paths, which 
о 
are homotopic modulo endpoints. Let moreover Ht : I χ I -+Z for i = 1,2 be 
о о 
two homotopies such that Ht(-,s) is a path in Za,(») based at o~ß,(s) (Qt(s)) for 
any s ξ I. 
If Ηι(·,0) and Яг(-,0) represent the same homotopy class in 
τι [Za,(o), <*0.(o) (a,(0))J 
with i = 1 or 2, then Ηι(· , 1) and Щі-, 1) represent the same homotopy class in 
πι (1Q.(I). σ
Λ ( 1 ) (a,(l))J 
tw'ift i = 1 or 2. 
Proof: Similar as in the proof of Proposition 5.5 the assertion may be reduced 
о 
to: If λ : / —»Δί and μ : / —¥ DQ are closed paths, which are homotopic modulo 
о 
endpoint to the respective constant paths and given a homotopy 7ί : I x I -¥Z 
О о 
such that Ή{·, s) is a path in Z\(
s
) based at σμ(β) (X(s)) for any s € I, then there 
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is a 7ί : / x I -*Z, a homotopy between Ή(·,0) and %(·, 1) such that Ή.(·,β) is 
о о о о 
a path in Ζχ(ο)=Ζχ(ι) based at σ^ο) (λ(0)) =σμ(ΐ) (λ(1)) for any s e l . 
- о о 
Observe first that there is a homotopy Ή : / χ Ι ->ZA(O)=ZA(I) between 
Ή(·,0) and Ή(-, 1) lying completely in the one fiber over λ(0) = λ(1) but not 
О О 
necessarily leaving the base point σμ(ο) (λ(0)) =σ μ (ΐ) (λ(1)) fixed. This is true 
for the following reason. 
о 
Let L : I χ I -¥As be the homotopy between λ and the constant path 
о 
λ(0) = λ(1). Then the pull-back bundle L* Ζ is globally trivial, i. e. there is a 
trivialization 
L'Z A (Ι χ Ι) χ Ζ
λ
(ο) 
Ixl 
о 
The homotopy % can be considered as a map to L* Ζ (since 7i(-,s) is a 
о о 
path in Z\(a) f° r s £ I) and therefore to (Ι χ Ι) χ ZA(O)· The projection to the 
о 
second factor is a homotopy in Z\{a) between Ή(·,0) and H{·, 1). 
If the path, which is formed by the trace of the base point is zero-homotopic, 
then we may find a homotopy between 7ί(·, 0) and Ή{·, 1) leaving the base point 
¿M(O) (λ(0)) = σ μ ( 1 ) (λ(1)) fixed. 
о 
Note that a path in (Ι χ I) χ ZA(O) i s z e r o homotopic if and only if its 
о 
projection to Z\{o) is. 
о 
The above mentioned trace of the base point is the projection to ZA(O) of 
the path 
ф(П(0,-)) = Ф(Щ1,-)). 
But this path is zero-homotopic iff H(0, •) = Ή(ί, ·) is zero-homotopic. Note 
that Ή(0, s) = Ή(1,β) =σμ(3) (λ(β))· Therefore, a homotopy to the constant 
path σ μ ( 0 ) (λ(0)) =σμ{ι) (λ(1)) is given by: 
(s, τ) ι—>σ
Μ{ίιΤ) (L(S,T)). 
а 
Now, we can formulate the main theorem of this section. (ΓοΔ)*, (TPODQ)*, 
Δ | and DQ are oriented by their complex structures. 
T h e o r e m 5.8 Any pair of orientation preserving homotopy equivalences (for a 
δ>0) 
(ΓοΔ)* —> Δ* and (TPoDoy —• D¡ 
induces an isomorphism of the local system of nearby fundamental groups on 
(Γ 0Δ)* χ (TPoDoy with the local system on A¡ χ D$ of fundamental groups on 
the fibration. 
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Proof: Observe that Δ£ C A Í and call S :=Às \AJ. By definition of both local 
systems, the inclusion A¿ χ D$ CAs XDQ induces an isomorphism of the local 
system of fundamental groups on the fibration with the local system of the real 
blow up. The latter local system is also equivalent to its restriction to S x D$ 
by the inclusion S x D& CAf x ö j - We call this restriction to S χ D^ the local 
system on the soul of the real blow-up. 
Hence, the assertion of the theorem is equivalent with: Any pair of orienta­
tion preserving homotopy equivalences 
a : (ΓοΔ)* —• S and b : (TPo Д,)* —• Ds0 
induces an isomorphism of the local system of nearby fundamental groups to 
the local system on the soul of the real blow-up. 
According to our remarks in 5.1 we have to show that there is an isomorphism 
between the group associated to one pair of tangent vectors 
{v0,wo) <Ξ (T0A)· χ (T^DoY 
and the group associated to 
(a(v0),b(uo)) e S x Di, 
which is equivariant with respect to the action of 
М(т0Д)*х(тлA,)*, №,«*))) 
and the action of 
T i ( 5 x B J , ( e ( ^ ) . W ) ) · 
Let us first construct the isomorphism and show that it is equivariant. As-
o 
sociated to each double point pki for [к < I] we have from the definition of Ζ 
coordinates ( Д і , е 2 " г ф і ) , (П2,е2*,ф2) in Ζ and coordinates (р,е2",в) on Δ such 
that in these coordinates 
h ( ( Л і , е 2 1 * ) , ( Л г . е 2 " ^ ) ) = ( д 1 Д 2 ) е 2 ' " ( < 4 і + 0 2 ) ) . 
о 
Неге we may assume that а(щ) = (0,1) 6 5 and b(w0) = (1,0) £D0-
We will define an isomorphism 
J : πι (Zif0,û;o) — • П (Ζ( 0 , ΐ ) ,σ ( 1 ι 0 ) (0,1)J . 
Let [7] be a nearby homotopy class in πι (ZS0,WQ) represented by the path 7 
over vo based at WQ-
Note that any piecewise smooth path in С has a unique lifting with respect 
to the map 
C:= R-° x 5 1 -> С 
(г, e2"*") 1-4 г-е2", . 
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Therefore, there is a unique lifting of 7 € ZQ to a path 7 in Z- The condition 
• о 
that 7 lies over υ 0 implies that 7 is even in Z(o,i)· and that it is connected. 
о · о 
Define then 7:= σ * 7 * σ , where σ is the straight path in Do defined by 
О 
t к> (t,ε2π'°) = (1 — t, 1), then we obtain a path in Z(o,i), which is based at 
¿(i,o) (0,1) = (1,0) e b 0 . 
о 
The map 7 i->7 induces a well-defined map from πι (Z$0,wo) to 
^i ( ¿(0,1), σ(ΐ,ο) (0,1) ), which is certainly a group homomorphism and which is 
the map J we wanted to define. It remains to show that J is an isomorphism. 
J is surjective: Call the sets {(0,ε 2 π , ν ), (0,ε-2π*ψ)\φ e [0;lQ СРы П Ζ {о,ι) 
о 
for [к < I] vanishing cycles. We can give Z(o,i) a. differentiable structure in 
such a way that it coincides with the already given differentiable structure off 
the vanishing cycles coming from ZQ \ Urjfc<j]{Pfc/}· I* *8 well-known that any 
element in the fundamental group of a smooth manifold (with boundary) can 
be represented by a smooth path (cf. e. g. [tD91], Π, 1.10). Moreover observe 
that by a local construction any such smooth path is homotopic to a smooth 
path, which intersects the vanishing cycles transversally in a finite number of 
parameter values, the first and the last of which are the only intersections with 
the vanishing cycle corresponding to po· Moreover, we may assume that 7 can 
· . · 
be written as 7 = σ * 7 * σ for some closed path 7, which lies, apart from the 
base point, entirely in D+. 
0 о о 
A path 7 in Ζ(0,1) with these properties, composed with the map Z(o,i) —• ZQ 
(collapsing t h e vanishing cycles) yields a p a t h 7 in D+ С Z0. By reparametr iz ing 
the p a t h 7 appropriate ly we may assume t h a t it lies over щ a n d is based a t WQ. 
ο 
And hence we find: 7 = 7 -
J i s i n j e c t i v e : Here we have t o convince ourselves from t h e following fact. 
0 0 0 ° 
If we are given two homotopic paths 7i and Ίι in Z(o,i) based at (1,0) €£>o, 
which are images under J of two paths 71 and 72 over щ based at WQ, then 
these latter paths are homotopic over щ based at wo-
о о о 
Let Η : I χ I ->Z(o,i) be a homotopy between the paths 7i and 7г in 
о Î.' о 
Z(o,i) based at (1,0) &D0. Using again the differentiable structure on Z(o,i) 
like above we may assume that Я is smooth (cf. e. g. [tD91], II, 1.10) and that 
for each s € I the path H(-,s) intersects the the vanishing cycles transversally 
in a finite number of parameter values, the first and the last of which are the 
only intersections with the vanishing cycle corresponding to po- Moreover, we 
may assume that H(-, s) can be written as H(-,s) = σ*η3*σ~ι for some closed 
path η3, which lies, apart from the base point, entirely in D
+
. 
о 
Composed with Ζ(0,1)—• ZQ we obtain a homotopy between 71 and 72 over 
VQ based at i?o-
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Finally, we study the monodromy actions. Let 
η = α χ β : I —• (T0AY χ (ГРо Д,)* 
be a path representing a morphism in the fundamental groupoid of (ΓοΔ)* χ 
(Г
ро
£»о)*· Then define 
η := (ο ο α) х (b ο β\ : I —• S χ D60. 
And let γ be a path over v0 based at wo representing an element in 
" Ί (2г0,«?о). It is to show: 
J°ti*(b]) = v.°J(b])· 
Let Η : I χ I —> ZQ be a homotopy with the property that H(-, 0) = 7 and 
H(-,s) is a path over a(s) based at ß(s) for every s e / . Like the construction 
о о о 
of 7 from 7 on page 87 we construct a homotopy H- I x I ->Z from H such 
0 0 о о -# 
that H (-,0) = 7 and such that H (-,s) is a path Z
ao
s{s) based at boß(s). This 
can be achieved by the definition: 
H(T,S):=(H(;S))°(T). 
Now compute: 
J ο η. (M) = 3 ([Я(·, 1)]) = [ff (·, 1)] and т,. о J ([7]) = „. ([7]) = [ff (·, 1)] . 
D 
Chapter 6 
Line Integrals on the 
Nearby Fundamental Group 
In Chapter 5 we defined the group 
τ ι {Ζΰ, w) • 
Consider the group ring Ζπι (Z^,w) and let J^ or simply J be the augmentation 
ideal. By definition, this is the set of elements in Ζπι (Za,w), where the sum of 
the coefficients is vanishing. 
The aim of the next two chapters is to put a Z-MHS on 
Z ^ ( Z 5 » / j s + 1 
for any s > 1. This will be done by putting a MHS on (J/Js+1)*. Note that 
we have the short exact sequence 
0 -¥ Js/Ja+1 -• J/J3+l -> J/Ja -)· 0 (6.1) 
and that J3/j"+1 S (j/j2)®* (recall that: πι (Ζ
ΰ
,ίΰ) = πι (Zt,p) for some 
te A* and ρ G Zt). 
The main ingredient for the definition of these MHS's is a differential graded 
algebra (dga) A', which is made up from differential forms on the central fiber 
but whose cohomology is isomorphic to the cohomology of a regular fiber. It 
was suggested to us by Hain1 to use a dga like A* and he proposed the problem 
of finding a way to integrate elements of this dga somehow on the central fiber. 
We will see that the notion of о path over ν (based at w) will be the right 
notion of path for this purpose. We show that closed elements in A1 can be 
integrated along paths in Z0 over υ in a natural way. This yields an integral 
structure on Я 1 (Л*) , which is by this integration dual to J/J2. On A' we 
xThe dga A' is in principle a modified version of the complex Ρ£(Χ*)[Θ] of [Hai87b] for 
this special situation with non compact fibers. 
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have nitrations W, and F' such that the induced nitrations together with the 
integral structure define a Z-MHS on Hl(A*). It will turn out that the integral 
lattice of this Z-MHS depends on ΰ (and not on w). The dependence upon ΰ is 
such that {(^v,iii/^tr2ui)*}i?€(ToA)· is a nilpotent orbit of MHSs. 
Since A' has an algebra-structure, we can also define iterated line integrals 
along paths over v. We shall do this in chapter 7. This will give a way to 
describe (J/Je+1)* in terms of the dga A', similar to Chen's theorem in 1. 
Finally it will lead to the definition of a MHS on (j/js+l)* such that the short 
exact sequence 6.1 becomes a short exact sequence of MHSs. 
6.1 A Differential Graded Algebra of Differen-
tial Forms on the Central Fiber 
Let (Λ* ,d) := ( Λ * ( ^ , ^ )pogí ] , d) be the dga, which is defined in the follow-
ing way. Let /\'(—, -^) be the free graded-commutative C-algebra with unit, 
generated by the symbols ^ , -^ in degree 1. 
Let then Л* := A'(f^)[\ogt] be the algebra Л ' ( т ^ ) , where the 
symbol2 logi or и has been added in degree 0. The differential d on Л* is 
d e f i n e d b y ( f ( f ) = d ( ^ ) = 0 , 
, ., . dx dy d log* : = — + - ^ 
χ у 
and the Leibniz-rule. Note that (Л*, d) computes the cohomology of the fibers 
of the map Δ* χ Δ* -> Δ* defined by (x, y) i-> xy. 
For each component Dt of D
+
 let 
£ ' ( A logP.) := Γ ( Ω ' ( Α logP.) ®
n
o ( D i ) f °- ' (A)) 
be the logarithmic de Rham complex. Here, £0,*(£>,) denotes the sheaf of C°°-
forms of type (0,·) . Note that (E'(Dt logP,), d) computes the cohomology of 
Dt\Pt. 
Finally let Λ*("ί) D e the differential graded-commutative C-algebra with 
unit generated by the symbol -£ in degree 1, where the differential d is defined 
to be always the zero-map. Also ( Λ * ( Ί ? ) > <0 computes the cohomology of 
C*. We consider elements </o of Д (&) = С as functions on the point po, 
i. e. <7o(po) : = 9o· We refer to the complex number ρ of an element p-& € Д (-p) 
as the residue in po of this element. Write Resp0(p4f ) = p-
The dga A', which we are going to define will be a sub-dga of 
B
'
 :
= Λ ' ( - ) ® 0 ^ · ( Α togP.) θ 0 S'ÍA1) Oc Α·, 
Ρ
 г>0 [к<1] 
2We will use u for convenience or if confusion with the function log might occur. 
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where Δ 1 denotes the one-dimensional standard-simplex (the unit interval) and 
^•(Δ 1 ) = C[£] φ C[£]d£ the dga of real polynomial differential forms on Δ 1 . 
The elements of A' in B' will be called the compatible elements in B*. 
Hence, we will define A' now by defining, when an element of B' is compatible. 
Observe that Bn = 0 for η > 4. 
We shall use Pki, Kki, Lk¡, Hk¡, Rki, Ski, Tki and Uki to denote elements 
in C[£, u]. If the context is clear, we omit the indices fc,f. Moreover, it will be 
useful to expand these elements of C[£, u] as polynomials in u with coefficients 
in C[£]. That means for instance 
dP 
Ры = Ρ«( ί ,« ) = Ρ = Po + Più + P2U2 + ••• + Pmum and P' = —. 
A 0 : An element ƒ = Σ,>0<7, + Е[*<цЯн G В0, where д0 G A ° ( f ) and 
д
г
 G E°(Dt) for г > 0, is called compatible iff for [fc < J] holds: 
Ры(0,и) = gk(pki) and Р ы (1,и) = #(ры)· 
A 1 : We call an element in B1, 
ψ = Σ
ω
· + Σ ( * « - + L * ' - + я « * ) -
»>0 [*<i] \ χ # / 
where ωο € Д 1 (^ Е ) and ω · e E1(DtlogPl) for г > 0, a compatible element iff 
for [jfc < I] holds: 
Kki(0,u) = Respn^fc , L f c i ( 0 , u ) = 0 , 
Kki(l,u)= 0 , L f c l(l,u) = ReSptlWi. 
A 2 : Let us call an element 
Φ = Y
ι
nl+Yí(Rkldξл^ + skldξл^+τkl^^*!•)εB2, 
with Ω, G £ 2 (D, logP,) for г > 0, compatible iff for [k < I] holds: 
Г ы ( 0 , и ) = Г
ы
( 1 , и ) = 0 . 
A 3 : We define A3 := B3. That is, all elements of B3 are compatible. 
Observe that holds dAl С Аг+1 for i > 0 and that A* is a dga. 
Definition 6.1 On A' we define an augmentation map a by: 
a: A0 -+ С 
Σ,>ο 5» + Σ[*<4 Pfcí ^ fl°-
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Ϋ
, W) 
An alternative definition of A' can be given as follows. Consider the surjec-
tive map of complexes 
Φ:Β· —• 0 Λ · θ Α · , 
\k<l) 
which sends £ ^ > 0 gt + Σ[*</] pki € B° to 
Σ {(fti(0,u) - flt(p*i)) θ (Ріы(1,и) - да(ры))} 
and Σ<>οω» + Σ[*<ί] ( J f u ^ + Lkl& + Hudt) e Л 1 to 
Sí [к<1] 
Moreover, Φ maps 
dx ,dy (Kkl(0,u) - ResPMu;jfe) — + L fc i(0,u) — 
χ у 
dx dtu 
Kki(l,u)— + (Lki(l,u) - ResPklw¡) — x у }• 
dx dy dx dy 
és И * у х у 
t o
 ΣΓ*</Ι Γ*'(°>ω)γ Λ if ® r *i( i .U)T Л If · K i s e a s y t 0 c h e c k t h a t ф i s i n d e e d 
a surjective map of complexes. Then we find: 
A' = ker Ф. 
Define C' := 52[*<ti Л* Л* and note that we have the short exact sequence 
0 — • A' —> B' — • C' —> 0, 
which yields a long exact «¡homology sequence (as Hl(B') = 0 for г > 2) 
0 -• Η°(Α·) -¥ Η°(Β·) ->· Я 0 ( С ) 
-> Я 1 (Л*) ->· Я 1 (В') -• Я 1 (С*) -> Я 2 ( Л ' ) -• 0. (6.2) 
T h e o r e m 6.2 Я"(Л") й ff#(Zt;C) for any t € Δ*. 
Proof: The only closed elements in A0 are the constant compatible functions. 
Therefore: H°(A·) 2 H°(Zt;C) S С. 
о о о 
We make use of the fact that the map h.Z-*A is a locally trivial fibration 
and prove: H'(A') S H#(Z(o,i);C). 
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Recall that we can build up ¿(0,1) in the following way. For each pk¡ with 
[k < I] we have the open disks Ukl С Dk and Ukl С Di around the double point 
Pki- Now define 
Вы := \u
u
 и UklJ J ~ 
where "~" denotes the equivalence relation: 
(Ях.е 2 ** 1 ) ~ ( η 2 ) β 2 π ι * 2 ) 
:& R1 = R2 = 0 and 0i = -</>2. 
Then Ukl u.U
l
kl can be considered as subspace of Bk¡ and as subspace of 
Ut>o D* - LIt>o Dt \ рг- W e construct the fiber Z(0,i) by glueing U[k<i] Bki 
and Ц 1 > 0 . 0 * together along the Ukl uf/¿,*'s. Remark that 
IIÖMIB« 
;г>0 [Jfe<i] 
о 
is an excisive couple (cf. [Spa66] p. 188) for the space Z(o,i), which is to say 
that we may apply Mayer-Vietoris. Hence, there is an exact sequence 
о -• я°(і{о,,)) -* 0я°(г>;) ® 0 H°(Bkl) -* 0 H°(ukkl*) ® я°(с/**) 
i>0 [Jfc<i] [*<i] 
-+ ^(1(0,1)) -> 0 Я 1 ( Д * ) ® 0 Я1 (Вы) -»· 0 HHutÏÏQ&iuf) -+ 0. 
»>0 [*<I] [*<l] 
(6.3) 
Now we compare the last terms in (6.3) with the last terms in (6.2). That 
is, we define isomorphisms φ, ψ such that 
Hl{B%) 4 Н\С ) - > Я 2 ( Л * ) - Ю 
φ H^D;) Φ e н1{в
ы
) -• e я1(£/
ы
') ® я 1 ^ * ) -• о 
t>0 [fc<l] [*<l] 
commutes. It is then a consequence of the 5-lemma that H2(A') = 0. 
Denote by {^} (resp. {^}) the cohomology class in Hl(Bki), which has 
value 2πζ on the positive generator of H\{Ukl ) (resp. Hi(Ulkl )) in Hi(Bki). 
Then {%} = -{%}. 
We define an isomorphism 
φ: Η
1
 (В·) -¥ ®H1(D;)® φ Н1{В
Ы
) 
ι > 0 [fc<í] 
[Σ«.+ Σ * £ + ьС + яаеН2>,]+ Σ А-да + Μγ) 
t>0 [*«] S г>0 [fc<í] 
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(Note that for closed Σ,
ι>0ωι + Σ,^<ι]ΚΤ~ + L^ + Hdt> t h e polynomial 
Κ(ξ,η) - L(£,u) is constant, i. e. Κ(ξ,η) - L^,u) = #(0,0) - L(0,0) = 
#(1,0) - L(l.O). Therefore, K{^-} + L{&} = (K - L){^-} makes sense.) 
Define moreover the isomorphism 
φ: Hl(C·) -¥ e НЧи^ФНЧи ') 
[*<q [*<Ί 
and note that the above diagram commutes. 
Finally, if we use the fact that the Euler characteristics in (6.2) and (6.3) 
are zero, we find: 
άϊτη
€
Η
1(Α·) = àimc H\z(o.i)) = 1 + £ ( d i m c t f 1 ^ ) - l) 
t>0 
= 2 + Σ (dime Hl{D
x
) - 2) + £ ] 2. Π 
«>o [k<l] 
6.2 Integration in the Nearby Fiber along Paths 
over a Tangent Vector 
Here we are going to define integrals of a closed element 
φ = 2 ω , + J ] Ыы— + ¿kl— + tfudí) € Л1 
»>0 [*<!] \ X У / 
along paths over v. We define those integrals in four steps by defining them first 
in special cases. 
(a) Let 7 : [a; b] -> Zo be a path over v, which meets the set of double points 
only once with parameter value To €]a; ò[, where it changes from £>*, to 
D¡. Let (x,y) : W^ = ί/£, x t/L ~* ^ 2 and t : Δ -> С be coordinates such 
that h(x,y) = χ -y and ν = -§i- Define η
χ
(τ) (resp. 7
У
(т)) to be χ{η{τ)) 
(resp. y(7(r))) for all τ G [a;b] with 7(7-) G U^ (resp. 7(r) e £/{,). Then 
define: 
ƒ ρ := lim i Jwk +J Η (ξ, log (7,(r0 - е)Ъ(η> + e))) d£ +ƒω, 
7 ^ 7 <
т 0-« 0 Т>г0+е 
(b) Let 7 : [о; Ч -> ^о be a path over ΰ, which meets the set of double points 
only once with parameter value τ0 €]α; b[, where it stays in one component 
Dk- Then define: 
yV:=limj ƒ u-fc+ ƒ ωΛ 
7 [7<T0-« 7>T0+£ J 
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(с) Now let 7 : [a; b] -¥ Z0 be a path over ν such that 7(a) and 7(b) are no dou­
ble points. Then there is a finite number of parameter values TJ , . . . , тдг 
with о < T\ < • • · < TN < b, which are mapped onto double points. 
Choose а т* €]т,;г,+1[ for г = 1,... ,Ν — 1 and let η, := α and т^ := b. 
Then define for г = 1,... ,Ν the paths 7 t := 71 . and we define: | [ т і -1 ' т Л 
N 
Ι
φ
-=^Ι
φ 
'
= 1 7 . 
(d) Finally, let 7 : [a; ò] -> Z0 be a path in Z0 over ν based at iw. The coordinate 
ρ : Do -i С allows us to consider DQ as part of the complex plane. There, 
in the complex plane, we have the differential form (and not the symbol) 
^ . Let σ be the straight path τ ι-» (1 — τ) in С, then we define 
ρ 
ƒ„:= j φ. 
7 σ * 7 * σ - 1 
Theorem 6.3 For α path 7 : [α; ö] -> Zo over гГ based oí uJ and α closed ψ £ A1 
holds: 
(i) J φ is well-defined and finite, 
(ii) ƒ ψ does not depend on the choice of coordinates, 
(Hi) ƒ ψ = 0, if φ is exact. 
Lemma 6.4 Any closed ω € El(DtìogPt) can locally on a coordinate (U,z) on 
Dt around a double point pki be written as 
dz 
ω = ResPk,uj • \-ψ, 
where ψ is a smooth 1-form in El(U). 
The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.7. D 
Proof of 6.3: Let φ = Σ , > ο ω . + Σ[*</] « « f + Lkif + HkldÇ. To prove 
(i), we have to show that integrals of type (a) and (b) are well-defined, finite 
and do not depend on the choice of coordinates (note that (d) is similar to (b)). 
Assume that we are given coordinates x, y and t like in (a) and write 
dx dx 
pk = R e s p i j t — + фк and ωι = ResPJtlu)j h Vi· 
ad (a) That φ is closed implies K' = f £ , L' = f £ and §£ = f £ . Let 
Η = H0 + Hxu + ••· + Hmu
m
. Then ШІ = Κ[_
λ
 = L\_
x
 for i = 1,.. . , m. Since 
K(0,u), K(l,u), L(0,u), L(l,u) are constants in С we have Kt(0) = AT,(1) = 
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Lj(0) = Li(l) = 0 for » > 1. Moreover ResPfclwt = —Respitlui and because of 
Hi = K'Q = L'0 we obtain f0 Ηι(ξ)άξ = Respt,iJí. Therefore we derived: 
ι ι 
ƒ Η(ξ, u)dt = J Η0(ξ)άξ + Reep,,«, · ti. 
о 0 
Now we may compute as follows: recall j(r0) = pki and choose εο such that 
7([T"O - ε 0;τ 0 + ε0]) С Wkl and ЪІЫ - ε0;τ0]) as well as 7у([г0;т0 + e0]) lie 
within an open set of C, where the logarithm is univalent. Then we find, when 
we split up uk = ResPk, wk^f + tpk and ωι = ResPJkl ωι^ + φι: 
J ψ = Jim « Іи>
к
+І Η (ξ, log (7χ(τ0 - е)7у(то + ε))) <¿£ + / и 
ï < T o _ e О 
Τ>'·ο+« , 
= / ω * + ƒ'/'*+ /ωι+ ίφι+ίΗ0(ζ)άξ 
^ » • Ο - ί ι 
•lim < / ResPfc(Wfc—+ ResPlJo;llog(7i(7o-e)7a('n) + e))+/ReSpfclü;í — 
>щ-«о ~>ΐΌ+« 
And then remark that 
lim · 
e-*0 
ƒ ^ - log (7x(ro - ε)) + ƒ - — + log (7у(то + ε)) 
<ro-« 
= - bg (73(7-0 - ε0)) + log (7„(τ0 + ε 0 )). 
This shows that the integral in (a) is finite. 
Once we know that ƒ φ converges, we may write J φ as 
/ H0d£ + \im l шк + ResPkluilog{'yx(T0 - e)jy(r0 + ε)) + u>t 
v < T 0 - t T>T0+£ 
/ Η0άξ + lim < ùjk + ResPfc,W| log (ε2) +/ ωι 
0 ^ 7 < T 0 - « *>>r0+« 
+ R e S p k l α , í l 0 g ( | Ί £ ( Z l Z £ ) . ^ Z i ) , 
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Observe that 
l i m i ^ 
£ - • 0 ^ 
( -ε) 7»(τ·ο+ε)ί _ .<r„ } = -Ί? ' 7¡/ >T0 
and 
д 
Τ ι ' Ту >то д . — \ 7 < τ 0 ι 7 > τ 0 /
 —
 я
. · 
'dt dt 
Hence, the second summand vanishes, i. e. : 
Ljk + ResPJt,a)( log (ε2) + ut <P= Η0άξ + l im i 
V < Τ 0 - £ 1>т0+С ) 
This expression obviously does not depend upon the choice of the coordinates 
(x,y) and t. 
V>o [k<l] J t>0 [fc<I] v " ' 
ίφ = Pkl(l,u) - Pkl(Q,u) 
+ lim {9кЫт0 - ε)) - да(7(0)) + Ä ( T ( 1 ) ) " filfrfo + ε))} 
= №(7(1))-0*(7(О)). 
ad (b) The definition does not depend on the choice of coordinates. We just 
have to show that the integral converges. 
/ ψ = ƒ ω* + J Фк+ J И + ƒ Vi 
' > т 0 - е 0 '>r 0 
+ ReSp.. Uk Hm < 
And further 
lim 
ε-+0 
ƒ τ* ƒ τ ! 
( ƒ ? + ƒ ΐ · 
= log(7
:r
(ro + ε 0)) - log(7x(T0 - ε 0)) + lim ( l o g o r o - ε)) - log(7x(-r0 + ε))) . 
ε—*0 
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hjn {log(7x(To - ε)) - log(7
x
(r0 + ε))} 
= lim 
ε->0 М^)-Ч^)} 
= log(-7x- r o )-log(7x>r„) 
= 0 by the definition of a path over v. 
If φ is exact, we have Д ψ = 3*(7(1)) - 9кЬ(0))- D 
Remark 6.5 We see from the proof of Theorem 6.3 that we have in the case 
of an integral of type (a) like on page 94: 
ί ψ = j Η0άξ + lim i uk + Resp,,^ log (ε2) + ωι 
„ < т 0 - е 
Τ>η>+* ) 
> , 
= lim < Iwk - ResPfclw* log (7i(r 0 - ε)) 
T O - « 
+ lim < ƒ ωι + Respic, ωι log (fy (r 0 + e)) 
^7>r 0+« 
1 
+ ƒ#*<(£, 0)<f£-
о 
Remark 6.6 Observe that if one considers in (a) the closed 
X y \' » χ y J 
as element in 
(Л^-уН^*^]®^1))1. 
which is defined in the obvious way (for the precise definition see p. 114), by 
setting 
dx dy 
dlogx = — and dlogy = — , 
x у 
then it is even exact. If Ρ G C[£, log χ, log y] is such that dP = Ξ, then 
/ Я ( £ , 1 о 6 * К = P ( l , log χ, logy) - P(0, log x, logy), 
•/[ou] 
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Next we state that ƒ ψ does not depend on the choice of a path 7 within a 
homotopy class in πι(Ζ^, i¿7). 
Theorem 6.7 Let φ 6 A1 be closed and let 70, 71 : 1 -> ZQ be two paths over 
ν based at w, which are nearby homotopic. Then 
/ φ= φ-
We will prove the corresponding theorem for iterated integrals in general as 
Theorem 7.15. The Theorem 6.7 above is then just a special case of 7.15. 
Theorem 6.8 The integration of closed elements in A1 along paths over ν based 
at w defines an isomorphism 
H^A") A Homz (J/P-X) . 
Proof: Since we know that both C-vector spaces have the same dimension, it 
suffices to show that the integration map is injective. Note that 
Homz ( j / J 2 ; C ) ^ Hom
z
 ( J ; c ) = Homz(7iì(Zfflii;);C). 
Assume ψ = ^ ^ „ ω , + £[t<t] К
ы
^ + b f c í ^ + Я/t/df € A1 is closed and that 
φ = 0 for any [7] € πι (Za, vJ). L 
We claim that ψ is exact. First, observe that all residues of φ are necessarily zero, 
as one sees by integration along a path over ΰ based at w, which approaches 
a double point, turns once around this double point and returns as it came. 
Moreover, all the ω, are exact since the expression 
ν 
9I(P) •= Ι Ψ for p£Dt 
makes sense and dg% = ut. Now define 
Í 
.^.n Γι. ^П J 
.>0 [fc<¿] 5 
and note that it satisfies the compatibility condition and that df = φ. О 
The Theorem 6.8 allows us to define an integral lattice Hl(A')z within 
Hl{A') in the following way. 
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Definition 6.9 Define H1(A')z to be the lattice of those cohomology classes 
which correspond to Homz ( J / J 2 ; Z J via the integration map. H1(A')Q is 
then defined as 
Я Ь := Hom
z
 ( J / J 2 ; Q ) С Hl{Am). 
R e m a r k : Note that in contrast to H1(A') the lattice H1(A')z depends a priori 
on the tangent vectors ν and w. 
6.3 The Hodge- and Weight Filtration 
Next we define a decreasing filtration F' and an increasing filtration W, on A* 
by defining such nitrations on B'. 
On Λ* we set 
"*·=- Φ Λ"<?· τ«*«" 
n+m>p У 
and 
"•*·=- Θ Λ"(*• τ' 0 0 · 0 " 
n+2m<I У 
In particular we have: log t € W2 Π F 1 . 
Then define on E'iA1) ® Λ* the filtrations F' and W. by: 
Fp (E'iA1) ® Λ') := ^ ( Δ 1 ) ® FPA' 
Ψι(Εα(Αλ)®Α0) := Ea(A1)®Wl+aA0. 
On E'(Di log P») for i > 0 we have the classical Hodge filtration: 
*»£·(£>< logfi) := 0 Γ (nn(Z?ilogP,) ®
n
o ( I M £
0
··—(£><)) 
and the weight filtration W
m
. This filtration Г. is multiplicative, i. e. W
m
 Λ 
W
n
 = W
m
+
n
> and hence determined by: 
W-1E°(DilogPi)= 0; W^E^D^ogPi) = 0 
W 0 £
0 ( A l o g P , ) = S ° ( A ) ; W0E1(DllogP,)= E^DJ 
^ 1 Е ° ( Д 1 о 6 Р 1 ) = £ ° ( A ) ; ^ i ^ ( A l o g P , ) = E H A l o g P , ) . 
Finally, define on Л ( ^ ) : 
«л'Ф-ел'Ф p
 ~ . " 
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ала 
"Λ'φ=-ΘΛ·φ· 
n>p y 
Putting all these nitrations together, we obtain nitrations W, and F' on 
A'. In particular, W, and F* allow us to define nitrations on the cohomology 
groups in the following way. 
Definition 6.10 Now define the weight filtration W, on H'(A') by: 
Wl+mH
m(Am) := im {Hm{WtAm) -»• Hm{A*)} . 
And define the Hodge filtration F' on H'(A') as: 
F p f f m ( A ' ) := im {Hm{FpA') -¥ Hm{A')} . 
On the Q-vector space H1(A')Q, the weight filtration W, on H1(A') induces 
the filtration: 
WtH
l(A*)q := WiH^A') П Я ' ^ д . 
Observe that 
GrJ* ( H l ( A ' ) Q ) = im {WtH^A'fo -> С г ^ Я Ч А · ) } . 
We want to finish this section now by proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 6.11 
(JM/JL·)' •= {H\A')Z, (H^A'foW.), (&№)№,F*)) 
is a Z-MHS of possible weights 0, 1, and 2. 
R e m a r k 6.12 If one computes the weight spectral sequence (A', W.) one finds 
infinitely many Ei-terms, which are nonzero, each of which is an infinite dimen­
sional pure Hodge structure. Nevertheless, the spectral sequence degenerates 
at i?2· bi the language of [Hai87a] the βχ-term is the image under a certain 
De Rham functor applied to the finite dimensional E\ -terms of the spectral 
sequences of (JB*(AlogP,),W.) for t > 0, of (/\'{f),W.) and of A',W.) 
(cf. [Hai87a], the proof of (5.5.1)). 
However, if one just wants to prove that Ηλ{Α') is a MHS, the weight 
spectral sequence of (A*, W,) suggests a shortcut, which avoids going all the 
way through the spectral sequences. This is how we will prove 6.11. 
Furthermore, one could consider (A', W,, F') as part of a mixed Hodge 
complex, which takes the integral structure (coming from integration along 
paths over v) into account. We omit that construction, since we do not need it 
for our further investigations. 
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Proof: Since the category of MHSs is abelian, we can prove Theorem 6.11 if 
we show that there are exact sequences 
(i) 0 -4 GT^H^A·) 4 0 H°(pkl)(-1) A 0 Я 2 ( А ) -• о, 
[k<l] ι>0 
(іі) 0 -> Gr™Η1 {А') 4 φ Hl(Dt) -+ 0, 
•>o 
(iii) e H°(Dt) Л 0 H°(pkl) Л GT™H\A') -+ 0, 
ι>0 [*<i] 
where all the maps are defined over Q and are strict with respect to the respec­
tive Hodge nitrations. Gr^rH1(A') is then a Hodge structure of weight I since 
all the other terms are Hodge structures of appropriate weights. 
Note that if we are given a [φ] = [£,>„ ω, + £ [ f c < í ] Kk, f+Lk¡& + Hkld(] G 
H1 (A*), then we can always write with complex numbers pk¡, ck¡ £ С 
[φ] = [ £
ω
, + Σ ^Pki θ + cwdfl, 
where Θ := (1 - O f - ξ** - logtdÇ € Wx \(Ε' ® Λ ' ) 1 ] . 
This shows that W2H
1(A·) = H1 (A') and 
[φ] € WiHl(A·) *> V[* < I) : pkl = 0 and [φ] € WaH^A') & Vi > 0 : ω, = 0. 
ad (i): We identify H°(pkl)(-l) with C ( - l ) such that H°(pkl)(-l)z becomes 
ι · 
2πι' 
С С and Gr]rC = С. Then define the map a by 
\ i>0 [Jfc<i] / [*<J] 2 π / * ' · 
^ Ε»>ο ω » + 5Z[fc<íi ¿Τ/0*' θ] represents an element in H1(A')z then it is 
mapped to H°{pk¡)(—l)z under a, since all the numbers pk¡ have to be integers 
(they are the values of an integral along a path around a double point). 
Now define the map β in the following way. Given a Σ[*<ί] ¿Τ/5*' ^ 
Θ Я°(ры)(-1), choose a Σ , > 0 ω , + Σι*<ί1 ъГіР*1 е ^ s u c h t h a t ^ 1 t h e [*<q 
du), have no singularities3, i. e. du>t G E2(Dr). Then we define: 
\[*<0 ^ l / ·>ο 
3This is always possible. It can be done similarly to the following: define a bump-function 
b : С —> [0; 1] around 0 e С such that 6(z) = 1 in a small neighbourhood of 0 6 C. Then 
b(z)p*f- has residue ρ and d (b(z)p^ e E2(C). 
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Note that a and β are well-defined and that they yield a short exact sequence 
(i), where all the maps are strict with respect to the filtrations F'. 
ad (ii): The isomorphism sends Ε 1 > 0 ω , ] € W\Hl{A') to Σ,>0[α>,] € 
φ if1 (Ζ),). All the remaining verifications are obvious. 
t > 0 
ad (iii): The maps 7 and δ are defined in the following way: 
я°(Д) * Θ Я°(Р«) 4 Gr^H^A') -ю 
ι>0 [fc<(] 
Σ,>ο0· ^ E[jb<í](s/-5*) 
E[fc<{] Cfcí н· E[fc<q c*< ¿f] 
Also this sequence is exact, defined over Q and respects the filtrations F*. This 
accomplishes the proof. О 
Remark 6.13 Using the short exact sequences (i), (ii) and (iii) from the proof 
of 6.11 we may derive that, if g(Dt) denotes the genus of Dt (g(Do) = 0): 
dime Сг^Я 1^·) = ( Ε 1 ) " ( Σ 1 ) ' 
[Jfc<í] »>o 
dime Gr? H1 (A') = Σ W.)> 
t > 0 
dime Gr? Hl {A') = (Σ I J - E 1 ) - » " 1 · 
[0<fc<í] t>0 
which reconfirms the Euler characteristic, that we computed in the proof of The-
orem 6.2. 
6.4 T h e Variat ion of Mixed H o d g e Structures is 
a N i lpo ten t Orbit 
Now it is not difficult anymore to investigate the monodromy of the local system 
of nearby fundamental groups and to show that the variation of Hodge structures 
is a nilpotent orbit of Hodge structures. 
Remark 6.14 The term nilpotent orbit of mixed Hodge structures is a gener-
alization (for one variable) of the definition of a nilpotent orbit of MHS given 
in [Sch73] and [CK82] (Definition 3.1); specifically, [CK82]: (3.1) (iv) is not 
satisfied. A nilpotent orbit of MHS will be defined properly in Proposition & 
Definition 6.17. 
First of all, we define a nilpotent chain morphism 
N : A' -¥ A' 
by defining it in the following way o n B ' . 
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Let N be the zero map on Λ * ( ί ) ® ф , > ( | £ " ( Д ^ Р , ) ала define it on 
TV: ^ ( Δ ^ β Α · -> ^ ( Δ ^ β Α * 
Note that TV respects the compatibility relations and hence defines a chain map 
N : A' —• A'. Concerning the filtrations, N induces maps 
N : Wi+iA· -> Wi-iA' and ΛΓ : F M * -»• Fp~lAb. 
In particular this chain map induces a map TV : Hl(A') -> Hl{A') (note 
that we are committing 'abuse of notation' here). 
Proposition 6.15 The filtration W, on Hl{A') and N : Hl{A') -> Hl{Au) 
satisfy N2 = 0 and 
(i) W-iH1(A')=0 
(ii) W0 HX{A') = im {Ν : Я 1 (Λ') -> Я 1 ^ · ) } 
ft«; Wi Hl{A') = ker{7V : Я^Л·) ->· Я 1 ^ " ) } 
fi«; W2 Я
1(Л*) = Я 1(Л·). 
Proof: First, recall that if we are given a 
[ψ] = [ J > * + Σ Кы— + Ь * Д + Hkld£] G Η1 (A'), 
»>o [*</] X y 
then we can always write 
M = Ε ω » + Σ ълры θ+c* |del' 
»>0 [fc<J] 
where θ := (1 - ξ) % - ξ&• - log t άξ e Ψχ (Ε* ® Λ')1. This shows Ν2 = 0 and 
Т - і Я
1
^ · ) = 0 as well as W2 H^A') = Hl(Au). 
ad(ii): Since the sum of the residues for any closed form ω, is zero, we have 
W0H
1(A*)=l[Y^ckldt}\ and 
I [*<q J 
™
N
 = \ Ι Σ hPkldt] Σ ¿Лі - Σ ¿ Ρ * = 0 far all i l . 
L [*<«i [ · < Ί [*<»] J 
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Obviously im {Ν : НЦА') -> Η1 (А·)} С WQ Hl{A'). Now let E [ f c < q ckld(\ 
be in И^ о Hl(A'). Then let m := Σ[*<ίΐ 1 a n c ^ define complex numbers 
Note that 5 3 t > 0 gt = 0. It is easy to check now that 
[ Σ Ckld$ = [ Σ (CfcI _ (ff/ ~ Sk))dQ e imiV. 
[*<ί] [*<ϊ] 
ad (iii): Observe that on the one hand 
Ι ·>ο [*<Ί J 
and on the other hand 
ker N = i £ ц + Σ Р* θ + с*'^ ] ί Σ рк1 dÜ = 0\-
[ »>о [*</] [к<1] J 
Hence, we have t o show: [£[*</] ^Ры d£] = 0 6 Я 1 ( Л * ) =>• all p^j = 0. 
For simplicity define Rki := ^ñPki- Let j , € С be complex numbers such 
that d ( Σ , > Ο ff« + Σ[*<ζ] S* + £(& - Ρ*)) = Σ[*<ι] д ы <%> * e · (# _ 9к) = Rki 
V[fc < ί]. We show that the real parts, R(njt;), of all Rki are zero and leave it 
to the reader to show that the imaginary parts are zero too. 
Let ¿o be an index such that Щді0) = т а х г Щдг). As a consequence, all the 
real parts of residues at ω,0, that is the numbers 5R(ResPJk( ω,0) for {к, 1} Э io 
and [к < I], are non negative (ResPio, ω10 = Rtol = glQ - gt and ResP4>o ωιο = 
—Rki0 = ffi0
 —
 9k)- Now the sum of the residues of the form u>,0 has to be zero. 
This can only happen if for all the indices г with D, Π Dt0 φ 0 holds: gt = gl0. 
Since the system od curves £), is connected, this shows Щд
г
) = Щді0) for all г 
and hence &(Rki) = 0 for all [k < I]. • 
R e m a r k 6.16 Proposition 6.15 shows that W» is the weight filtration of N 
relative to W, as defined in [SZ85] (2.5). The proof of Proposition 6.15 is 
trivial, when one uses Proposition (2.14) in [SZ85]. 
Let Г € Aut [H1 (A*)) be the monodromy of the local system 
{(^/4)г}
ге(ТоД).· 
Recall that by means of Theorem 5.8 the automorphism Τ can be identified 
with the monodromy of the local system {i? 1 (Z t ;Z)} t e A·· 
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A simple example of a variation of mixed Hodge structure is given by the 
following definition. For a complex number λ € С* and a nilpotent vectorspace 
endomorphism A define the endomorphism XA to be e l o g XA = 1 + log XA + 
§1о 6 2АЛ 2 + · · · . 
Proposition & Definition 6.17 Let Я be a Z-MHS and N : Η -+ Η be 
a nilpotent endomorphism such that N(FPH) С F P _ 1 H and N(Wi+iH) С 
Wi-iH. Then for any λ e С*, the triple 
Ял := {X-NHz,(HQtW.),(Hc,Wu,F·)) 
is a MHS and the family of MHSs {Яд}д
е
с· is called nilpotent orbit of mixed 
Hodge structure. • 
In the next theorem we describe, how the lattice ( ^ / ^ ¿ ¡ ) ζ = H1(A')z С 
H1 (A') moves, when we move tfand w. 
Theorem 6.18 е ~ 2 " N = Τ and for λ, μ € С holds: 
[J\v,ßxs/Jln,ßuij = λ - ί Js.us/Ja^ 1 С Η (A*). 
Proof: Note that N2 = 0 implies λ^ = 1 + log ΑΛΤ. Let η = λ χ μ : [0; 1] -> 
(C\ R^°) x (C\ R^°) be a path with ij(0) = (1,1) and let Я : [0; 1] χ [0; 1] -> Z0 
be a homotopy such that H(-,s) is a path over X(s)v based at ß(s)w. Define 
7«r.tf : = Я ( - , 0 ) . 
Using the definitions (a), (b), (c) and (d) on page 94, it is easy to compute 
for a closed φ e A1: 
Í φ= f φ + logXis) [ Νφ= f X(s)N<p. 
Suppose ƒ φ is an integer, then fH, , X(s)~Ntp is an integer too. • 
The following statement is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.15 and The­
orem 6.18. 
Theorem 6.19 The family of mixed Hodge structures 
{(*.*/4*)*}
№ ( а ь д ) . 
¿5 α nilpotent orbit of mixed Hodge structure. • 
Consider the graph Γ, whose vertices are the components Di, where two 
vertices Dk and D¡ are connected by an edge if and only if Dk Π D¡ ψ 0. Then 
we have the following corollary of Theorem 6.15 and Theorem 6.18. 
Corollary 6.20 Γ is a tree if and only ifT = id. 
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Proof: By Theorem 6.15 and Theorem 6.18 Τ = id is equivalent to N = 0 or 
kerJV = WiH\A·) = W2Hl(A") = Я 1 ^ · ) . We observed in Remark 6.13 that 
holds: 
d i m c G r ^ ' H X ^ D - ^ l ) . 
[k<l] i>0 
Since Г is connected, we have: Г is a tree о #edges = #vertices — 1. D 
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Chapter 7 
Iterated Integrals on the 
Nearby Fundamental Group 
Let I = 53|j|<« aJ Vji ® " · · ® VjV 6 ф г = і ® г Л 1 be Chen-closed. We want 
to define the iterated integral of this Chen-closed element along a path over υ 
(based at w). 
First, for a sufficiently small ε > 0 and for an arbitrary φι ® · · ·<8>φ
ν
 £ ® г -^1 > 
we will define what we call the e-iterated integral of φι ® · · · ® φ
τ
 along a path 
7 over ν (based at w) and will denote it by: 
ψι-·-φ
Γ
· 
7 
This definition depends on the choice of coordinates around the double points 
(and on ε). But subsequently we will prove that for a Chen-closed element I 
like above and for a path 7 over ν based at w the limit 
lim 53 a j j
 Vjl • • • <pjr = lim ƒ ƒ 
\J\<s
 7 7 
exists and depends neither on the choice of coordinates around the double points 
nor on the choice of 7 within a nearby homotopy class. The main tool for the 
proofs of these assertions is a dga A*kl, which we consider to be A* localized in 
a sector at a double point ры-
These iterated integrals along paths over υ based at w will give a way to 
describe Homz(J'/ Js+1 ,C) in terms of the dga A', similar to Chen's theorem in 
chapter 1. Finally, this leads to the definition of a MHS on (J/Js+1)* such that 
the short exact sequence dual to 6.1 becomes a short exact sequence of MHSs. 
І 
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7.1 Definition of Iterated Integrals on the 
Nearby Fundamental Group 
Let us begin with the definition of an ε-iterated integral of a ψχ ® · · · ® φ
τ
 € 
® r A1 along a path over ΰ (based at w). Each of the φ
ν
 € A1 can be written 
as 
«>0 [*<i] y 
Choose around every double point pki coordinates (x, y) : Wki = Ufa χ Ulkl -+ С 2 
and a coordinate t : Δ —• С such that hi (x,y) = χ • у and ΰ = J¿. For the 
double point po E Do we require moreover that the coordinate χ (which we also 
called p) satisfies ^ — ~- = w. Always, when we talk about ε-iterated integrals 
in this chapter, we will refer to this coordinate system. 
As for the definition of line integrals in 6.2 we give the definition of iterated 
integrals in several steps. 
(a) Let 7 : [a; b] -> Z0 be a path over v, which meets the set of double points 
only once with parameter value r 0 e]a; ò[, where it changes from D* to D¡. 
Define 7χ(τ) (resp. 7
у
(т)) to be 1(7(1-)) (resp. J/(7(T))) for all τ e [о;6] 
with 7(т) e U£¡ (resp. J(T) e Ulkl). To shorten the following formulas we 
abbreviate for ε > 0 small enough: 
4V) •= Hi? (£, log Ы т о - ε) ·
 Ъ
(т0 + ε)) ) άξ. 
Then define 1 
¿Ρΐ-φτ-^Σ J«?'"»Ρ J 4а+1)--гіфГ •ω S0+V . .M ш
к """'к Ι Ίε -Че /» 
(Ь) Let 7 : [о; Ч —• ^о be a path over ΰ, which meets the set of double points 
only once with parameter value To 6]a; b[, where it stays in one component 
Dk- Then define: 
ƒ,*...,*:= £ ƒ «ifl-aí" ƒ «, ("+υ , .w 
0 < а < г <•,„-, «... 
(с) Now let 7 : [α; ò] -+ Zn be a path over ν such that 7(a) and 7(6) are no dou­
ble points. Then there is a finite number of parameter values TÍ , . . . , т^ 
with а < ri < · · · < TN < Ь, which are mapped onto double points. 
'Here and also later we make the convention that all the expressions with an integral sign, 
where from the upper indices the right one is smaller than the left one, like ƒ щ • • • щ , 
[ОД] 
take the value 1. 
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Choose a τ* €]τ,;τ,+ι[ for i = 1,... ,Ν - 1 and let τ£ := α and Tjy := b. 
Then define for г = 1, 
define ε/Vi · · · φ
Γ
 to be 
... ,Ν the paths 7, := 71 with which we 
l T · " - 1 > T | ] 
7 
Σ d φι··φ
αι
η φ
αι+ι ••ψα2··ή ψαΝ^+\ •••<Раг· 
0<
αι
< <
ак
-г<г 4 4 4 
(d) Finally, let 7 : [a; 6] —» Zo be a path in ZQ over υ based at w. The coordinate 
ρ : Do —• С allows us to consider D0 as part of the complex plane. There, 
in the complex plane, we have the differential form (and not the symbol) 
^ . Let like before σ be the straight path т и ( 1 - г ) і п С , then we define 
ηφι···ψτ·= 4 ψι···ψτ· 
We leave it to the reader to prove the following proposition. It is a conse­
quence of the corresponding formula for iterated integrals on manifolds (see 1.3 
on page 16). 
Proposition 7.1 The definition (c) does not depend on the choice of the τ*. 
Let p, q, r € ZQ \ \J\k<i\{Pki) and let α, β : [0; 1] —¥ ZQ be paths over ΰ, where 
a(0) = p, a ( l ) = /3(0) = q and /3(1) = r. Then for forms φι,... , ψ
τ
 G A1 and 
ε > 0 small enough holds: 
η = Σ jψι···ψτηηΨτη+1·-·ψτ 
α*β 
D 
It is a consequence of the main theorem in the next section (Theorem 7.3) 
that the following definition of iterated integrals of Chen-closed elements along 
paths over ν makes sense. 
Definition 7.2 Let I - Σ μ | < „ aJ Ψη ® •- " ® V> ^ φ *
= 1 (gf A1 be a Chen-
closed element. Then the iterated integral of I along a path 7 over ΰ based at w 
is defined by: 
J Σ^φ
η
-·-φ]Γ —YimU^iJVn-Vjr > 
7.2 The Iterated Integrals are Well-Defined 
In this section we prove the main theorem of this chapter, which is the following. 
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Theorem 7.3 Let I = £,\j\<$aJ Vh ® - " ® Vj, € ф '
= 1 ®
Г
Л
1
 be a Chen-
closed element and let 7 : [a; b] -¥ ZQ be a path over ν based at w. Then 
j 
converges and does not depend on the choice of coordinates. Moreover, it does 
not depend upon the choice of η within a nearby homotopy class of paths over ν 
based at w, i. e. we have a nearby homotopy functional: 
/ $ 3 ° J Vji •••f]
r
 :πι{Ζ
ΰ
,ύΤ) -><C. 
J
 J 
In chapter 1 we saw that one can express iterated integrals over Chen-closed 
linear combinations of tensor products of smooth 1-forms on a manifiold in 
different ways as line integrals: One can pull back the iterated integral to the 
parameter interval according to the definition of iterated integrals. Or one can 
express these iterated integrals as line integrals on the universal covering. And 
finally, one can also split up the iterated integral into pieces over parts of the 
path, which lie in simply connected open sets. Locally - that means over a path 
lying in such a simply connected open set - iterated integrals can be expressed 
as line integrals over 1-forms that depend just on the starting- and end point 
of the path. This is possible because the complex of differential forms in such a 
local situation is acyclic (cf. 1.14). 
The idea to prove 7.3 is to express iterated integrals along paths over ν in a 
similar way locally as line integrals along paths over v. Away from the double 
points in ZQ this can be done like described above. But around the double points 
the problem arises that even if we restrict our complex A* in the naive way to a 
complex living on an open neighbourhood of a double point, still the result will 
not be an acyclic complex. This is due to the fact that A* restricted to a double 
point computes the cohomology of the vanishing cycle at that double point. 
Since a path over υ locally at a double point is forced to approach the double 
point in a particular sector, we can find simply connected open sets in Z0, which 
contain all of this (local) path apart from the double point itself. If we are given 
a closed form φ in A1 then we can find primitives of this form at least on 
those open sets. But since ψ may have simple poles, these primitives can have 
logarithmic singularities at the double point. 
Recall that one can reduce the length of an iterated integral over a Chen-
closed element with differential forms in an acyclic complex. The way to do 
this is to choose a primitive of a closed form and multiply this function in an 
appropriate way with the other forms (cf. 1.3). When one takes an iterated 
integral over a composition of paths, one can take primitives of this closed form 
over each of the paths and has to take care that their values on the junction 
point match. 
For instance in the case of a path, which passes only through one double point 
Pki and changes from one component to another, we would like to decompose 
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this path into three parts: two parts, where it stays in one of the components, 
and a third part, which is represented by the 1-simplex Δ 1 . (Observe that 
also in the definition (a) on page 94 we thought of Δ 1 as being part of the 
path 7.) But, when we now choose primitives on each of the components of 
a closed compatible 1-form, the problem arises that these primitives in general 
have logarithmic singularities right at the junction points of these three parts 
of the path. Hence, we cannot make their values match. It will turn out that 
even, if we cannot make their values match, we can make their formal shapes or 
the type of their singularity match. This leads to a kind of higher compatibility 
and finally to the definition of the dga Akt. 
In this way we can then indeed express locally an iterated integral along a 
path 7 over ν as line integral of a closed form in A\t along 7. This construction 
allows us to prove the convergence, the independence of local coordinates around 
the double points and the invariance under nearby homotopies between paths 
over ν of iterated integrals of Chen-closed elements. 
A crucial role in all convergence considerations is played by the following 
classical fact (cf. [Cou34] III.2, p. 192). 
Fact 7.4 For εο > 0 let h :] — εο,εη[-> К be a smooth function that vanishes at 
0. Then for any m G N holds: 
lim/i(e)logme = 0. 
7.2.1 A Localization of A1 in a Sector at a Double Point 
Consider a double point pk\ in Za with [k < I]. Recall that we are given coor­
dinates (x, y) : Wki = Ukl x Ulkl -> C 2 around this double point. We want to 
construct a dga A'kl for this double point ры, for which we use these coordinates. 
Define U¡i¡- := U¿ \ R^° and UJJ := Uk, \ R^°. Note that the 
function loga; (resp. logj/) can be defined univalently on I/*,- (resp. U¡J). 
Now let E'(Uk{-iogpki) (resp. E'(UlkJ logpkl)) be the sub-dga of E*(U^-) 
(resp. Е*(и'
к
~[)), which is generated as E*(Ukl) (resp. E'(t/¿,))-modules by 
powers of log 1 (resp. logy) and their derivatives. That is, we have embeddings 
of dga's 
E'{Ukkl) ®c Λ ' ( ^ ) [ 1 θ ε ΐ ] ^ ^ ( ^ Г ) 
and 
E'(Ulkl) ®c f\\j)[logy] м- E'(UkT), 
whose images are E'(Ukf logpj«) and E'(UlkJ logpki)· 2 
2These maps are embeddings for the following reason: If ΣΙΠ=ο 9"(x) '°8" x = 0 with 
Si/ e E°(U£t) it follows that all gv = 0 for ν = 0,... ,m, because for any in e f/¿, the 
polynomial £^=o 9ν{χο)^ν € С[ш] has infinitely many zeroes: {logxo + 2ιτιτι|η e Ζ}. 
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Since JB-(tffi) (resp. S ' ( ^ ) ) ^ d A'(£)Pog*] (resp. Λ ' φ Ν ϊ ΐ / ] ) 
have cohomology only in degree 0, the Kiinneth formula tells us that also 
^*(^ίι~1°8Ρ*ί) (resp. £*((7¿¡"logpfcí)) have no cohomology except in degree 
0. 
If {Jfc, 1} = {0, 1} then define 
E'(U2r logpoO :=A'(-)Pogp], 
which are the polynomials in the variable logp and coefficients in Д*(^)> where 
the differential is given by the Leibniz rule, d -£• — 0 and d logp = ^ . 
Now let Λ£, := A*(lf > "¡f)[u>H be the dga, which is defined as follows: 
Like before let Λ#(ΐτ> f^ ) be the free graded-commutative C-algebra with unit 
generated by the symbols f^, ^ in degree 1. 
Л* := Л ' ( ^ . ^ Ж Н is then the dga Л"(1г«?)[«.Ч of polynomials in 
two variables υ and w with coefficients in Λ*(ΐτ > !?)> w n e r e t n e differential d is 
given by the Leibniz rule, d (^) = d (&\ = 0 and 
dv := — and dw := —. 
ι у 
Observe that there is an embedding 
by setting u = v + w. Note that (AJ(, d) only has cohomology in degree 0. 
Similar like in the definition of A' we define the dga A'kl as sub-dga of 
B'kl := E*(U*r logpkl) θ E'(Ull logp*,) θ ^ ' ( Δ 1 ) ® c K„ 
which contains all those elements that are subject to the following compatibility 
conditions, which generalize the compatibility conditions in the definition of A'. 
Observe that B%¡ = 0 for π > 4. 
We shall use Pki, Kki, Lk¡, Hki, Rk¡, Sk¡ and Tk¡ now to denote elements in 
C[£,v,w]. If the context is clear, we omit the indices k,l. 
A^! : An element 
τη τη 
f = Y,9kAx)logvx + Σ9ιΑν)1°έ'У + pki(t,v,v) e в°
к1 
ί/=0 ν=0 
is called compatible, iff holds: 
m m 
Pkl(0,v,w) = £ з * . " ( ° К and Pki(l,v,w) = Y^9l<v{0)wv. 
v=0 i/=0 
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A ^ : We call an element in Bkl, 
m m j j 
ψ = Σ
 ω
*."
 1 ο
ε"
χ
 + Σ ωι," l os" У + κ — + L — + н di 
f = 0 v=o * 
a compatible element iff it satifies: 
Α"(0, υ, w) = Σ™
=0 ResPliI шк,„ υ" , L(0, υ, w) = О, 
m 
K(l,v,w) = О , ¿(1,г/,ц>) = y^ReSp fc l uttl/wv. 
i/=0 
A£, : Let us call an element 
^ = п(*) + п(') + Яаел^ + 5аел^ + г ^ л ^ е я і 
compatible iff holds: 
Г(0,г>,и;) = T(l,t; (w) = 0. 
Ag, : And finally let A3kl := S | ( . 
Note that dAkl С Л^]"1 for г > 0 and that Akl is a dga. 
Again, similar like in the definition of A*, we can give an alternative defini­
tion of Akl as follows. Consider the surjective map of complexes 
* м : Я * | — * A J , e A b , 
which sends Е Ц О Р А . Л 1 ) 1 ^ 1 ^ + Т,7=О9І,ЛУ)^°& У + Pkfá,v,w) 6 # ° , to 
(Ρ«(0,«,ιι;) - Σ ™ 0 Λ , „ ( 0 Κ ) θ (Ры(1,«,«>) - Σ " = ο Л.ЛО)"»") and 
d i ,dî/ 
^ Uk, u\ogv x + Σ ω,, ^ log" г/ + if (Ç, ν, w) — + Щ, υ, w) -*• + Η(ξ, υ, ιν)άξ 
ν=0 
ι/=0 
in Bi, to kl К (0, υ, w) - Σ R e s pni Uk,v ν") — + L(0, υ, w) 
i/=0 
Λ dx ,dy 
dx 
K(l,v,w)— + 
χ 
L(l, v, w) - Σ Respfc, ω
ι<ν w" j — 
^ o=o / y . 
Moreover, Ф*г maps 
n(*) + Ω « + η(ξ,υ,υ>)άξΛ — + 5(ί,ι»,«;)ί«Λ ^ +T(€,t;,u;) — Л^-e В2
к1 
χ у Χ У 
to Г(0,и,гі;)^ Л ^  Θ Г(1,г>,и>)^ Л ^ . It is easy to check that Φ is indeed a 
surjective map of complexes. Then we find: 
А*
к1 = кегФ ы 
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and with C£, := AJ, θ Λ£, we get the short exact sequence 
and may conclude from the long exact cohomology sequence using H°(Al¡) = С 
that Н1(А'
к1) = 0 for г > 1. 
Note that there is an obvious dga-morphism: 
7.2.2 A Path Locally at a Double Point 
Consider a path over v, which lies entirely in Í7*,- U {ры} U U¡¿ for a double 
point ры- We want to extend the definitions (a), (b), (c) and (d) of page 110 to 
the definition of ε-iterated integrals with forms in Alkl along this path. Again 
like before we define these e-iterated integrals in several steps. Finally for a 
Chen-closed element we define again the iterated integral of this element along 
the path as the limit of the sum of ε-iterated integrals. 
Let ψ\ ® • · · ® ψ
τ
 in <S>r A\i, where we write each 
with 
m 
4J) = Σ ωΆ 1οε"x ™d ώ ι ω = Σ ωΆ 1οβ" ν 
ι/=0 ί/=0 
and 
χ y 
We define now the iterated integral of φι ® · • • <8> φ
τ
 along a path over ν in 
и
кГ
 u
 {Ры} u υίΤ ω follows. 
(a) Let 7 : [a; b] -> [/£," U {ры} U UJJ be a path over ΰ, which meets the set of 
double points only once with parameter value TQ e]o; b[, where it changes 
from Dk to D¡. Define 7
ζ
(τ) (resp. 7
у
(т)) to be 1(7(7-)) (resp. у(у(т))). 
We abbreviate for ε > 0 small enough: 
7#> := Hl» (ξ, log (7β(Tb - ε) · Ъ(т0 + ε)) ) άξ. 
Then define 
Jy 0<a<ß<r
 s ^ _ . ¿ j 7s¿+e 
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(b) Let 7 : [o; ft] -* U£¿~ U {p*i} U UlkJ be a path over ΰ, which meets the set of 
double points only once with parameter value To G]a; ft[, where it stays in 
one component Dk- Then define: 
/w-fr:= Σ ! *P-*P Í 4° (O+I) ,-,(Γ) uk 
0<a<r ,-__, -, 
(c) Now let 7 : [a; b] -• Í7*,- U {ры} U [/¿¡~ be a path over и such that 7(a) and 
7(6) are different from р/ц. Then there is a finite number of parameter 
values т\,... , τχ with a < τχ < · · · < т^ < b, which are mapped onto pki • 
Choose a τ* e]r t; r l + 1 [ for t = 1,... , TV - 1 and let T¿* := о and rj^ := ft. 
Then we define 7, := 71. . for г = 1,.. . , TV and let: ef ψχ • · · ψ
τ
 '•= 
|Ι τ ·-ι· τ. J
 7 
Σ 4ψί···ψα
χ
ή Ψαι+1 • · · Ψα2 ' ' ' 4ψαΝ-ι+1 • • ' Ver,-
(d) Finally assume that pu = po· Let 7 : [o; ft] -¥ {poi} U U¡¡\ be a path over ΰ 
starting (or ending) at w. Like before, the coordinate ρ : D0 -> С allows 
us to consider Do as part of the complex plane. There, in the complex 
plane, we have the differential form (and not the symbol) &. Let σ be 
the straight path τ t-4 (1 - τ) in С, then we define ε > 0 small enough 
η ψί···ψτ ·•= η ψ\···ψτ or ej φι··φ
Γ
\-
So, we can define iterated integrals of Chen-closed elements with forms in 
this localization Α£, of A' in a sector at pki • 
Definition 7.5 Let hi = J2\j\<
s
aJ л ® ' " ' ® VV € Г=І ® Г ^ ы be a Chen-
closed element. Then the iterated integral of I along a path 7 : [a; ft] -> Uk¡~ U 
{Ры} U ^ ¿Г o v e r Üls defined by: 
y Σ «J VÌI • " • ¥>> :=¿™ S У Σ 0 · 7 ^ " 'Vir У 
Note that if all the φ3 are even in the image of the obvious dga morphism 
A' -* Akl, then clearly these definitions coincide with the definitions on the 
pages 110 and 111. 
Propos i t ion 7.6 Let f G A°kl. Then for any path 7 : [a; ft] -*• t/fcfU{pjti}Ut/j^~ 
over ν holds: 
[df = f(j(b))-fb(a)). 
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Proof: Let φ = й
к
 + ώ, + K^- + L& + Ηάξ = df = 
d(Gk(x) + Gi(y) + Ρ(ξ,ν,ιυ)) and write 
T71 T71 
ώ
* = Σ
u > k
· "
l o g
"
x and ώ
'
=
 Σ
 ω
' · "
1 о 6
"
y 
as well as 
m τη 
G
*( I ) = Σ #*."(χ) log" x and G« = Σ яЛз/) 1 οδ" У-
ι/=0 ν=0 
We can decompose 7 into paths 7,,for г = 1,... ,N, i. e. 7 = 71 * • · · *7JV 
such that each of the paths 7, meets the double point pki only once. Because 
Une integrals are additive we have 
jv 
J-t
 J = 1 J-r, 
provided that all the integrals on the right hand side converge. Therefore we 
may assume without loss of generality that 7 meets the double point pk¡ only 
once with parameter value το e]a; b[. We distinguish two cases. 
A path traversing the double point: Suppose that 7 changes components 
- say, it runs from Dk to D¡. Observe first that holds: 
/ Η(ξ,υ,υ>)άζ = Ρ(1,υ,ν>)-Ρ(0,υ,4>). 
J[0;1] 
Then we may compute - using the compatibility: 
j dGk-P(0, log 7, (T 0 - e), log 7„ (τ 0 + ε) ) 
J-[<TO-' 
m 
=Gt(7x(ro - ε)) - 5 3 л , " ( 0 ) 1 ο β " Ίχ{το - ε) - Gk(jx(a)) 
ν=0 
* m 
= 5Ζ (9кЛъ(то - ε)) - 9к,Л°)) los"Ίχ(7ο - ε) - Gk{yx(a)). 
ν=0 
With 7.4 we derive 
m 
lim ƒ ^ w j t ^ l o g " ! - P(0,log7x(T0 -e),log7 y(To + ε ) ) = -Gk{jx(a)) 
., i/=0 
7 < T 0 - . 
and similarly we find: 
/
τη 
53wi,„log"î/ - P(l )log7 I(To -e),\og-yy(T0 +ε)) = Gi{jy(b)). 
7>-o+< "
= 0 
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A path colliding with the double point: Suppose now that 7 stays in one 
component Dk. Here we compute: 
ƒ * + / шк + l ω* 
= (Gk(jx(ro - ε)) - Gk(ly(r0 + ε))) + (Ск(Ъ(Ъ)) - Ок(Ъ(а))) 
and the first summand tends to 0 as ε becomes small. 
• * -Theorem 7.7 Let p, q e ЩГ U UÌT and let 
hi= Σ aj ¥>л ® · • · ® ¥>Jr е ф 0 Л І , 
\J\<* r=l 
&e a Chen-closed element. Then there is a "function" fpq 6 А°{ such that for 
any path 7 : [a; b] -> Zo ouer tT, шЛісЛ lies in Uk¡~ U {ры} U Ukf and which starts 
in ρ and ends in q, holds: 
I hi = fpq(q) - fpq(p)-
Proposition 7.6 and Theorem 7.7 together yield: 
Corollary 7.8 ƒ Ik¡ converges under the assumptions of Theorem 7.7. 
To perform all the convergence considerations in the proof of Theorem 7.7 
we need the following technical but elementary Lemma. 
Lemma 7.9 Let 7 : [a;b] —> Uk[~ U {pki} U UkJ be a path over ΰ that meets 
the double point once with parameter value TQ and changes from Dk to £>(. Let 
ώ£\...,ώΡ e El{Ukk¡-\ogPkl), Μώ[ι\...,ώ\τ) e El(UlkJlogpkl) and let 
hV\... ,Λ« e СК.іі.ш]. Define 
rjU) .- /
ι
ω ( ξ , 1 ο 6 7 ι ( τ 0 -e),ìogjy(r0 + ε))άξ. 
Then there is a positive number С and a natural number N such that for all 
ε > 0 small enough holds: 
L 
Jf'. 
і
т0~е 
ω
ι 
«(Ό 
••Ve 
•ω, 
< с 
< с 
< с 
log» ε 
log" ε 
log" ε 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
Also the corresponding assertion holds for a path 7 over v, which meets the 
double point once but stays in one component. 
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Proof: For the proof of (7.2) in Lemma 7.9, observe that 
is a polynomial, say Q(v,w), in C[v, w] such that 
f 41)---O¡r)=Q(logjx(T0-e),logly(T0 + e)). 
Write Q(v, w) = £ m n amnvmwn. Then we find 
Q(log7i(To - e),log7w(r0 + ε)) 
= ¿J Omn ( log(^ZLZ£)) + l o g £ ) m ( i o g ( ^±£) ) + , 0 6 ε ) " . 
Assertion (7.2) is true since: 
l i m l o g Ы -е)\ = _ ^ o g ГЪ(го + е)\ = l o g ^ ы 
e-vO \ ε J e->0 \ ε / 
(7.3) follows from (7.1) by the second part of Proposition 1.3 and hence just 
(7.1) remains to be shown. Let fj(r)dr = 7Í¿>¿*' for i = 1,... ,r. Then 
ƒ •••Jfi(ri)--fr{rr)dT1-dTT 
<·· ·<τν<το — e 
< Γ Ί/ιίτΟΙ*·! Γ £|/
r
(r
r
)|dr
r 
Ja Ja 
r < r 0 - € 
and if ώ*0') = £™
=0 Λ„(χ) l o g " і ^ + В„(х)log"idx, then we find 
/i(r) = ¿{^^^(rf7'^^1^ + β"^τ))1 ο^τ^} 
i/=0 
There are Л„, f?„ > 0 such that sup^ |Л„(х)| < A
v
 and sup,,. |B„(i)| < b„. 
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Moreover let C
v
 := / J 0 \η
χ
(τ)\άτ. Then 
Γ"
:\f,(r)\dT 
Ja 
* Σ К ƒ | 1 ^ p 7 x h | d T + ßI/£0"£|log"7x(r)7«(T)|| 
* Σ K I ^ T I ( l o g " + 1 ъ(То-ε>- 1οε"+17-W) 
+ B„| log"7«(7b-£) |C„} 
The assertion follows now from the differentability of j
x
. D 
Proof of 7.7: We will prove the theorem by induction on the maximal length 
s of tensor products in Iki-
s = 1: trivial. 
s > 2: Let Iki = £) j a j <£>
л
 ® · · · ® v J r be Chen-closed. According to Lemma 
1.10 there is for each J with \J\ = s at least one closed and hence exact form 
We distinguish three cases: 
(i) If λ = 1, then define ÏJU >}t := (fn - fH(p)) φ
η
®···®φ3.ε ( g ) * - 1 ^ , · 
(ii) If 1 < λ < s define ÏJU ,,, G φ " - 1 ^ , to be: 
V J I ® " - ® / J A V J » + I 
1
 ¥>j, - Vjl » / » » V n - i ® · · · ® ^ . · 
(iii) And finally set /
л
,
 Λ
 := -φ
η
 ® • • • ® (ƒ,. - ƒ , . (ς)) ¥>,._, e <g)s lA*,, if 
X = s. 
Note that the definition of the IJlt tJt only depends on ρ and ç. 
Now 
s 
hi := Σ aj ÎJU iU+ Σ °J л ® · • · ® ¥>> € φ (gML 
\j\=t И < « - і r = 1 
is Chen-closed and by induction hypothesis there is a closed φ^ι e A\t such that 
ƒ Ikl = J <ppq. It remains to show that 
y 7 7 7 
/«· (7.4) 
We will prove (7.4) by showing that in the cases (i), (ii) and (iii) for each J 
with | J\ = s holds: 
J™ SjVn- "Vu -jí¡u· .ι. I = °· (7.5) 
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This implies then fy Iki = Jy ïkt. 
Proof of (7.5): For simplicity let {j\,... ,js) = ( 1 , . . . ,s). Write 
) d x • r l , ) * 
and 
where 
χ у 
fx=f = Gk(x) +G|(») + Ρ{ξ,υ,υ}), 
ι/=0 ι/=0 
and 
Gk{x) = ^9kAx) loë>"x aná Gi(y) =^2яі, (у) log"î/. 
i /=0 i /=0 
Before we show 7.5 for general paths 7 over i? in C/*,- U {ры} U U1^ we again 
consider two special cases first. 
A path traversing the double point once: Suppose that 7 : [a; b] -> t/£,_ U 
{Pfcj} U ί^ΪΓ meets the double point pki once with parameter valuer0 €]o;ò[, 
where it changes from Dk to D¡. Again, we make use of the notation: 
P , ( 0 := P(Ç,\ogjx(ro - e),log7y(To + e)) 
and 
η
ω
 : =
 # ω ( ζ , ΐ ο 6 7 χ ( τ ο - e),log7y(To + e))df. 
Note that: dP
e
(0 = η(
ε
χ)
 in ^ ( Δ 1 ) . 
ad(i) If λ = 1 we argue as follows. Assume without loss of generality that 
f(p) = /(7(a)) = 0. Then we compute as follows with φι = df: 
= J (σ,ώ<2>)ώ<3>...
ώ
<<> 
+ Σ [іЫ*>Нг)-&[ a¡ ( Í+4. . .UW 
» < « · [0;1] 
+ Σ / (Ο^Ρ^·-·ωφ^..^Ι^). 
1<α<β<,
 7 ¿ r o _ t [ 0 1 ] 7 2 r o + i 
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- Ι ω, •••ω, 
7>т 0 +с 
1=<*</3<β ι [0;1] 7 > τ 0 + 
+Σ /41)···^)Α^··^)/ώ'('+1·)··ώ' '·) 
Pil] 
,-,(2) ,-.(·) 
•••ω, 
τ>™+. 
7 > τ 0 + ί 
+ Σ Ρ.(0)|4?>)ηί»)-4ί« ƒ ώ,( ,-,(/3+1) ,.,(«) 
ω, 
1 = α < / 3 < * 
γ>1"0+< 
- Ι ω
ι
 •••ω[ 
7>T 0 +t 
(·) 
+ Σ /41 )···4α7^+ υ··^ )/ώ' -(/3+1.) - ( . ) 
[Oil] 7>r 0 +c 
(2).. .-.M 
•ω, 
+ / > / ^...^ + ƒ ^ ƒ υ* 
[0,1] 7>т^+с •yS'-O-« 7>r 0 +« 
+ Σ ƒ W І№-№ ¡^-*\8) 
1 = α < / 3 < 5 7 < Τ 0 _ . [ 0 ; 1 ] 7 5 ; r o + e 
+ [(Gi(7y(ro + ε)) - P.(l)) + (Ρ
ε
(0) - Gfe(7x(ro - ε)))] 
ι ω{ ... ω , 
7 > τ 0 + , 
+ Σ (PÁO)-Gk(log7x(r0-e)) 
l=a<ß<a 
[Oil] 7>r0+« 
= ή φι···φ* 
+ [(Gt(7y(ro + e)) - Pe(l)) + (Pe(0) - Gk(lx(r0 - ε)))] 
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+ Σ (P.(0)-G t(log7,(7b-e)) 
l=a<0<s 
[0;1] T>T 0 +« 
With 7.4 and Lemma 7.9 we find that 
lim i d {ίψ2)φ3 • · · ψ. - η ψ\ • • φ*\ = 0. 
ad (ii) In the case 1 < λ < s, i. e. ψχ = df, we go right into the computation. 
η Ψι··· φχ-ιά/φχ+ι ---φ, 
= Σ /4 1 ) · - ·4 α ) /^ + υ · ·^ ) / ώ ' " + 1 λ · ώ ' ( β ) 
λ=α<^<·
 7 </ 0 - t [¿j 7 , / o + t 
+ Σ [*Ρ-*Ρ f ύ°+1) • · · dPs • • • 4β) i ¿Г 1 λ · *ΐ 
0 < л < і — 2 J J J 
+ Σ / 4 1 } · · • 4 α ) ƒ dP.4ÍA+I) · · · W ƒ *Г 1 λ • ώ, ( < ) 
+ Σ [*Ρ---4α) Ι іа+1)--4Х-г)аР
е
 ίωΓ
ι).·ω
ι 
Ι 
,(*+1)...ú>W 
" W 7 < Τ Ο - « [0;1] Ύ > Τ 0 + € 
+ Σ [^...^ίν^-^-^ί dGlu>¡ 
0<а</3+1=А7</0.е ¿ , 7 ^ + ι 
Ο<α<0<λ-2
 7<4_. ¿ ] 7>/0+€ 
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+ Σ ƒ 41 )--4A-1 )-G f c(7x(ro-e))fa^..^) [uW)..tf. 
+ Σ ί^··<α) ƒ •^1)···<ρ.4ίλ+1))···4ί" ¡40+1)-*\a) 
П<ог<Л 2 J J J 
χ+ιξβ<, ч^то-' [0;1] Т>то+« 
+ Σ ƒ ώ£υ • · · *ìa) J (^ λ + 1 ) ) • • • 4β) ƒ ¿>r* · ¿,(s) 
+ Σ ƒ¿#>..·ώίβ> /^ + 1 ) - · ·^ λ - 1 ) ·ρ
ε
( ΐ) ƒ а Г І М ' ) 
-
λ Ξ 3 7 -
T
°
- t
 [0;1] T>r 0 +c 
+ Σ Г^)--АІ4а+1)---4х-1)[ (G4X+1))---4S) 
+ Σ [*ΐ)··-*{φα+1)--40) ί ώ^+1)-(σ,ώίλ+Ι))...ΰΜ 
λ+1<α<β<Β
 7 < Т 0 _ е [ 0 ; 1 ] 7 г т о + £ 
λ = 0<</3<*
 Ύ
< χ 0 - , [0;1] 7 > Т 0 + е 
- Σ /Ú>W-¿>W Í4a+1)-{p,4x-l))-40) f 
λ + ι</3<» 7 ¿ T ° ~ e [0;1] T>r0+« 
- Σ ƒ *Ρ • • • ^ ^.(ο) · ƒ ^λ+1) • · · 4β) ƒ * Г 1 λ • *¡a] 
1+\<β<. 7 - 1 " 0 - ' t 0 ! 1 ] Τ>η)+« 
- Σ / *Ρ • • • *ΐ] ί 4α+1) • • • (ρ.4ίλ-4) / *\0+ι)· • *\s 
0 < α < λ - 2 , · ' ,·' , ·" 
~χ=0
 Ί
<τ0-· [0;1] Т>т0+е 
- Σ f*P-*tf 4°+1)---4Х-1)С1Ыто+е)).[ ώ\ ,-,(λ+1) -(») • • • ^ J f e 
[0;1] T>TO+« 
- Σ fuP-uPk^-W /uri)..-(G,ûiA-1,)-ûf) 
0<α</ϊ<λ-27<4_, ¡¿, 7г/о+£ 
Now we collect all those sums in which one of the four constants {Gfc(7z(ro — 
e)), Pe(l), Pe(0) Gi(7,(Tb + e))} appears. 
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= (G*(7. fo-e))-P,(0)) 
Σ / 4 1 ) · · ·4 λ - 1 ) /^ + 1 λ ·^ ) / ώ ' ( ' + 1 λ · ώ ' ( ί ) 
+ (Р«(1)-С,( 7 і , (7Ь+е))) 
- ( λ + l ) -(я) 
•ν •••^г • f Σ /4 i ) --i a 7^ + 1 ) -^ _ 1 7 ώ-
+ ηψι···{ίψχ+ι)··ψ· -ηψι···{ΪΨ\-ι)···ψ» 
7 7 
When we apply 7.4 and Lemma 7.9 we find: 
lim I d ψι ---φ,- á ψ\ •• • {ίψ\+\ ) · • · ψ3 + η ψι • · • (ίψχ-ι) · · · ψβ\ = 0. 
V 7 7 7 ) 
ad (iii) Assume now ƒ (g) = f{f(b)) = 0 and use the second part of Proposition 
1.3 to show: 
j ψι · • · U.<p,-i) = (-i)*-1 ƒ (Л .-i) · · · Vi 
and 
ηφι··ψ, = (-l) 'q φ»···ψ\-
Then apply (i). 
A path colliding once with the double point. 
Now let 7 : [a; b) -* UJ0~ U {pti} U Ulk~[ be a path over ΰ that meets the double 
point pu once with parameter value To G]O; f>[ and stays in one component D*. 
ad(i) If λ = 1 assume again ƒ (p) = ƒ (7(a)) = 0. Then we compute as follows. 
η {ΐψ2)ψζ•••φ, 
7 
= ƒ
 ( G*4M 3 ) -¿ 
7>τ0+« 
+ Σ / «^<Μ3)-40) ¡ΰ, 
— — 7 < т 0 - е y¿
T0+' 
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0<a<s
 7 < r 0 _ , 7 >r 0 +« 
+ [σ*(7,(η,+ε))- ƒ ώ^Ι 
= ƒ ( М з · · · V* + (G*(7Í(η» + ε)) - Gfc(7(r0 - ε))). 
7 
This shows by 7.4 and Lemma 7.9: 
lim { Ч ( М з ' • Vs - ή φι... ψ8\ = 0. 
7 7 
ad (ii) In the case 1 < λ < s we proceed as follows. 
αψι-·-ψ\-ιάίψχ+ι···φ8 
7 
+ ƒ ώ«...ώ^Α74 ¡ω, ,~(α+1) -(s) 
-(λ+1) - ( . ) 
Т>т0+е 
λ+1<α<»
 7 < / 0 _ t 7 > T
J
0 + e 
( α + 1 ) . . . - , ( · ) 
/с 
,-,(λ+1) ,-,(») 
/" -(1) - ( λ - 1 ) f ir, -(λ+1Κ -(») 
+ y ω* "·ωί y (Gfcw¿ ' ) · · ·«* ' 
7^ г0~* f>ro+. 
+ Σ / ^ - ^ ƒ 4α+1)···(^λ+1))···*£ 
0 < α < λ - 2 <ƒ„_, ~ ^ 
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a+l) -U) 
к
 Ш
к 
J Dk •••Ькшк J шк •••шк 
- Σ /^>-«ί:> / 4α + 1 ,···(^ίλ-1 ))···48 ) 
0<α<λ-2 <" _, ~^ 
= (Gfc(7x(T0 - ε)) - G*(7x(r0 + ε))) 
-.(A+i) .-.(·) 
• " W i •Í ƒ 41} ·4λ-1) ƒ 4 
V-T°"" 7>r0+, 
+ εΙψι··· (¡ψχ+ι) •••φ,-είψι··· (f<P\-i) •••φ. 
7 7 
By 7.4 and Lemma 7.9 we conclude: 
lim i j φχ · · · φ, - j φι •• • {ίψχ+ι) • • • φ, + ή ψ\ · · · (f<Px-i) · · · φ, > = 0. 
V 7 7 7 ) 
ad (iii) Assume now f{q) = f{f(b)) = 0 and use again the second part of 
Proposition 1.3 to show: 
ІΨ\ · · • {Ϊβψβ-ι) = ( - i ) 4 - 1 ƒ (/.V.-i) · · · Ψι 
7 7 - 1 
and ηφ1---φ, = (-ΐΥεΙ φ,···φι. 
7 7 " 1 
Then apply (i). 
A path locally at a double point Assume now that 7 : [a; b] —• Uk¡~ U{ры}U 
UlkJ is a path over v. Note that we can decompose 7 into pieces each of which 
meets the double point once: 
7 = 7 Ι * · · · * 7 Λ Τ · 
We saw already that each of the paths ji with i = 1,... , N has the the following 
property with respect to φι ® · · · ® φ, and λ, which we refer to for the moment 
as property P. 
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We say that a path 7 : [o; ò] -> [ƒ£,"" U {pki} U UlkJ over ν has property Ρ with 
respect to ψ\ ® · · · ® φ, (where φχ = dfx) iff it satisfies - depending on λ - one 
of the three equations: 
]im S 4dh Ψ2 •••φ,- (f{( fi - fi (7(а))¥>г) ψί •φΛ = О 
lim S «/Vi" <*Л · · · ν»* - (j/Vi· · (Λ^λ+ι)· • -φ, + e/Vi- • -(/AV*-I)· • φ,\ = 0 
e
 (t τ -г J 
lim < 4ψι · • • φ,-idf, - 4ψι · • · »-а(Л - Л(7(Ь)) «-і) > = О 
ада /
 А
 = Л(7(*))-Л(7(а)) · 
7 
It remains to show that if a path a : [0; 1] -> U£¡~ U {pjtj} U E/¡[¡" over ν and a 
path β : [0; 1] -• [/£," U {pÄi} U [f¿¡~ over tf with a( l ) = /3(0) both have property 
Ρ then also their composition α * β has property P. 
This is a straightforward calculation similar to those on pages 122 - 128, 
which finally makes again use of 7.4 and 7.9. D 
7.2.3 The Global Case 
In this subsection we consider the global situation of paths 7 : [0; 1] —• ZQ over ΰ 
again. Our goal is to establish the fact that the iterated integral along a path 7 
over v, which is composed of several such paths, can be computed from iterated 
integrals over these parts of the path 7. 
R e m a r k 7.10 We prove these things directly. There might be more elegant 
ways to derive properties of global iterated integrals from local ones by using 
Chen's operator Τ (cf. [Che77a], [Hai87c]). However, for the moment we confine 
ourselves to the direct approach. 
First, let us formalize for the global case, what we already observed locally 
in the proof of Theorem 7.7. 
Lemma 7.11 Let φι,... ,tp
s
 € A1 such that one of these forms, say φχ, is 
exact: φ χ = dfx. Moreover let a : [0; 1] —> ZQ and β : [α; b] -> Zo be paths over 
ν with Q(1) = /9(0) such that for 7 = a and 7 = β holds: 
If λ = 1 then lim { efd/iy>2 • • • V« - tf{(fi - /і(7(о)) 2) з · · · V« f = 0, £->o ^
 7 7 J 
or i/ 2 < λ < s - 1 then 
lim < d φι· • dfx • • • φ3 - d φν • -(/AVA+I)· --φ,, + αφι- -(ίχφχ-ι)· · -φ, > 
V 7 7 7 ) 
= 0 
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or if λ = s then 
lim 
e-KJ 
ljipi-(pt-idfs-j φι · • · <p,-2{f, - Л(7(Ь)) »-і) У = 0 , 
and it holds (whatever λ is): J φχ = Д(7(Ь)) - /λ(7(e))· 
7 
ГЛеп í/ie above eçuaiwrw are also satisfied for 7 = a */3. D 
Again, the proof of this Lemma is a direct computation similar to those on 
the pages 122 - 128. 
Our next goal is to establish the fact that the knowledge of iterated integrals 
along all parts of a path over ν implies the knowledge of iterated integrals along 
the entire path. 
Lemma 7.12 Let p, q be two points m Zo \ U[jt«lÍP*i}· There exists for any 
1
 = Σμ\<. aj Ψη ® · · • ® Vj- e 0 '
= 1 <gf A
1
 a finite number If·",... , I™ 
of Chen-closed elements m ф *
= 1 ®
Г
 -^
1 α η α
"
 α
 function F : C 2 M -• С such 
that for two paths α, β : [0; 1] —> Z0 over ν with: a(0) = p, a( l ) = /3(0) and 
/3(1) = /3'(0) = q holds: 
J i = Fljir,...tfip, JI™,...,JFA. 
a*0 \a a ß 0 J 
Corollary 7.13 Let p, q, г be three points m Z0 \ Ur*</i{P*¿}· Suppose a, a', 
β, β' : [0; 1] -• Z0 are four paths over υ with: a(0) = a'(0) = p, a(l) = a'(l) = 
/3(0) = β'(0) = q and /3(1) = /3'(0) = r. 
г
 ¿1 If we have for all I = Σμ\<* aJ Ψη ® ' · - ® V> € ©* = 1 ® r A 
Jl.fl -ri fi-J I, 
α' β β
1 
\ r Al then also for all I = Σμ\<, aJ Ψη ® · · · ® > б Θ*=ι <8>Г A1 holds: 
I. 
a*0 α'*β' 
Proof of 7.12: We first prove the lemma for a special type of I. 
Let tpi,... ,v?, be closed forms in A1. According to Proposition 1.11 there 
exist forms <pt,t+i, ,j € A1 with 1 < г < j < s such that (tplt it = ψχ) 
] - l 
άφ,,,+i, ,j + Σ <Ρι, ,k л tpk+1, j = 0 
fc=t 
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and 
Si, ,» = Σ Σ V»1· .<*i®Va,+l, ,α2 ® · · · ® ψαΓ-ι+1, .» 
г=1 0<αι< <a
r
_i<» 
is Chen-closed. Let us refer to such ал element as to a standard Chen-closed 
element for ψχ,... ,φ
Β
. 
The first step is to prove the lemma for standard Chen-closed elements. 
Consider ef Si, ,„. This is by Proposition 7.1 equal to 
J Sl' '* 
α*β 
= Σ Σ J Ψΐ' 'αιΨα+1' "a •••Vor-i+l, .« 
r=l 0<οι< <α,_ι<» -tß 
= Σ ¿2 ¿2 9 Vi, ,a, • ••Vam_,+1, ,om 
r=l 0<m<i Ο=οο<βι< <o,.-i<ar=í
 α 
•4Va
m
+l, ,a
m +i ·γ>α,_ι+1, ,ο. 
/3 
=η Si,
 <я + а 5ι, ,, 
+ Σ Σ Σ 7 5 ι > ·α"·'75α",+1· 'β' 
г=1 0<m<« m<a
m
<s-r+m+l
 α
 a 
where 
5fc, ,fc+¿ = Σ Σ ^*-1-1· ai ®"""®Vo
r
_ 1 +l, ,Jfe+i 
r=lfc<ai< <a
r
_i<fc+J 
for 1 < к < к + I < s is a standard closed element for ψ^ ® · · · ® ipk+i- This 
proves the lemma for standard Chen-closed elements. 
Now we prove the lemma for general Chen-closed 
s г 
by induction on the maximal length s. First, replace for all J with | J\ = s, where 
one of the φ]χ is exact, i. e. ψ2χ = dfJX for some f3x € A0, the φ]χ ® · · ® φ}ί by 
((/j i-/j i(p))Vft)v»j,"-Vj., 
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or 
or 
Ψη •••{Ϊ]χψ]^)·-·Ψ]. ~Ψη •••(ΪιχΨη-χ)···Ψι., 
Ψη • --Ψη-τ ((fjx - І]ЛЯ))<Р1.-1), 
depending on, whether Ä = l o r 2 < A < s - l o r A = s. Call the result of this 
operation Ϊ € ф *
= х
 ® г -^1 an^ n o t e that i t 1 S Chen-closed. 
Let 7 : [a,b] -* ZQ be some path over ν from ρ to q, for instance 7 = α*β. 
Note that we may decompose 7 into pieces 7 = 71 * · · • * 7лг each of which is a 
path over ν and lies either in a u£¡~ U {pki} U Ul¡J or entirely in a component 
Dt. On each of these pieces the conditions of Lemma 7.11 are satisfied. Thus 
we find: 
/'-ƒ• 
by virtue of this Lemma 7.11. 
Knowing that the assertion is true, we may hence (by Lemma 1.10) assume 
that for each J, with \J\ = s, all the ψ3<η are closed. Choose for each J with 
I J\ = s a standard Chen-closed element for ψ3ι ® · · · ® φ3, and denote it by 
Since I - Y^\ji
=a
o<jS
n<. -,j. 1S ш Φ * = ι ® Γ · ^ 1 w e т а У аРРІУ the induc­
tion hypothesis. Together with the fact that we already proved the lemma for 
E J | = I ° Í ^ J I . · ,].•> t n e proof can be accomplished easily. • 
Theorem 7.14 Let 7 : [0; 1] -+ ZQ be a path over ΰ and let 
s r 
I = Σ aj ψ
η
 ® • • • ® φ1τ 6 0 (g) A1 
\J\<a r=l 
be Chen-closed. Then ƒ I does not depend on the choice of coordinates (x, y) 
around the double points. 
Proof: Due to Lemma 7.12 we may assume without loss of generality that the 
path 7 : [0; 1] -• Z0 over υ lies entirely in a U%¡~ U {pki} U UlkJ for [fc < I] 
and meets the double point pu once with parameter value TQ. Like earlier we 
distinguish to cases. 
A path traversing the double point 
We have 
//=Ι^ 0 {Σ/^ •Vir 
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Recall that for each J there are polynomials QJ
a
g 6 C[u] such that 
= £ / ώ ( 1 ) · · · ώ ^ ) 0 ^ ( 1 ο
ε
7 χ ( τ ο - ε ) · 7 , ( τ ο + ε ) ) / ώ\β+1>. • ώ<'>. 
Furthermore remark: 
dog(7x(ro - ε) ·
 Ъ
(го + ε)))"« = (log ^  - ε)^y(r0 + ε)^ + ^ » 
= (loge*)™ 
+ { і о 6 ( Ъ ( Г ° " £ ) £ 2 7 у ( Г 0 + £ ) ) 
• ( Σ (Γ) *^-1 ( 7 i ( r o " £ ) £ 2 7 v ( T O + £ ) ) ( i o ^ 2 ) m _ f c ) }· 
The function log ( ^ ^ " y W J is a differentiable function in ε on an In­
tervall (— εο; εο) for some εο, which vanishes in 0. Hence the vanishing of this 
function is stronger than any logarithmic growth (Use Fact 7.4 on page 113). 
This indicates that the following limit is zero: 
lim J JVh • · • V> - Σ ƒ *? • • • *?<>'<* Ы **) ƒ ¿Г11 • ¿I* \ • 
We find that ƒ I does not depend on coordinates. 
A path colliding with a double point 
Let ρ := 7(0) and q := 7(1). We know by 7.7 that there exists a closed and 
hence exact φ
Ρ4 = dfpq 6 A\t such that 
1
 = РЯ = ІРЧІЯ) - fpqip)-
Let 7 : [a;b] -+ U%¡~ be a path (over v), which is nearby homotopic relative 
to the end points with 7, but does not touch the double point. According to 
Proposition 7.6 we observe: 
ƒ <Ppq = fpq(q) - fpq(p) = J Ψρ4 
The integral on the right is independent of the choice of coordinates. D 
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7.3 Nearby Homotopy Functionals 
In this section we show the analogue of Theorem 1.13 on page 22. More precisely, 
we show that iterated integrals of Chen-closed elements in φ *
= 1 ffîA1 are 
invariant under a homotopy over ΰ based at w. Hence, they are nearby homotopy 
functionals. There is no converse of this assertion since the iterated integrals 
only exist for Chen-closed elements in φ *
= 1 ffiA1. 
Theorem 7.15 Let I = T,\j\<saJ л ® •" ® > e 0 * = i & A1 be Chen-
closed. Then for two paths 7o,7i : [0;1] —> ZQ over υ based at w, which are 
nearby homotoptc 
I'-I 
Proof: Let Я : [0; 1] x [0; 1] -> Z0 be the nearby homotopy. That is, ff (·, 0) = 70 
and # ( · , 7 ι ) = 7i and for any λ e [0; 1] is Я(-,Л) is a path over ν based at w. 
Consider the function: 
c : [0;1] —• С 
λ —• f ι. 
Η(,λ) 
We will show that с is constant by showing that it is locally constant. 
Let λο € [0; 1]. We show that с is locally constant at λ0. Write η := ff (·, λο) 
and denote by 0 = To < η < · · · < тц < r
n + 1 = 1 the parameter values, where 
η meets the set of double points: η defines a map 
μ : {0,...,7V + l } - > { ( f e , i ) | [ * < / ] } , 
by η{τ%) = Ρμ(,) for г = 0,. . . ,Ν + 1. 
For any e > 0 we define L% := [0;ε], L\ := [r, — e;r, + ε] for i = 1,... ,Ν 
and LeN+1 := [1 — ε; 1]. Choose a positive εχ < min lT'+12~T'l (then all the Lf1 
are mutually disjoint) such that: 
v(LV)CU^i)U{pß{l)}UUl-t). 
By the continuity of Η and the fact that all Я( · , λ) are paths over ν we can 
find a δ > 0 and an εο > 0 (with εο < ει) such that for all i = 0, . . . , N + 1 
holds: 
Я (L? χ [λ0 - ¿; λ 0 + δ]) С Ufa U {ρμ ( ι )} U Ufa. 
and the inverse image of the double points under H\, , , , . „ lies entirely 
0
 |[0,1]χ[λ0-ί,Αο+ό] J 
in the interior of the set | J , IA° χ [λο - δ, λο + δ]. (If λο = 0 resp. λο = 1 then 
replace [λ0 - δ, λ0 + δ] by [0, δ] resp. [1 - δ, 1].) 
Fix a λ € [λο — δ, λο + δ]. It is a consequence of Theorem 7.7 that ƒ I takes 
the same value on any two paths Я о 0, (г = 1, 2) over ϋ, where the 0, are both 
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ι - δ - ι - δ - ι 
(чЛЗ 
e0 
λ λο 
Figure 7.1: Illustration of the domain of H, the path η and the construction of 
the sequence of paths (a,),
=
o, ,м• 
paths with the same end points within L\° χ [λο — «5; λο + δ], whose end points 
are two of the four points: {(rt ± εο, λο), (τ, ± εο, λ)}. 
Moreover JI takes the same value on any two paths Η о
 г
 (i = 1, 2) 
over ΰ, where the Ö, are both paths with the same end points within [τ, + 
εο,Τι+ι — εο] x [λο — <5;λο + δ], whose end points are two of the four points: 
{(n + ε 0, λο), (τ,+i - ε 0, λ 0 ), (τ, + ε 0, λ), (τ , + 1 - ε0, λ)}, likewise by Theorem 
7.7. 
Now one easily constructs a finite sequence of paths αο, α ϊ , . . . , ам in [0; 1] χ 
[λο — δ; λο + δ] with the following properties: 
• Η ο αο = #(•, λο) = η and Η о ам = Η(·, λ), 
• each Η ο α, is a path over ΰ based at w, 
• for two successive paths a,, a t + i holds that they coincide everywhere 
except either on an interval L\° χ [λο — δ; λο + δ] or on an interval [τ, + 
εο, τ,+ι - ε0] x [λ0 -δ;Χ0 + δ]. 
In other words we may write 
a
x
 = ζ * θ * ϋ and α,+i = ζ*θ' *ϋ 
and ƒ ƒ takes the same value on θ and Θ'. Apply Corollary 7.13 to conclude 
JHoa, * = JHoa, + i ^ 
7.3.1 Chen-Theorem for the Nearby Fundamental Group 
First, let us prove the following analogue to Proposition 1.5. 
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Proposition 7.16 Let α ϊ , . . . , a , be paths over υ based at w and let 
φι,... ,ψτ ε A1 with s >r. Then 
ή ψι··ψ
τ
 = \ 
4<Pi---tf4>s + V(e), ìfr = s 
ai a, 
V(e), ifr<s. (ο,-1)···(α.-1) 
where V is a function V : Ш^° -+ С such that 1іш
Е
_ю V(e) = 0. 
Proof: We write Α{ε) = Β{ε) if Α(ε) - Β(ε) = ν(ε) for a function ν(ε) with 
1іт
е
_ю ν(ε) = 0. One сал prove (and this is easy) the following formula by 
induction on k: 
k<N<t 
/ 
Ц ψ\···ψνΑ <Pi>i+l---<Pv2 'Ц Ψν
Ν
-ι+\···4>ν
Ν
· 
(αι-1)···(α*-1)α»+ι·· о, 
For к > r, the sum is zero and for к = г = s the sum is: 
j Ψι· -j Ψ,-
« 1 
• 
Recall that we defined an augmentation α : A' -t С (see Definition 6.1 on 
page 91). Therefore Definition 1.7 of page 19 makes sense for the pair (A*, a), 
whence we have the complex vector space 
Н°В
а
(Ая,а). 
Note in particular: H°Bi(Au,a) = Я 1 ^ * ) . 
By Theorem 7.15, Proposition 7.16 and by Lemma 7.11 there are well-defined 
integration maps 
H°B
s
(A',a) ->• Hom
z
 (f/J"+1,C\ . 
The analogue for the nearby fundamental group of Chen's theorem or the 
TTi(Z$,w)-De Rham-theorem is the following. 
Theorem 7.17 Integration of Chen-closed elements in ф * = і ® Г ^1 a^on9 
paths over ΰ based at w defines an isomorphism of complex vector spaces 
H°B.{A\a) - ^ Homz ( - W ^ C ) . 
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Proof: We first indicate that for each s > 1 there is a short exact sequence 
a 
0 -• H°B.-i(Aa,a) -* H°B
s
(A*,a) -• ф Я ^ Л 1 ) -> 0. 
In particular, the map 
H°B
s
{A\a) -¥ &НЧА1) 
Σα
α
ΛΨη\···\ψ]Α *-> E J ° J [ V J I ] ® - " ® [ V J , ] 
is well-defined and is surjective by Proposition 1.11. Its kernel is H°B
s
^i(A',<i) 
by Lemma 1.10. 
Then we have by Proposition 7.16 and Lemma 7.11 the commutative 
diagram:3 
0 -» Η°Β,-ι(Α·,α) -• H°B
s
(A*,a) -> & Hl(Al) -¥ 0 
I I I 
о -»• (///·)* -• {J/J°+lY -* ®S{J/J2Y -> о 
The theorem can now be proved by induction on s and the use of the 5-
lemma. The beginning of the induction is given by Theorem 6.8. • 
Warning 7.18 Assume that we are given two closed 1-forms φ, ψ £ A1, 
ψ = 5Z ° + Σ Cki<%and ^ = Σ ω* + Σ c'*'d '^ 
t>0 [*<(] i>0 [k<l] 
where all ω, € E1(Dt). Then φ/\ψ = 0 and hence is ƒ <pV a nearby homotopy 
functional. Define Vo = Σί>ο 0 + Σ[&<{] сы^£· When we multiply y> and ф 
(componentwise), we get the same as if we multiply ψ and Vo· But nonetheless, 
in general holds: ƒ φφ ф ƒ φψο = 0. In general, there exists such ψ and ф for 
which there is a closed path a in one of the D,'s such that ƒ ω, Φ 0 and a path 
u over t7 starting at w and ending at a(0) = a ( l ) such that ƒ φ ф 0. Then 
/ ψ φ = φ φ - ψ φ + φ φ 
Ju*a*u~l Ju Ja Ja Ju Ja 
-hl 
Ju Ja 
Φ 
* + l 7.4 The Mixed Hodge Structure on J/J 
After having developed this theory of iterated integrals along paths over υ, we 
axe ready now to prove an analogue to Chen's Theorem 1.15 for the nearby 
fundamental group and finally to define a mixed Hodge Structure on J/Js+1. 
With all what we know about iterated integrals along paths over υ yet, this is 
just an application of standard techniques in mixed Hodge theory. 
3The map ^'(J/J2) —• J*/J'+1, which is given by the group structure of πι(Ζ$,νο), is 
an isomorphism since we have the isomorphism πι(Ζ^,ιΰ) — πι(Ζ(,σ
ρ
(ί)) for some t e Δ* 
and ρ e DJ. In πι(Ζ 4,σ ρ(ί)) it is true that (J/J3+1)' -> ®'(J/J 2 ) * . is surjective. 
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7.4.1 The Hodge and the Weight Filtration 
Let us use Theorem 7.17 to define a weight - and a Hodge filtration on (j/fs+1y. 
First we define on ф *
= 1 ®
r
 A1 a weight filtration W, by 
ИМ Ф 0 Л І ) : = φ WhA'®--®WlrAl 
~ >1+ + l , + r < l 
and a Hodge filtration F* by 
W S ) ® " 4 * J := Θ FPlA1®---®Fp'A1. 
P1+ +Pr>P 
These nitrations W, and F' on ф '
= 1 ®
г
 -41 induce filtrations W. and F' on 
£в(Л*,а) and hence on H°B„(A*,a) in the following way: 
WiH°B
s
{Am,a) -im{WiiCa(A',a) -> H°B
s
(A',a)} 
FpH°B
s
(A*,a) :=im{FpK8(A',a)->H°B
s
(A\a)} 
Proposition 7.19 The short exact sequences (with s > 2) 
s 
О -> Η^Β,-Μ',α) -^ H°B
s
(A',a) ^^Η^Α1) -• 0 
are strict with respect to W, and F'. 
Proof: It is easy to see that pr is strict. We shall prove that ι is strict with 
respect to both filtrations. 
Hodge filtration: Let Ϊ = ^jaJ foi I " ' ' IVj,] e FpH°B
s
(A*,a) П 
H°B,-i(A',a). Then there is a Chen-closed I = £ | j | < » a J ^ j i ® · · · ® <£>Jr £ 
^
p
 г=і ® Г ^ 1 s u c h t h a t ƒ I = Ι ϊ· S i n c e * e H°B
s
-i(A*, a) we may assume 
by Lemma 1.10, Lemma 7.11 and Proposition 7.16 that for J with \J\ = s all the 
ψ
η
,... , φ3ι are exact: φ2χη = dfJm and fJm (poi) = 0. We have by definition: 
Ψη ® · · · ® V,. 6 F"(g) V 
:<ФЗ(р
ь
... ,p , )eZ' withp1 + - - - + p J > p : ^ 1 e F 1 , . . . , ^ , e P ' . 
Now there is either one p
m
 > 1 (which implies <pJm = 0 as A0 -> Л 1 is strict 
with respect to F', i. e. dA° П F1A1 = 0) or pi = · · · = p
s
 = 0. Then 
(/» - α (Λι)) VJ2 ® л ® • · · ® v * e F » ® ' - 1 ^ . 
Therefore, there is a Chen-closed Ϊ £ Fp ©*~J (gjM1 such that ƒ ƒ = ƒ / . 
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Weight filtration: Let / e WlH°Bs{Am,a)nH0Bs-1(Aa,a). Then there is a 
Chen-closed I = Σ\j\<
s
 <Wji ®' · ·®Ψ1τ € W¡ 0 * = 1 <g)r A1 such that ƒ ƒ = ƒ / . 
Because of ƒ 6 if°ß s_i( J4*,a) we may again assume by Lemma 1.10, Lemma 
7.11 and Proposition 7.16 that for J with |J\ = s all the ψ
η
,... ,ψ]Μ are exact: 
Vj
m
 = dflm and / J m(poi) = 0. 
Note that if df e WtA1 then ƒ G W¿+iA°. This can be seen as follows. 
Write ƒ = Σ , > ο 3 . + Σ[*<ιι Po + Piu +•••P
m
u
m
. Now ƒ € Wj+i « · 2m < £ + 1 
and d/ e Wt <=> 2m - 1 < £. 
We have by definition: ψ
η
 ®···®ψ]3 G Wfâ'A1 
:Φ> 3(íi, . . . , í , ) e Z ' with li + • • • + Ι
β
 + s < I : ψ
η
 e Wh,... , φ,3 E W¡3. 
Then 
Un - <*(ƒ»)) л ® Ψη ® · · · ® Vi- e w K g ) ' - 1 ^ 1 . 
Hence, there is a Chen-closed ϊ £ W¡ ®srZ\ tyA1 such that ƒ / = ƒ / . • 
We finish this chapter by its main theorem. 
Theorem 7.20 For any s>l is 
(J/J^Y := ((//^)¡· ((J7^+1)>·) ((^+1)>..^)) 
α mixed Hodge structure and the short exact sequence 
0 -> U/J3)* -* (f/J3*1)* -* Hl(A*)®s -> 0 (7.6) 
ÍS α short exact sequence of MHSs. 
Proof: We quote from [GS75], 1.16: 
Let 0 —• H' —> Η -> Я " -4 0 be an exact sequence of vector spaces. 
If two nitrations W, and F' for Η induce mixed Hodge structures 
on both H' and H", then they determine a mixed Hodge structure 
on Η itself. 
Since we know already Proposition 7.19, the proof of the theorem can be done 
by induction on s. • 
7.5 The Monodromy on j/fs+1 
Recall that we defined in 6.4 the nilpotent chain-morphism 
TV: A' -»• A' 
Φ * ΊΓ^Φ = -£Φ· 
with the properties N(Wl+1A') С W^A' and N(F*AU) С F " " 1 Л ' . 
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Now we define a second nilpotent chain-morphism: 
M : A* -+ A' 
by defining it first on B* in the following way: Let M be the zero map on 
p
 «>o [0<k<l] 
Only on the one component Ε'ΙΑ1) ® Λ* for (k,l) = (0,1) it is, like TV, defined 
by 
M: E'{¿¡})®K" -4 E'{&})®A* 
Also M satisfies M{Wl+lA') С W^A* and Af(FM') С F ^ A * . 
R e m a r k 7.21 Note that for a Q(u) € ^ ( Δ ^ Θ Λ ' ί τ - ^ ) M ^ 1 0 fora^ C* 
always holds: 
А^д(и)=(?(и + 1о
е
Л). 
Similar for M. Moreover, TV and M define linear maps 
N, M:0(gM--*0(gM·, (7.7) 
r = l r = l 
which are defined on a generator φ
η
 ® · · · ® φ]τ by the Leibniz rule: 
Ν {ψ
η
 ® · · · ® VjJ = ^ Vji ® · · · ® ΝΨ]„ ®···®Ψ3Γ resp. 
ι/=1 
г 
M (<£,, ® · · · ® ψ]τ) = ^ (£д ® · · · ® M^,, ® · - · ® (¿λ,, . 
The proof of the following proposition is a standard computation: 
Proposition 7.22 For λ e С* and ψ
η
®···®φ^ € ® Г -^* Ло/ds: 
\N (ψ
η
 ® · · · ® ç>,r) = ( λ ^ , , ) ® • · · ® (λΝφ3τ) and 
Xм (ψ
η
 ® · · · ® φ,„) = (ΧΜψ
η
) ® · · • ® ( A M ^
r
) . 
Both, N and M in (7.7) induce maps N, M : H°B
s
(Am,a) -> H°B
s
(A',a). 
The complex vector space H°B
s
(A',a) does neither depend on ν nor on w. 
Therefore, we can study, how the lattice 
(JV^/J^ICH^M'^) 
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behaves, when we move г? e (Τ0Δ)* and w e {TPoD0)m. Let Τ and S be the 
monodromies of the local systems 
IV t ,'u,/zJ i?e(ToA)· IV ' " , , D / Z J U ; 6 ( T P O D O ) · 
respectively. The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.23 e~2*iN = Τ and e2*iM = S. For λ, μ € С* holds: 
Proof: Since M and ./V commute, we may prove the theorem by proving the 
following two equations separately: 
(i) (Jx*,*/J$
a
yz = λ-" ( W & 1 ) ! С Я°В,(А«,а), 
(И) ( Λ ^ / 4 + Μ ^ )
Ζ
 = ßM {'*,*№%% С Я°В.(Л-,а). 
We will prove (i) and leave it to the reader to prove (ii). 
Let λ : [0; 1] -*• С \ E^° be a path with λ(0) = 1. Let λ 0 be a positive real 
number such that λ0 < |λ(ς)| for all ς 6 [0; 1]. 
Like always, we fix coordinates (x, y) : Wki = Ukl χ Ulkl -> C 2 with respect 
to v, that means (gj , £ ) =v. For an appropriate ρ > 0 let yç = y : Ulk¡ -*· С be 
another coordinate that depends continuously on λ(ς) resp. ς and that satisfies: 
Уя=У for \y\ > γ-, 
ϋς = χΤ-тУ for |y| < ρ and 
2/0 = У for all y. 
For example, take a smoothing of the map that is given in polar coordinates by: 
. \ { \ - Λ \ ΙΟΓ Ο ^ Γ ^ — 
Observe that for the coordinates (г,у
с
) holds: ( ^ , g|-) = λ(ς)υ. 
These coordinate changes y'1 oy at any í/¿, can be put together to an isotopy 
Φς • Zo ->· ^O, 
which is defined to be у " 1 о y on any Ukl and the identity elsewhere. Note that 
0o = id and 0c(y) = A(ç)t/ for y e f/¿, with |y| < p. Given a path 7 : [a; i>] -> Z0 
over υ based at w, we can define a homotopy H by H(t,ç) :— φ
ς
 o 7(ί). This 
Η(·,ς) is a path over \(ς)ν based at û?. 
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Now take a Chen-closed I = YiJaJ φ^®·-·®φ]τ 6 φ * = 1 (gf -Д1· We 
obtain by the definition of iterated integrals along paths over \(ς)ν based at w: 
f 1= Ι Φ*I- (7.8) 
JH( ,ς) J У 
Here the dga-automorphism ф* : A* -4 A' is defined by 
( & | D r : β · (Α log Pt)->E*(DtlogPt) and 
id : ^ ( Δ 1 ) ® Λ ' - ^ Δ 1 ) ® A". 
(Д* induces an automorphism ф *
= 1 (g)r ф* of ф * = 1 ® r -A*, which we also denote 
by ф*. This is the ф* in (7.8). 
We are done with the proof of the theorem if we can show for all paths 
7 € πι(Ζ
ΰ
,ύ): 
[ф;і= [\(ς)ΝΙ. 
Jy J-, 
Also this statement will be proved by first looking at the local and then at the 
global situation. 
Local Situation: Assume here that ΰ : [o; b) -> Uk¡~\J{pki}UUlkJ is a path over 
ν that meets the double point pki once with parameter value To, where it changes 
from Dk to £)j. (Since ф*І and \{ς)ΝI are nearby homotopy functional, we do 
not have to worry about paths that collide with a double point.) Suppose the 
endpoint tf(i>) of ϋ be such that І2/(і?(Ь))| > f¿. 
Notice that the two coordinate systems (x, y) and (x, yç) around pki give two 
different localizations m a sector at the double point Pki 
A* - • A\i and A' -* All 
respectively. Denote the images of I under these natural maps by Iki resp. Iki-
Observe moreover that φ
ς
 induces 
Φ< •• Utr = b ¿ R- 0 } A ÛÏT = {у
я
 t R^ 0}. 
Then we can extend the dga-automorphisms φ* and \(ς)Ν of A' to dga-
isomorphisms with the same names, φ* and \{ς)Ν, from Ä'kl to A*kl like indicated 
in the following two commutative diagrams. 
A' • Ä'kl logy w 
«I b" I i 
A' • A'kl log y ο φ
ς
 (y) w, 
I. e. φ
ς
 on Äkl is the pull-back with φ*. Extend \{ς)Ν by 
A' • Ä\i logy w 
w[ I«** { ι 
A' • A\i loSî/(2/) (ш-logA). 
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We know by Theorem 7.7 that for hi and the points i?(6), ΰ(α) there is a 
function fki G A^ such that holds: 
11= I ïki = hi {уоЩ))- hi (У ° #(a)). 
J# JU 
Since both, φ* and λ(ς)Ν, are isomorphisms of dga's, which preserve the values 
of functions on i?(6) and ι?(α), the pull-back φ*hi is such a function for ф*Іы 
and \{ç)Nfki is such a function for \(ç)Nïki- That is to say: 
ƒ Φ;Ι = ƒ Ф*'І
Ы
 = fahi) (y°m) - (Φ;fu) (y°t>(o)) 
and 
ƒ λ(ς)"ΐ = ƒ λ(ς)"/4ί = (λ(ς)"Λ,) (fi ο u(b)) - (λ(ς)Ν ƒ„) (fi ο 0(a)). 
If Λι is given by 
m m 
/*ί = ^9кАх) l og" χ + ^ЯІАУ) l og" fi + -P(í,u,u)) 
f = 0 i/=0 
then 
0*/fti = ^29к,Лх) 1 о б" а; + ^ & . Л з / ) log"y + Ρ(ξ,ν,ιν) 
ι/=0 f = 0 
and 
4ς)Ν hi = ^ 9kAx)^gu х + ^шАпУ))^ {y(y)) + P^,v,w -ìogX). 
i /=0 v = 0 
Because of y(y о ι9(ί>)) = j/ o tf(ft) as |j/ о i9(6)| > •£-, we finally find: 
ƒ # ! = f \(ς)ΝΙ. 
Ju Ju 
Global Situation: Let 7 : [a; ft] —> Zo be a path over и based at t? that meets 
the set of double points {pu} with parameter values α = τ 0 < Τι < · · · < тт < 
r
m+i = b. At the double point po £ ö d we have the embedding χ = ρ : Do —> С 
Like before, let σ be the straight path 11-> (1 -1) from 1 to 0 € D0. Decompose 
σ * 7 * σ - 1 = 7 o * · · · * 7
m
+ i such that for each 7K : [aK\bK] —» Zo, the intervall 
[aK;òK] contains only the parameter value rK in its interior. Moreover, there is 
an εο > 0 with which we can decompose furthermore each of the paths 7* into 
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7K = <XK**YK + βκ such that aK resp. βκ lie entirely in one component and each 
δ
κ
 is a map 
¿к •• [rK -ε0;τκ+ e0] -> Ufr U {pkl} U UJJ 
for some [A; < I]. 
We know that if ύ is one of the paths aK, j K , βκ then $ϋφ*Ι = / л A(ç)74/. 
It remains to show that if i? and ΰ', where ΰ*ϋ' is a connected path, have this 
property then also i?*i?' does: J ^ , φ*I = /
ЙА
^, λ(ς) Ν 7. But this follows from 
the proof of Lemma 7.12 (the choice of the /J"7,...1™ is compatible with <Д* 
and \(ς)Ν). That proves the theorem. D 
We obtain as a consequence of Theorem 7.23 
T h e o r e m 7.24 The family of mixed Hodge structures 
{(WJW)"}«w 
is a nilpotent orbit of mixed Hodge structure. G 
7.6 The MHS on the Fundamental Group of the 
Central Fiber 
Let πι(Ζο,Ρο) be the fundamental group of the central fiber and let Ζπ1(Ζο,ρο) 
be its group ring with augmentation ideal Jo· In this section we define a MHS 
on the fundamental group of the central fiber. Apart from the contribution due 
to the non compact disk D0, the construction of this MHS is a special case 
of the general construction of a MHS on the fundamental group of a complex 
algebraic varietiy as introduced by Hain [Hai87a]. The main result here in this 
section is that the obvious group homomorphism 
C:7Ti(Zff,Û?) -4 7Γι(Ζ0)ρο) 
induces an inclusion of MHSs: 
с': (J„/JJ+T-> ДО4")*-
Most proofs are very similar to the proofs of the corresponding statements for 
7Γι(Ζ?,ύΤ) and are therefore left to the reader. 
7.6.1 A DGA of Differential Forms on the Central Fiber 
Now let us construct a dga A£ which computes the cohomology of ZQ and allows 
to define the MHS on π\(Ζο,ρο). 
Define 
Bl := С Θ φ E'(Di) Θ 0 ET (pu) ® ^ ( Δ 1 ) . 
i>0 [к<1] 
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By setting С = Л*("]?) an^ E'(pki) = Λ0 we may consider Βζ as sub-dga of 
the complex B' as it was defined on page 90. Now define the dga:4 
А-0:=В'ПА'. 
Note that 
A*0 = W0A', 
i. e. the dga AQ consists of exactly those elements in A', which have no poles 
and no "log t = u" 's. AQ inherits a Hodge- and a weight filtration F' and W, 
as well as an augmentation map α : AQ —> С from A'. 
Similarly to Theorem 6.2 on page 92 one can prove: 
T h e o r e m 7.25 ΗΛ(Αζ) 2 H*(Z0;C). Π 
7.6.2 Collapsing the Vanishing Cycles 
A path 7 : [0; 1] -> Z0 over ν based at w is in particular a path in D+ based at 
Po· We leave it to the reader to prove: 
Proposition 7.26 The obvious map 
c : πι(Ζί?,ω) ->• πι{Ζ0,ρο)-
is a well-defined surjective group homomorphism. 
7.6.3 I te ra ted Integrals on t h e Central Fiber 
Since AQ is a sub-dga of A' we may define: 
Definition 7.27 Let I = Y,\j\<saj φη®··-® ψυτ e 0 * = 1 (gf A\ be Chen-
closed and let [7] € 7Γι(Ζο,Ρο) &e suc^ *Λαί it is represented by a path 7 over ΰ 
based at w. Then define 
I ' - ƒ ' · 
'M7)l 
Now let J 0 be the augmentation ideal in the group ring Ζπι(Ζ0,Po)· Similarly 
to Theorem 6.8 on page 99 one proves: 
T h e o r e m 7.28 The integration of closed forms in A0 along elements of 
πι(Ζο,ρο) defines an isomorphism 
H^AD^EomziJo/JlX). 
4We avoid to introduce the language of simplicial and cosimplicial objects here. However, 
the complex AQ is isomorphic to the de Rham complex of the (complex part of the) cosimplicial 
mixed Hodge complex on the simplicial variety ZQ. 
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Since the integration maps are by definition compatible with с : πι (Z¡?, w) —»· 
π
ι(Ζο,Ρο)> we have an inclusion 
H\Al)<-+Hl{Am). 
Define for R = Z, Q, R or С 
Я
1 ( ^ )
д
 := Я ' ^ ' Ь П Я
1
^ ) and ( J o / J 0 ' + % == Hom z {J0/J¿+1;R). 
It follows from the proof of Theorem 6.11 on page 101 that holds: 
Theorem 7.29 
(Jo/Jo2)* := (HHA'oh, (H^ASÌQW), (H1(A'0),W.,F')) = W1(J/Py 
In particular, (JQ/JQ)* is a Z-MHS of possible weights 0 and 1. 
Moreover, one can prove (similarly to Theorem 7.17 on page 136): 
Theorem 7.30 Integration of Chen-closed elements in ф '
= 1 ®*-4o along ele­
ments ofni(ZotPo) defines an isomorphism of complex vector spaces 
H°B
s
(A'0,a) A Homz (J 0/./J+ 1;C) . 
α 
Since the integration maps are compatible with с and since J/J"+1 —• 
Jo/ J¿*+1 is surjective, we find 
Corollary 7.31 H°Bs(A^,a) *-> H°Ba{A9,a). D 
Similarly to Theorem 7.20 on page 139 one proves: 
Theorem 7.32 For any s > 1 is 
(Jo/Jé*1)* := {(Jo/Jê+1)l {(Jo/JryQ,W-) ((Jo/Jo*+iyc,W.,F-)) 
a mixed Hodge structure and the short exact sequence 
0 -• {Jo/JSY -> O V O * -> H^AÏÏ®' -• 0 (7.9) 
is a short exact sequence of MHSs. 
Finally, let us conclude this section by stating the following easy to prove 
theorem. 
Theorem 7.33 The map с : ni(Za,w) -¥ πι(Ζ 0,ρο) induces an inclusion of 
MHSs 
(j0/jrr^{j/j'+iy-
a 
Chapter 8 
Preparation of the Curve 
Singularity Case 
In this last chapter, we finally want to show, how the setting of 5.2 arises in the 
case of irreducible plane curve singularities. Throughout the whole chapter let 
/ : ( C 2 , 0 ) - > ( C , 0 ) 
be an irreducible plane curve singularity (IPCS) with Puiseux pairs 
(ΤΠΐ,Πΐ), . . . , (ТПд,Пд). 
First, we will construct a map h : (Z,D+) -> (Δ,Ο) with the properties 
that we described earlier (cf. 5.2) and that is related to ƒ in a natural way, and 
secondly, we are going to construct tangent vectors in (Τ 0Δ)* and (TPaD0)* in 
a natural way. 
The construction of this map h : (Z,D+) -> (Δ,Ο) will be done by a con­
struction, which is described in Steenbrink, [Ste77]. We refer to this process as 
semistable reduction. 
In other words, we consider the embedded resolution (see p. 148) π : 
(X, E+) —»• (C2,0) of ƒ. We define the integer d to be the lowest common mul­
tiple of all multiplicities of (ƒ ο π ) - 1 ( 0 ) in the resolution. Let EQ be the strict 
preimage in the embedded resolution. We construct a map h' : (Z',D' ) -> 
(Δ,Ο) by performing first a basechange for the map ƒ ο π : (X,E+) -> (С, 0) 
with the map Δ —> С, that maps t to td. The space germ (Z',D' ) is then the 
normalization of this space germ obtained by this basechange. This {Z',D' ) 
might still have cyclic quotient singularities, which can be resolved by inserting 
chains of P^s. Then we obtain h : {Z,D+) -»· (Δ,Ο). The given map from Ζ 
to X induces an isomorphism TPoD0 9i TPoE0 with which we identify these two 
tangent spaces. 
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The tangent spaces ΓοΔ and TPoDo resp. TPOEQ, are 1-dimensional complex 
vector spaces. Therefore (Τ 0Δ)*, (TPoD0)* and (TPoE0)* carry natural C* ac­
tions. We will construct a natural orbit <S( J^) of d tangent vectors in (Τ 0Δ)* 
under the induced action of the group μ^ of d-th roots of unity. These tangent 
vectors will play the role of the vector ν e (ΓοΔ)* before. 
Moreover, with the definitions m := mi · · • mg and к := ηχΤΠ2 · · · mg, we will 
define a natural orbit of m · к tangent vectors in (TPoE0)* under the induced 
action of the group μ™.* of m • fc-th roots of unity. We will refer to this orbit as 
to the monstrance of the IPCS and denote it by М(щ). Its elements will serve 
as base vectors like the w in the discussion before. 
Summarizing this little preview, we can say that, given ƒ : (C2,0) -4 (C, 0), 
we will first construct an h : (Z,D+) -4 (Δ,Ο) like in the setting 5.2 and a 
commutative diagram of space germs 
(Z,D+) — ^ - 4 (C2,0) 
Ί 1' 
(Δ,Ο) • (C,0) 
t I — • td , 
where Ρ induces an isomorphism between Ζ \ / ι - 1 (0) and (C2 \ / _ 1 (0)) xc* Δ*. 
Moreover we construct an orbit <S(J¿) = {Cd^}f=o,... ,d-i of the action of the 
d-th roots of unity on (Τ 0Δ)* and an orbit M{-§{) = {CmA^}"=o,...,mfc-i of the 
action of the mfc-th roots of unity on (TPo£)o)*. The cyclic group μα acts on the 
fibration h and the monstrance Λ ί ( ^ ) С TpoDo is invariant under this action. 
(h, P, {C£i?}„=o,...,d-i, {CmkW}v=o mfc-i) are defined in such a way that 
any right-equivalence between two IPCSs transforms these data into each other. 
That is, what the word natural refers to in this context. 
Finally, we will define mixed Hodge structure on the nearby fundamental 
group of an irreducible plane curve singularity and will finish with an example. 
8.1 Semistable Reduction 
Consider the IPCS ƒ : (C2,0) -> (C,0) and let π : (X,E+) -• (C2,0) be its 
embedded (minimal) resolution. Let E denote the divisor (ƒ ο π) _ 1 (0) with 
components E = U»>o·^»' w n e r e £?» has multiplicity e¿. Let Eo be the strict 
preimageoîf-x{0) inÂ"; that is the closure of ( / ο π ) _ 1 ( 0 ) \ π _ 1 ( 0 ) inX. E+, the 
exceptional divisor, is defined to be \Ji>0 Ei. The EiS for г > 0 are all rational 
curves. Call q0 the intersection point E0 Π E
+
 and note that (£o,9o) — (C,0). 
Let d = 1cmj e¿ and let θ : Δ -¥ С be the map Í H Í 1 * . Now consider the 
normalization of the fibered product of ƒ ο π and θ: 
Ζ' := X x
c
 Δ. 
There are projections h' : Ζ' -¥ Δ ' and Ρ' : Ζ' -*• Χ. Define D'+ := (π ο 
Ρ ' ) _ 1 ( 0 ) and let D'0 be the closure of (ƒ ο π о P ' ) _ 1 ( 0 ) \ (π о P ' ) - 1 ( 0 ) in Ζ'. 
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Proposition 8.1 Ζ' has exclusively cyclic quotient singularities. More pre­
cisely, for each singular point ρ e Ζ' there exists a natural number np > 0 and 
an isomorphism 
a. €{α,β,η) 
^•Oz;
v
-^
 {αβ_ηηρ) 
that maps h' to η. 
Proof: Due to the fact that the normalization (cf. [KK83] §71, p. 302) can 
be constructed locally and by the way the embedded resolution is defined, it 
suffices to prove the assertion for a space Y' of the following type. 
Let o, 6 > 0 be two natural numbers, which divide d. Define a' and b' by: 
d = a a' and d = 66'. Then let g : С 2 -> С be the function g(u,v) = uavb. 
Recall that 9(t) = td. We are going to study the normalization of the fibered 
product of g and Θ: 
Y' := Ól<^A. 
Let Ρ : C 2 Xc Δ -• Δ be the projection to the second factor. С 2 χ с Δ С С 3 is 
described by the equation uavb — td = 0 and Ρ maps (u,v, t) to t. 
We want to investigate С 2 хсЛ in a point po = ("Oi o^> to) · Let us distinguish 
the following cases. 
(i) uo Φ О? ^o / 0: In this case, C 2 xc Δ is smooth in (uo,uo,to): Define 
χ := и — u 0 and у := υ - υ 0 , then Υ' is locally around po given by the 
equation (x + uo)a(y + vo)b — td, which has a smooth zero set around 
(x,y) = (0,0). 
(ii) uo = 0; v0 φ 0: С 2 χ с Δ is reducible in po and decomposes into a 
nonsingular factors: Let again у := ν — щ. Then with ζ
α
 = e~^ we find: 
u
a
v
b
-td = ua(y + v0)b-td 
= f[(u^(y + v0)b-C^tA 
The normalization just separates these non singular factors. 
(iii) uo = 0; vo = 0: Let m := gcd(a,6) and define a", b", d", n by a = ma", 
b = mb" and d = md" (note that (a",b") = 1) as well as d" = a"b"n. 
Then С 2 х с Д decomposes into m (possibly singular) factors (Çm = e"^1): 
u°V
b
-td=(u°"vb")m-(td")m 
= nK«6"-od") 
f = l 
The normalization Y' first separates these components into the discon-
nected sum of the normalizations of each of these components, which we 
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describe now. Fix ν and let t := e^^77 t. The normalization of the com­
ponent (ua"vb" - Cm i d") = (иа" ь" - id") is given by 
{αβ-ηη=0} —• {ua"vb" - td" = θ} 
(a,/3,7,) —• (α»", β"'' ,η). 
It remains to check that this map is surjective and 1-1 off the singular locus. 
Recall (a",b") = 1 and d" = a"b"n. Let (u,v,t) be such that t φ 0 and 
u
a
"v
b
" = td". Then let tn = Со"(б» ъу/иау/у for some r, s and fixed roots 
ly/U and αν"ΰ. We find the preimage of (u, v, t) under this map by 77 = t and 
α = C¿„ ъ'1/й as well as β = C,3
a
„ °'J/v. Because of αβ = ηη and the fact that 
(a",b") = 1, the numbers i e {0,... ,b" - 1} and j € {0 , . . . ,α" - 1} are 
uniquely determined. This proves the proposition. • 
Remark 8.2 Since eo = 1, the above proof also shows that the map P' of Z' to 
the embedded resolution X induces an isomorphism between D'0 and the strict 
preimage Eo in X. 
With the notation of 5.2 we are ready to prove now: 
Theorem 8.3 For an irreducible plane curve singularity f : (C2,0) -> (C,0) 
there is a map h : (Z,D+) —> (Δ,Ο) and a commutative diagram of space germs 
(Z,D+) —P-+ (C2,0) 
4 1' 
(Δ,Ο) > (C,0) 
t 1—• t d , 
such that Ρ induces an isomorphism over A* between the spaces Z\h~1(0) and 
(С2\Г\0))х
с
.А\ 
Proof: What remains to show after that we proved Proposition 8.1 is the well-
known fact that a singularity of the type: αβ — ηη may be resolved by replacing 
the singular point by a chain of (n — 1) copies of P 1 . This is done as follows 
(cf. for instance [BK91]). 
Consider n copies of C 2 with coordinates (u„ u t) for г = 1,... , η . These 
spaces are glued together by the following glueing maps: 
φ,: С
2 \ { г ; , = 0 } -» С 2 \ {ul+1 = 0} 
(u„u,) H» (£·, u,u2) = (ut+i,vt+1). 
Call the result M and observe that M is smooth. Now the resolution of the 
variety {aß — η" = 0} is given by the map M -*· {aß — ηη = 0}, that is defined 
on the coordinates (u„vt) by 
(τι,,«,) h+ ( « χ - 1 ; < - χ " + 1 - ; и,«,) = (α,β,η). 
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Notice that this map is well-defined. In this way we can resolve all the singular­
ities of Z' and find the map h : (Z,D+) -> (Δ,Ο) with the desired properties. 
Π 
8.2 Canonical Tangent Vectors 
In this section we first recall some well-known facts about the map t i-> td. 
These observations will be used to construct an orbit under the action of the 
d-th roots of unity on (Τ 0Δ)*. 
A careful study of the Puiseux expansion will show subsequently that there 
is a natural orbit under the action of the mk-th roots of unity on (TPoDo)*, 
which we call the monstrance of ƒ. 
8.2.1 Pulling Back Tangent Vectors 
Let Δ and Δ' be two disks in С around 0. Always, when we are given a 
holomorphic map of multiplicity m, say 
φ : Δ -»· Δ', 
then the differential of ψ in 0 is zero, when m > 1. However, a tangent vector 
v' € (Τ 0Δ')* defines in a natural way m tangent vectors ζ^ν 6 (Τ0Δ)* for 
ν = 0, . . . ,m — 1. 
Let us refer to the set {ζ^ΰ e (Γ 0 Δ)*| ν = 0,. . . ,τη — 1} as to the inverse 
star of υ' under φ. We will give two descriptions of this phenomenon: a concrete 
one and a fancy one. 
The concrete description is as follows. Choose a coordinate z' on (Δ',0) 
such that ν ' = -£p-. Then there is up to a choice of an m-th root of unity only 
one coordinate ζ on Δ such that: ζ' ο ψ = zm. Define the m tangent vectors by 
Çmdï e №>Δ)*ι where ν — 0,... ,τη — 1. Notice that this definition does not 
depend on the choice of z'. 
The abstract description is the following. Let m resp. m' be the maximal 
ideal in Од,о resp. Сд',0 and let m/m2 resp. m'/m' be the corresponding Zariski 
cotangent spaces. Observe that by the duality 
T0A ® (m/m2) -> С 
{Хвд) ь> X(g)(Q) 
a choice of a tangent vector in ΓοΔ corresponds to the choice of an element in 
m/m2. Now φ induces a map 
φ' : m'/m'2 -* m m / m m + 1 
g' *-* g' ο ψ-
On the other hand we have the composition of natural maps: 
m/m2 -• (m/m 2)®m -> m m / m m + 1 
g ι-» 5 ® · · · ® £ 
a i ® - - - ® o
m
 »-> ai--a
m
. 
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Each non-zero element in m m / m m + 1 has m inverse images in m/m2 under this 
composition of maps. This shows that a tanget vector v' € (To A')* determines 
m tangent vectors in (Γ 0Δ)* in a natural way. 
For irreducible plane curve singularities ƒ : (C2,0) -+ (C,0), the tangent 
vector J¿ e (ToС)* is preserved under right-equivalences. Denote by 
5 ( ! ) = { ζ > - € ( Γ ο Δ ) > = 0 , . . . , < ί - 1 } 
the inverse star of J¿ under the map θ : 1i-> td. 
8.2.2 T h e Monstrance of ƒ 
The next thing to do, is to show there is a natural orbit under the action of the 
mfc-th roots of unity on (TPoEo)*, the tangent space at the strict transform in 
the resolution. By virtue of Remark 8.2 this immediately gives tangent vectors 
in Τ
ϊο
£>θι which are invariant under the action of μ^ on h. 
The idea for the construction is the following. We know that if we have a 
parametrization r : (C, 0) —> (Eo, ίο) of the strict preimage, then this defines a 
tangent vector in Т
яо
Ео, namely: -J^. The Puiseux expansion is a parametriza­
tion ρ : (C,0) -> (/ - 1 (0)i0) with the property that it can be lifted to a smooth 
parametrization ρ : (С, 0) —• (£Ό,<7ο)· I n this way, a Puiseux expansion yields a 
tangent vector in T4OEQ. Now given an IPCS ƒ, we can always find coordinates 
(x,y) of C 2 such that 
f(x,y) = l-xm + --- + l-yk + --· , 
where xm and yk are the smallest pure powers of χ and у respectively. Up to 
first order, there are m • к such coordinate systems. This requirement on the 
coordinates with respect to ƒ determines the Puiseux expansions up to first 
order. Up to first order, we get m • к canonical parametrizations of (Eo, qo) and 
therefore m · к canonical tangent vectors. 
But let us give a geometric meaning to this construction. Since we do not 
want to fix coordinates on C 2 for the moment, we let (Χ,χο) -"= (С 2,0). 
Definition 8.4 Let ι : (L, xo) *-• (X, Xo) be a 1-dimensional smooth subspace 
of (Χ,χο). We will call a map 
P:(X,xo)-*(L,xo) 
a projection of (X, XQ) onto (L, XQ), if the induced map 
TX0L -
D 4 TXOX - ^ TX0L 
is the identity. 
Now let ι : (R,xo) '-* {X,xo) be the tangent to (/ - 1 (0) ,x 0 ) С (Χ,χο)- We 
formulate the following theorem. 
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T h e o r e m 8.5 Let ƒ : (X, x0) -> (C, 0) be an irreducible plane curve sin­
gularity with Puiseux pairs (τη,ι,ηι),... ,(mg,ng). Set τη := υ ΐ ι · · · τ η } and 
к : = ПіТ7і2 · · · тПд. 
Let ι : (R, XQ) «-»· (X, xo) be the tangent and π : (X, E+) -¥ (X, x0) be the 
embedded resolution of f. Then for any projection Ρ : (X,x0) -4 (R,x0), the 
composition φ of maps 
(E0,qo) ^ ^ 4 (X,x0) А (Д,х0) - ^ 4 (Δ,Ο) 
has multiplicity m · к and the inverse star of the tangent vector Jj under φ does 
not depend on the choice of the projection P . 
Proof: Choose coordinates (x,y) on (X,XQ) such that the following two condi­
tions are satisfied: 
• The tangent line (R,XQ) of (f~1{0),xo) is given by χ = 0. 
• ƒ (x> У) = 1 ' χ Τ η Η Η1 · î/fc Η , where xm and y* are the smallest pure 
powers of χ and y respectively. 
Then the Puiseux expansion of ƒ with respect to (x,y) has the following 
form, where m < к (ƒ is irreducible): 
X{T) = akrk + ak+iTk+1 + · • · 
y(r) = rm 
and am = —1. Moreover we can find ƒ back by: 
m - l 
Л*,у)= Π (x-*(&»*))• 
«/=0 
r can be used as a coordinate on the strict transform (E,go)· We may take 
У •=y\,D as coordinate on the tangent line (R,x0). 
Any projection Ρ : (X, xo) —• (R, xo) is a priori given by у о P(x, у) = 
y(P(x,y)) = Ax+i?y+h(x,y) andh(x,y) e mf
x
 >.. The condition D P ι = 
id means here: В = 1. Hence, we find for a unit u(r) € C{r}\m with u(0) = Cm 
(the irreducibility of ƒ implies m < fc): 
y o P ( x ( r ) , y ( r ) ) = r m + r m + 1 ( · · · ) 
= Τ • U\T) . 
Therefore 
0 ( r ) = / ( O , y o P ( x ( r ) , у(т))) 
m - l 
= (-1ГПх(Ст-Цт)) 
i/=0 
m - l 
= ( - і ) т П М С ^ « ) 4 + « н . ( С т - « ) н 1 + ···) 
=
 ( - l ) m + f c a m r m f c + Tmk+1 ( · · · ) . 
This shows that ф(т) has multiplicity m · к and the term of lowest order does 
not depend on the choice of P. О 
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Definition 8.6 Define the monstrance of ƒ to be the inverse star of щ under 
a map φ like in Theorem 8.5 and denote it by 
M(^-t) = {C^kw€(TqoE0rW = 0,...,mk-l} 
Remark 8.7 m · A: does not divide d in general. For instance in the example of 
Section 8.4 is m = 4, к = 6 and d = 156. 
However, if ƒ has only one Puiseux pair (m, k) = (ττίχ,τΐι), then mk divides 
d as one easily sees by blowing up twice. 
8.3 The Invariant 
Here finally we are going to associate to an irreducible plane curve singularity an 
invariant of its right-equivalence class. In fact it is an invariant of the following 
(apparently coarser) equivalence relation. 
Definition 8.8 We say that two plane curve singularities ƒ, g : (С2,0) —• (С, 0) 
are right-equivalent to first order if there are isomorphisms φ : (C2,0) —> (C2,0) 
and ψ : (C,0) -> (C,0) such that 
g ο φ = φ о ƒ and φ, : T0C -* ТоС is the identity. 
Definition 8.9 Let ƒ : (C2,0) -> (C,0) be an irreducible plane curve singular-
ity. For all a > 1 we define 
ЯИ'(Л*):= 0 I 0 (J*,*/J$y\ (8.1) 
and we call the direct limit 
ад,&)
:
=іітал
я(/,£) 
the mixed Hodge structure on the nearby fundamental group of the irreducible 
plane curve singularity f. 
Note that μ^ acts on 9Л(/, &). More precisely, (J = е т " e μ^ can be 
considered as map: 
cï: 0 (w&0*-> 0 Vw,*/JSl*r-
Let Τ be the monodromy of the local system 
0 ( 0 ow^);}· 
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Define L := (£JV - ^ M ) : H°B{A',a) - • Я°В(Л*,а) and moreover 
£ := ф і : 0 Я ° В ( А ' , а ) -> ф Я ° Я ( Л ' , а ) . 
Then by Theorem 7.23 holds for i ) e C : 
r = e-2"£ and ms(f,0&)z = ircW(f,&)z, 
from where we may conclude that the family of MHSs 
{ Э Я ( / , * ) } £
б Т о С 
is a nilpotent orbit of MHS. 
Note that on the components of the direct sum (8.1) the monodromy Τ is 
given by 
where we consider the lattices on the left and on the right as sub-lattices of 
H°B(A\a). 
8.4 An Example 
The only purpose of the example we give in this section is to indicate that the 
mixed Hodge structure on the nearby fundamental group of an irreducible plane 
curve singularity detects moduli that are hidden for the MHS on the vanish­
ing cohomology. We focus especially on effects coming from the monodromy 
on JI J*. But in general, we also expect interesting information from higher 
periods - even on J/ J*. A systematic investigation of the invariant on classes 
of singularities still remains to be done. 
Here we investigate the example (0.1) that was mentioned in the introduc­
tion: 
Λ(χ, y) = {y2 -χ3)2- (4λχ5ΐ, + λ V ) , λ φ 0. 
All f χ have Milnor number 16 and the resolution of Д is shown in Figure 
8.1 
From this resolution and from the Milnor number, it is not difficult 
(cf.[BK86]) to derive that the divisor with normal crossings D С Ζ has the 
shape that is illustrated in Figure 8.2. Moreover we see d = 156. Notice also 
that m = 4 and к = 6. 
Observe that the automorphism of (C2,0) that is given by 
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12 
$ · ~w 
13 
Figure 8.1: The resolution of f\(x, y) = (y2 — x3) — (4\x5y + λ 2 ι 7 ) with mul­
tiplicities e¿. 
has the property that: f\(x,y) = û12fu\(x,y). Or likewise, φ yields a commu­
tative diagram: 
•+ (C 2 ,0) 
Λ 
•+ (C,0). 
(C2,0) -
4 
(CO) -
Hence, the MHS on the nearby fundamental group of the pair (fox, &) is iso­
morphic to the one of (f\,u12v¡), i. е. 
Therefore, we fix one Д and consider how 9Л(/л,і?12&) varies, when we 
change i?12 =: . We know that for any s > 1, the variation of MHS 
{ S W ( / A , 0 * ) } Í 6 C · 
is the nilpotent orbit of MHS associated to the pair (9Л"(Д,#£) ,£) , where 
С = φ ? ι 3 L is the nilpotent endomorphism given by L = -^ξΝ — ¿ M . 
Denote by h\ : (Z\,D%) -¥ (Δ,Ο) the map that is obtained by semistable 
reduction from f\. By Theorem 8.3 we have a commutative diagram 
{ZX,D+) • (C,0) 
(Δ,Ο) • (C,0) 
t ι—» ί 1 5 β . 
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Figure 8.2: The divisor D for f\(x,y) = (y2 - x3)2 - (4Xx5y + λ 2 χ 7 ) . 
To h\ we associate the dga A' and note by Corollary 6.20 on page 106 that 
H1(A*) is a pure Hodge structure of weight 1. Since (J/j3)" has weights 1 and 
2 and since N and M both lower the weights by 2, we see that N and M are 
both zero on (J/J3)*. This shows that the nilpotent orbit of MHS 
{ОТ2(Д,0£)}9€
С
. 
is constant. Our goal now is to show: 
Propos i t ion 8.10 The nilpotent orbit of MHS 
{ЗЛ3(/л,0£)}9€
С
. 
is not constant. 
Proof: In order to prove this proposition we just have to show that L Φ 0. 
. Choose ν € <S(£) and w € M{-§i). On the elliptic curve Όη, choose a point 
* € £>7 and a closed path α based at *. Let ω ^ be a holomorphic 1-form on 
Dj such that 
Ja 
There exists a μ^ e El(D7ìogp67) such that 
ω<7>Λώ<7>+ν7)=0 
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and ρ := ResP e 7 μ^ φ 0. Now let η[ , . . . ,щ' be meromorphic forms on 
Z?i,... ,DQ respectively ала щ — poi^- € Λ ("ί) s u c n that: 
Рм+і = R-eSp,,+1 т/,
(7)
 = -Res p ,_, , η[7) = -p. 
Now consider the Chen-closed element in (A1 ® A1) ® A1 that is given by: 
Ω = ω<7> ® ω™ ® ¿ Я + ω<7> β (μ<7> + ^ 7 ) + · • · + ^ 7 ) + ρ 6 7 θ + · · · + ρ 0 ι θ ) . 
And note that Ν(ίϊ) = ω^ ® (ρ67(Ιξ + · · · + ρο\άξ). There is an h G Л° such 
that Λ(ροι) = 0 and dh = ρπάξ + • · •+ ροιάξ. It is easy to see that for this h 
holds 
[N(ii)] = (
ω
<7>| {ρ6Ίάξ + ••• + ρ01άξ)) = (-hwW) = (7ρω™) e Η°Β3(Α·,α). 
Similarly we see [Μ(Ω)] = (/>ω(7)) G Η°Β 3 (Λ·,α). Prom this we derive: 
[L(n)] =
 í k [ A r ( ü ) ] ~ ¿ [ M ( í i ) ] 
=(-I<-(7))*° 
Remark 8.11 Since 9Κ2(/
λ
,0&) = 9Л2(Д, &) for all θ e С*, we may consider 
the map 
С -• ExtMHS(®utaHHA-);m2(fx,&)) 
The fact that [ω<-7)]®[ω™]®[ώ™] e ^ ( Я ^ Л * ) ® 3 ) and ЦП) $ F2H1(A*) = 0 
can be used to prove that even the map (8.3) is not constant. 
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Samenvatting in het 
Nederlands 
Over De Rham-homotopietheorie voor vlakke 
algebraïsche krommen en hun singulariteiten 
In dit proefschrift beschouwen we vlakke complexe algebraïsche krommen; 
in het bijzonder onderzoeken we singulariteiten van zulke krommen lokaal. Het 
voornaamste doel dat we nastreven is de constructie van een invariant voor 
vlakke krommensingulariteiten in het kader van De Rham-homotopietheorie. 
Voor compacte Riemannoppervlakken met basispunt hebben R. Hain en 
M. Pulte een opmerkelijke Torellistelling voor de gemengde Hodgestructuur 
op de fundamentaalgroep bewezen (zie Stelling 4.3 op blz. 58). Dat was een 
stimulans om analoga van deze stelling zowel voor niet-compacte Riemannop-
pervlakken als voor krommensingulariteiten te vinden. 
In het eerste gedeelte van dit proefschrift beschouwen we het complement van 
een punt in een compact Riemannoppervlak met basispunt. Dit noemen we ook 
wel een gepuncteerd Riemannoppervlak met basispunt. We onderzoeken welke en 
hoeveel meer informatie de gemengde Hodgestructuur op de fundamentaalgroep 
van een gepuncteerd Riemannoppervlak bevat in vergelijking met een compact 
Riemannoppervlak. 
In Hoofdstuk 1 introduceren we de door Chen ontwikkelde theorie van 
gcïtereerde integralen, die algemeen geldt op gladde variëteiten. Daarna 
zijn Hoofdstukken 2 tot en met 4 gewijd aan het speciale geval van (ge-
puncteerde) Riemannoppervlakken met basispunt. Hoofdstuk 2 beschrijft 
voor (gepuncteerde) Riemannoppervlakken de constructie van de gemengde 
Hodgestructuur op de fundamentaalgroep zoals die door Hain in algemenere con-
text werd ingevoerd. In Hoofdstuk 3 beschouwen we de extensie van het stuk 
van gewicht 2 door het stuk van gewicht 1 van de gemengde Hodgestructuur op 
de fundamentaalgroep voor zowel een gepuncteerd Riemannoppervlak met ba-
sispunt als een compact Riemannoppervlak met basispunt. Met name kijken we 
hoe deze invariant in de afzonderlijke gevallen verschilt. Hier speelt de canonieke 
divisor van dat compacte Riemannoppervlak een belangrijke rol. Hoofdstuk 4 
geeft een Torellistelling voor gepuncteerde Riemannoppervlakken met basispunt 
analoog met de Torellistelling van Hain en Pulte. 
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Het tweede gedeelte van dit proefschrift gaat over irreducibele vlakke krom-
mensingulariteiten. Om een analogon met de Torellistelling van Hain en Pulte 
te vinden is de eerste vereiste de constructie van een invariant voor zulke singu-
lariteiten in het kader van De Rham-homotopietheorie. In dit proefschrift wordt 
een dergelijke constructie gegeven. 
De rol van de fundamentaalgroep wordt hier overgenomen door de in Hoofd-
stuk 5 gedefinieerde nabije fundamentaalgroep. De nabije fundamentaalgroep is 
een groep, die isomorf is met de fundamentaalgroep van de Milnorvezel maar 
wel op de centrale vezel is gedefinieerd. De geconstrueerde structuur wordt dan 
ook later in Hoofdstuk 8 de gemengde Hodgestructuur op de nabije fundamen-
taalgroep van de singulariteit genoemd. In Hoofdstuk 6 introduceren we een 
gegradeerde differentiaalalgebra, die een essentiële rol in de constructie van de 
gemengde Hodgestructuur op de nabije fundamentaalgroep speelt. Verder laten 
we zien hoe elementen van graad 1 van deze gegradeerde differentiaalalgebra 
langs elementen uit de nabije fundamentaalgroep kunnen worden geïntegreerd. 
Hoofdstuk 7 laat zien, dat het mogelijk is om in de reeds genoemde gegradeerde 
differentiaalalgebra geïtereerde integralen met 1-vormen te definiëren langs ele-
menten uit de nabije fundamentaalgroep. Na de definities in Hoofdstuk 6 heeft 
de formule voor geïtereerde integralen een voor de hand liggende gedaante, maar 
het is niet eenvoudig te bewijzen dat de in deze formule benodigde limieten 
bestaan. Deze manier om op de centrale vezel te integreren lijkt nieuw, zelfs al 
voor gewone integralen. 
In Hoofdstuk 8 laten we zien hoe de constructies uit de Hoofdstukken 5 
tot en met 7 voor irreducibele vlakke krommensingulariteiten kunnen worden 
toegepast. Uiteindelijk wordt het proefschrift afgerond met een voorbeeld, 
waaruit blijkt dat de gemengde Hodgestructuur op de nabije fundamentaal-
groep in staat is moduli op te sporen, die onzichtbaar zijn voor de gemengde 
Hodgestructuur op de verdwijnende cohomologie. 
Zusammenfassung in 
deutscher Sprache 
Über De Rham-Homotopietheorie für ebene 
algebraische Kurven und deren Singularitäten 
In dieser Doktorarbeit betrachten wir ebene algebraische Kurven; insbeson-
dere untersuchen wir Singularitäten solcher Kurven lokal. Ziel ist die Konstruk-
tion einer De Rham-Homotopie-theoretischen Invarianten für ebene Kurvensin-
gularitäten. 
Bei kompakten Riemannschen Flächen mit Basispunkt haben R. Hain und 
M. Pulte einen bemerkenswerten Torellisatz für die gemischte Hodgestruktur auf 
der Fundamentalgruppe bewiesen (siehe Satz 4.3 auf Seite 58). Dies war eine 
Anregung, ähnliche Aussagen für sowohl nicht-kompakte Riemannsche Flächen 
als auch für Kurvensingularitäten zu finden. 
Im ersten Teil dieser Dissertation betrachten wir das Komplement eines 
Punktes innerhalb einer kompakten Riemanschen Fläche mit Basispunkt. Dies 
nennen wir eine punktierte Riemannsche Fläche mit Basispunkt. Wir un-
tersuchen, welche Information und wieviel mehr Information die gemischte 
Hodgestruktur auf der Fundamentalgruppe einer punktierten Riemannschen 
Fläche im Gegensatz zu einer kompakten Riemannschen Fläche enthält. 
In Kapitel 1 stellen wir die von Chen entwickelte Theorie iterierter Integrale 
vor, welche allgemein auf Mannigfaltigkeiten gilt. Kapitel 2 bis einschließlich 4 
sind dann ausschließlich dem Fall (punktierter) Riemannscher Flächen mit Ba-
sispunkt gewidmet. Kapitel 2 beschreibt für (punktierte) Riemannsche Flächen 
die Konstruktion der gemischten Hodgestruktur auf der Fundamentalgruppe, 
so wie sie von Hain allgemein für komplexe algebraische Varietäten eingeführt 
wurde. In Kapitel 3 betrachten wir die Erweiterung des Teils der gemischten 
Hodgestruktur auf der Fundamentalgruppe von Gewicht 2 durch den Teil von 
Gewicht 1 für sowohl punktierte Riemannsche Flächen mit Basispunkt als auch 
kompakte Riemannsche Flächen mit Basispunkt. Insbesondere untersuchen wir, 
wie diese Invariante sich in den jeweiligen Fällen unterscheidet. 
Der zweite Teil dieser Arbeit handelt von irreduzibelen ebenen Kurvensingu-
laritäten. Ein Analogon zum Torellisatz von Hain und Pulte zu finden, erfordert 
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hier zuallererst die Konstruktion einer De Rham-Homotopie-theoretischen In-
varianten für solche Singularitäten. In dieser Doktorarbeit wird eine derartige 
Konstruktion durchgeführt. 
Die Rolle der Fundamentalgruppe wird hier durch die in Kapitel 5 definierte 
nahe Fundamentalgruppe übernommen. Die nahe Fundamentalgruppe ist iso-
morph zur Fundamentalgruppe der Milnorfaser aber ist dennoch auf der zen-
tralen Faser definiert. Die konstruierte Struktur wird dann auch später in Kapi-
tel 8 die gemischte Hodgestruktur auf der nahen Fundamentalgruppe der Sin-
gularität genannt. In Kapitel 6 führen wir eine graduierte Differentialalgebra 
ein, die eine wesentliche Rolle bei der Konstruktion der gemischten Hodgestruk-
tur auf der nahen Fundamentalgruppe spielt. Weiter zeigen wir, wie Elemente 
von Grad 1 dieser graduierten Differentialalgebra entlang von Elementen aus 
der nahen Fundamentalgruppe integriert werden können. Kapitel 7 zeigt, daß 
es möglich ist, in der oben genannten graduierten Differentialalgebra iterierte 
Integrale von 1-Formen längs Elementen aus der nahen Fundamentalgruppe zu 
definieren. Nach den Definitionen in Kapitel 6 liegt die Gestalt der Formel für 
iterierte Integrale auf der Hand. Trotzdem ist es nicht einfach zu beweisen, 
daß die in der Definition benötigten Grenzwerte existieren. Auf solche Art und 
Weise auf der zentralen Faser zu integrieren, scheint selbst für gewöhnliche Lin-
ienintegrale neu zu sein. 
In Kapitel 8 stellen wir dar, wie die Konstruktionen der Kapitel 5 bis 7 
Verwendung finden für irreduzibele ebene Kurvensingularitäten. Wir schließen 
die Doktorarbeit mit einem Beispiel ab. Dieses Beispiel zeigt, daß die gemisch-
te Hodgestruktur auf der nahen Fundamentalgruppe in der Lage ist, Moduli 
aufzuspüren, die für die gemischte Hodgestruktur auf der verschwindenden Ko-
homologie verborgen sind. 
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Stellingen 
behorende bij het proefschrift 
On De Rham Homotopy Theory of Plane Algebraic Curves and their 
Singularities 
van Rainer Helmut Kaenders 
1. Stelling (E. Selling) Zij M een vrij Z-moduul van rang r — 1 voorzien 
van een symmetrische bilineaire vorm 
ß-.МхМ-^Ж. 
Stel dat er elementen θι,... ,θ
τ
 6 M bestaan, zodat: 
(a) β(θ
ι
,θ}) < 0 voor ieder paar i φ] uit {1,. . . ,г}, 
(b) θχ + • · · +
 г
 = О, 
(c) θι,... , θ„... , Θ
Γ
 is een basis van M voor iedere i = 1,. . . , г. 
Dan is de verzameling {θι,... ,Θ
Γ
}, op een gemeenschappelijk teken van 
al zijn elementen na, uniek bepaald. 
(zie. Eduard Selling, Würzburg, lieber die binären und temaren quadratis-
chen Formen. J. Reine Angew. Math., 77(Heft 2 und 3):143-229, 1874.) 
2. De Seifertvorm van een reducibele vlakke krommensingulariteit bepaalt 
de onderlinge snijgetallen van de takken (zie [Kae96]). 
3. Een АГ-diagram van een (reducibele) vlakke krommensingulariteit legt 
het topologische type volledig vast (zie [BK96]). 
4. Sometimes, Hodge theory is hodgepodge theory. 
5. Das Volumen eines Körpers, der durch Drehung eines ebenen Gebietes um 
eine dieses Gebiet nicht schneidende Achse entsteht, ist gleich dem Pro-
dukt aus dem Flächeninhalt dieses Gebietes mit dem Umfang des Kreises, 
den der Schwerpunkt dieses Gebietes bei der Drehung beschreibt (Zweite 
Guldinsche Regel). 
6. Voor drie vectoren α, ò, с Ç. Ш3 geldt: о х (ö χ с) = b(a, с) — с(о, b) . Deze 
regel staat ook bekend onder de naam B A C C A B (spreek uit: "Baktsap"). 
7. Ein Gebiet in С ist eine nichtleere zusammenhängende offene Teilmenge 
von C. Dann gilt: Ein Gebiet G ist einfach zusammenhängend genau 
dann wenn es sich als endliche oder abzählbar unendliche Vereinigung 
ypjKier oo Q^
 v o n s t e r nfö r m igen Gebieten {Gj}¿=i,... i00 schreiben läßt, de-
rart, daß für jedes N S {Ι,..·,ρ oder со} gilt: 
Π GN+1 ist ein Gebiet. 
8. De incarnaties van de platonische idee van een torus zijn: in Duitsland 
een Adventskranz, in de VS een donut en in Nederland een fietsband. 
9. Unter allen mathematischen Disziplinen ist die Topologie die sinnlichste. 
10. Nog steeds is de echte wiskunde unplugged. 
11. Het stuk 'Het ruikt hier naar gas'van Godfried Bomans in de bundel 'Van 
de hak op de tak', (Elsevier Amsterdam/Brussel, 1965) is in staat zelfs bij 
een welwillende Duitser gevoelens van verontwaardiging op te wekken. 
12. Er bestaat een in Duitsland nogal veel aangetroffen vooroordeel dat er een 
vergeetfunctor van de Duitse naar de Nederlandse taal zou zijn. 
13. Er valt voor te pleiten het vak biologie tot leefkunde te herbenoemen.' 
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